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Abstract

Electronic-structure simulations have been impacting the study of materials properties thanks

to the simplicity of density-functional theory, a method that gives access to the ground state

of the system. Although very important, ground-state properties represent just part of the

information, and often technological applications rely more on excited-state properties. In

the context of density-functional theory, the latter are difficult to extract and one usually has

to resort to more sophisticated approaches. In the last years, Koopmans spectral functionals

have emerged as an effective method which combines the feasibility of density-functional

theory with the accuracy of more complex methods, such as many-body perturbation theory.

While retaining its simplicity, Koopmans functionals extend the domain of density-functional

theory providing direct access to charged excitations, and ultimately to the photoemission

spectra of materials.

This approach has been extensively employed in finite systems, displaying an accuracy which

is comparable to that of state-of-the-art many-body perturbation theory methods. In extended

systems, calculations were bound to the supercell (Γ-only) method, preventing the access to

the full band structure of the system. In this work we overcome this limitation, proving that

a band structure description of the energy spectrum is possible, and providing a scheme to

carry out calculations in crystalline materials.

The first result of this work consists in proving the compliance of Koopmans functionals with

the translation symmetry of the system. The validity of Bloch’s theorem, thus the possibility of

describing the spectrum via a band structure picture, depends on this condition. Because of

the orbital-density-dependent nature of the functional, the invariance of the total energy with

respect to unitary transformations of the one-electron orbitals is broken. The energy is then

minimized by a particular set of orbitals, called “variational”, which are strongly localized in

space. In extended periodic systems, the localized, thus non-periodic, character of the varia-

tional orbitals is inherited by the effective orbital-density-dependent Hamiltonians, which

apparently break the translation symmetry of the system. Here we show that, by requiring the

variational orbitals to be Wannier functions, the translation symmetry is preserved and Bloch’s

theorem holds.
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Abstract

In the second part, we devise a scheme to unfold the band structure from supercell (Γ-only)

calculations, and reconstruct the k-dependence of the quasiparticle energies. This method

is then used to compute the band structures of a set of benchmark semiconductors and

insulators. Finally, we describe a novel formulation of Koopmans functionals for extended

periodic systems, which exploits from the beginning the translation properties of Wannier

functions to realize a primitive cell-based implementation of Koopmans functionals. Results

obtained from this second approach are also discussed.

In the last part, we present the preliminary study of impurity states arising in crystalline

materials in the presence of point defects.

Keywords: Koopmans spectral functionals, orbital-density-dependent functionals spectral

properties, photoemission spectra, Bloch’s theorem, band structure, band gap, point-defects,

impurity states.
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Sommario

Le simulazioni di struttura elettronica hanno avuto un impatto sullo studio delle proprietà

dei materiali grazie alla semplicità della teoria del funzionale densità, un metodo che dà

accesso allo stato fondamentale del sistema. Sebbene molto importanti, le proprietà di

stato fondamentale rappresentano solo una parte dell’informazione e spesso le applicazioni

tecnologiche si basano maggiormente sulle proprietà di stato eccitato. Nel contesto della

teoria del funzionale densità, questi ultimi sono difficili da estrarre e di solito si deve ricorrere

ad approcci più sofisticati. Negli ultimi anni, i funzionali spettrali Koopmans sono emersi

come un metodo efficace che combina la fattibilità della teoria del funzionale densità con

l’accuratezza di metodi più complessi, come la teoria delle perturbazioni a molti corpi. Pur

mantenendo la sua semplicità, i funzionali di Koopmans estendono il dominio della teoria del

funzionale densità fornendo un accesso diretto alle eccitazioni cariche e, in definitiva, agli

spettri di fotoemissione dei materiali.

Questo approccio è stato ampiamente utilizzato in sistemi finiti, mostrando un’accuratezza

paragonabile a quella dei metodi più avanzati nella teoria delle perturbazioni a molti corpi.

In sistemi estesi, i calcoli sono stati finora vincolati al metodo della supercella (solo Γ), impe-

dendo l’accesso all’intera struttura a bande del sistema. In questo lavoro superiamo questa

limitazione, dimostrando che è possibile una descrizione dello spettro energetico per mezzo

della struttura a bande, e fornendo uno schema per eseguire calcoli in materiali cristallini.

Il primo obiettivo di questo lavoro consiste nel dimostrare il rispetto delle simmetrie di trasla-

zione del sistema da parte dei funzionali Koopmans. La validità del teorema di Bloch, quindi

la possibilità di descrivere lo spettro tramite la struttura a bande, dipende da questa condizio-

ne. A causa della dipendenza del funzionale dalle densità orbitali, l’invarianza dell’energia

totale rispetto alle trasformazioni unitarie degli orbitali elettronici viene a mancare. L’energia

viene quindi minimizzata da un particolare insieme di orbitali, detti variazionali, che sono

spazialmente molto localizzati. In sistemi periodici estesi, il carattere localizzato, quindi non

periodico, degli orbitali variazionali viene ereditato dalle Hamiltoniane effettive, che sembra-

no rompere la simmetria traslazionale del sistema. In questo lavoro di tesi mostriamo che,

richiedendo che gli orbitali variazionali siano funzioni di Wannier, la simmetria di traslazione

viene preservata e il teorema di Bloch è valido.
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Sommario

Nella seconda parte, elaboriamo uno schema per ottenere la struttura a bande della cella

primitiva dai calcoli in supercella (solo Γ) e ricostruire la dipendenza da k delle energie di

quasiparticella. Questo metodo viene quindi utilizzato per calcolare le strutture a bande

di un insieme di semiconduttori e isolanti di riferimento. Infine, descriviamo una nuova

formulazione dei funzionali Koopmans per sistemi periodici estesi, che sfrutta fin dall’inizio

le proprietà di traslazione delle funzioni di Wannier per realizzare un’implementazione in

cella primitiva dei funzionali Koopmans. Vengono discussi anche i risultati ottenuti da questo

secondo approccio.

Nell’ultima parte, presentiamo lo studio preliminare degli stati di impurezza che si manifesta-

no nei materiali cristallini in presenza di difetti puntuali.

Parole chiave: funzionali spettrali Koopmans, funzionali dipendenti dalle densità orbitali,

proprietà spettrali, spettri di fotoemissione, teorema di Bloch, struttura a bande, banda

proibita, difetti puntuali, stati di impurezza.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The many-electron problem

In materials science, all the properties of a given system whether, they are mechanical, chem-

ical, or optical, can be explained in terms of the fundamental interactions between their

elemental components: electrons and nuclei. At a good level of approximation, where only

relativistic and hyperfine effects are neglected, all these interactions are embodied in the

following Hamiltonian (given in atomic units):

Ĥtot =−∑
I

∇2
I

2MI
−∑

i

∇2
i

2
+ ∑

i< j

1

|ri − r j |
−∑

i ,I

ZI

|ri −RI |
+ ∑

I<J

ZI ZJ

|RI −R J |
, (1.1)

where the first two terms represent, respectively, the kinetic energies of the nuclei (T̂N ) and

of the electrons (T̂ ), and the following three terms embed their individual and reciprocal

electrostatic interactions – V̂ee, V̂eN, and V̂NN. The complexity of the problem is drastically

reduced when the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is applied [1]: based on the observation

that the electronic mass is much smaller than the mass of the ions (me /MI ∼ 10−3 −10−5),

the rotation period of the electrons is way shorter than the vibration period of the nuclei,

to the point that the latter can be considered steady from an electronic point of view. The

electronic and nuclear dynamics can then be decoupled and described in terms of two distinct

Schrödinger equations. The electrons interact within the field generated by the frozen nuclei

thereby the (electronic) Hamiltonian, Ĥe, includes the electron-electron repulsion and the

nuclear potential V (r , {RI }) where the positions RI are treated as parameters. The associated

Schrödinger equation reads as(
T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ ({RI })

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ĥe

Ψn({RI }) = En({RI })Ψn({RI }). (1.2)
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The electronic energies En({RI }) play the role of potential energy surfaces for the nuclei and,

by taking the lowest of them, we obtain the nuclear Schrödinger equation:(
T̂N +E0({RI })

)
Φn =WnΦn , (1.3)

whose solutions yield all the properties of the nuclear system, including the phonon modes.

Thanks to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, Eq. (1.1) gets split into two “simpler” prob-

lems: one – Eq. (1.2) – defining the electronic structure of the system, the other – Eq. (1.3) –

determining the motion of the nuclei. The two problems are radically different, meaning that

the methods developed to search for their solutions are not the same. Here, we are interested

in the solution of the electronic Hamiltonian, whereas the problem of the dynamics of the

nuclei is out of the scopes of this work. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that the effects

due to the coupling between the electron and the nuclear dynamics are not always negligible,

and the nuclear motion can actually influence the electronic structure of a material. Ground-

and excited-state energies, including the fundamental gap, can be significantly affected and

demand for a treatment of the electron-phonon coupling. While the theory behind the renor-

malization effects of the electronic structure will not be discussed here, the corrections that

account for them will be included (when needed) in the presented results.

1.2 First-principles electronic-structure methods

Except for a bunch of very special and strongly unrealistic systems, the Hamiltonian of a set of

interacting electrons cannot be solved exactly. Many methods, grounding on fundamentally

different strategies, have been developed in order to tackle the many-electron problem, some

of them dating back to more than sixty years ago. However, it is only in the last few decades that

the computing power has reached a level that allowed for an effective use of these methods

in computational materials science. Most of the methods used today follow the idea of the

first-principles, or ab initio, approach, where the solution of the problem is determined by

starting from the fundamental laws of physics – i.e. the Schrödinger equation (1.2) – without

introducing any empirical fitting or model.

First-principles methods for electronic-structure calculations can be divided in three big

categories, depending on the type of descriptor chosen to characterize the system: the many-

body wave functionΨ(r1, . . . ,rN ), the total density ρ(r ), or the Green’s function G(r , t ,r ′, t ′)
[2]. Each strategy concentrates the complexity of the problem on a different aspect, which

brings to different advantages and drawbacks.

Historically, the wave function is the descriptor favored by the chemistry community, from

which the name quantum chemistry methods to classify the approaches that follow this road.

Essentially, all the approximations are usually done on the electronic wave function whereas

the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1.2) is taken in its exact form. Among the first and simplest examples

we find the Hartree-Fock system [3, 4], where the wave function is approximated to a single

2



1.2. First-principles electronic-structure methods

Slater determinant, which accounts correctly for the exchange energy (a form of interaction

deriving from the fermionic character of the electrons), but misses completely the electronic

correlation. By improving the sampling of the wave function – namely combining several,

wisely chosen, Slater determinants – the quality of results tends to increase together with the

computational cost of a calculation. Quantum chemistry methods provide the most accurate

predictions of many ground-state and excited-state properties, with a precision that often

exceeds that of “rival” methods of several orders of magnitudes; nevertheless, this is combined

with the worst scaling properties with respect to the system size, which usually limits the use

of these approaches only to small molecules.

An alternative formulation of the many-electron problem rose up when, in 1964, Hohenberg

and Kohn (HK) discovered the fundamental connection that links the ground-state density

of a system to the Hamiltonian [5], and thus to any of its properties, giving birth to density-

functional theory (DFT). All the physical observables, starting from the total energy, are

functionals of the ground-state density – an object depending only on one spatial coordinate,

thus infinitely simpler than the many-body wave function – which, in principle, determines

univocally all the properties of the system. Unfortunately, while the HK theorem proves the

existence of such connection, it does not provide any information about the explicit depen-

dence of the energy (or other quantities) on the density: it is the search for such mathematical

relations, or better, of a reliable approximation to them, that represents the main challenge of

DFT. Despite the breakthrough brought about by this theory, it was only twenty years later,

when the first approximations of the unknown exchange and correlation (xc) energy functional

started to come out, that DFT became a practical tool. Since then, the use of DFT exploded,

and today it represents the most widely employed method for electronic-structure calcula-

tions, as confirmed by the presence of twelve DFT-based papers in the list of the hundred most

cited papers of all times (as of 2014), including two in the top-10 [6].

Finally, we have the class of methods that rely on the one-particle Green’s function of the

system, which fulfills the role of electron (and hole) space-time propagator. The Green’s

function is a non-local object – both in space and time – that provides direct access to many

important properties of the system, including the electron addition and removal energies.

Determining the Green’s function of the system is the goal of this approach; this can be done

via many-body perturbation theory (MBPT), a theory which grounds its roots on the definition

of the Green’s function as a series expansion in terms of the Coulomb interaction. Such

expression can be recast into a non-linear Dyson equation for the Green’s function, where

the complexity of the perturbative expansion is moved into a dynamical effective interaction

called self-energy. Computing the self-energy – again, by converging a series of Coulomb-like

integrals – is not an easier task; however, in 1965, Hedin introduced a closed set of equations

that connect the Green’s function and the self-energy to other three quantities – namely the

screened interaction, the electric polarizability, and the vertex function – and whose solution

can be obtained in self-consistent manner [7]. The famous GW approximation results from

the first loop over Hedin’s equations, and represents one of the most successful applications

of Green’s function theory for the study of the properties of materials.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Jacob’s ladder for density-functional approximations; figure taken from Ref. [10].

If we put aside the wave function-based methods – here the improvements consist in a better

sampling of the wave function which usually involves the rigorous, yet computationally ineffi-

cient, increase of the size of the basis set – current research in electronic-structure methods

aims to improve the capabilities of DFT and Green’s function-based approaches. In Green’s

function theory, this often involves: (i) a more suitable choice for the one-electron states

used within the definition of, e.g., G [8], and (ii) better expressions for the quantities involved

in the Hedin’s loop – by improving, e.g., the approximation on the vertex yielding the GW

approximation (Γ= δδ) [9]. In DFT instead, the improvements usually affect the xc functional.

The Jacob’s ladder of density-functional approximations depicts the gap that separates the

Hartree world (zeroth-order approximation) from the heavenly chemical accuracy, and where

the current types of approximation sit [10]. Starting from the local-density approximation, the

accuracy grows when additional features are included in the functional. In this way, one goes

from GGA and meta-GGA, which include the derivatives of the density (and sometimes the

kinetic-energy densities), to non-local approaches where the exchange and, ultimately, the

correlation, are expressed in terms of the one-particle wave functions rather than the density.

With the increasing accuracy, also the computational costs grow, thus it is the compromise of

the two best fitting a given calculation that defines the optimal approximation.

Besides the quality of the approximations used, another important aspect regards which

properties (and with what effort) can be predicted by either of the two approaches. While

DFT is the ideal approach for the computation of ground-state densities and energies (and

derived quantities), with respect to spectral properties, Green’s function theory is naturally

more suitable, since it provides almost directly the photoemission and absorption spectra
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of materials. Although these properties are determined, in principle, by the ground-state

density, the explicit expression in terms of ρ is not known (and it is not guaranteed to exist!),

which explains why it is so difficult to extract the information about the spectral properties

in a DFT framework. The Kohn-Sham (KS) mapping defines an auxiliary system of non-

interacting electrons that shares the same ground-state density of the real system. However,

the interpretation of the KS eigenvalues as quasiparticle energies is not supported by the

theory (except for the highest-occupied energy level which matches the actual ionization

potential), and usually one has to relax the constraints imposed by KS-DFT in order to capture

the physics of charged and neutral excitations. Part of the problem comes from the fact that the

interaction “felt” by an electron is represented by the (dynamical and non-local) self-energy,

whereas the KS effective potential is a local and static object which is uncapable of tracing the

interactions resulting at different spaces and times.

Designing an approach whose effective interaction embodies part of these features while

preserving the computational feasibility of DFT, represents then one of the possible strategies

to tackle spectral properties of materials, and it is where Koopmans spectral functionals find

their way in the landscape of electronic-structure methods.

1.3 Koopmans spectral functionals

Koopmans spectral functionals represent a novel approach for the calculation of charged

excitations, grounding on a DFT-based framework. The goal of Koopmans functionals, is that

of defining a mean-field approach where single-particle states fulfill the role of quasiparticles.

In this context, the eigenvalues of the effective one-particle Hamiltonian provide the peaks

of the direct, and inverse, photoemission spectra. All this is done in the formalism of energy

functionals, where one can take advantage of the variational principle to determine the

ground-state of the system. Behind the construction of Koopmans functionals there is the

exact property of the ground-state energy of being a piecewise-linear function with respect

to the number of electrons [11]. Such property is generally not satisfied by standard density-

functional approximations which exhibit an unnatural non-linear trend, creating a discrepancy

between total and differential energy differences. The idea behind Koopmans functionals is

that of imposing the piecewise-linearity condition, but in a more restrictive form: this is not

simply applied to the energy as a function of the number of electrons, but it is actually extended

to the occupations of all the orbitals in the system. The imposition of such generalization

of the piecewise-linearity condition defines a framework that restores the correspondence

between total energy differences and energy derivatives, with the latter corresponding to the

eigenvalues of an effective Hamiltonian. In other words, it brings to an approach where the

Koopmans theorem [12] is satisfied.

Any Koopmans functional starts from some simple density-functional approximation (usually

local or semi-local functionals), and makes it compliant with the aforementioned generalized

piecewise-linearity condition. Inevitably, this brings to a functional which depends explicitly
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on the individual orbital densities, and breaks the invariance of the energy with respect to

unitary transformations. Notwithstanding the inevitable increase of complexity with respect

to standard density-functionals, the orbital-density-dependence brings about some features

typical of the dynamical self-energy, and hints at the interpretation of Koopmans potentials as

approximated many-body potentials [13].

In the past years, Koopmans functionals have been applied successfully for the calculation

of spectral properties of finite systems. Among the most relevant applications of Koopmans

functionals, we recall the predictions of the photoemission spectra of the DNA and RNA

molecules [14], and of liquid water [15]. The reduced computational cost, when related to

other spectral approaches, goes along with the high accuracy, comparable to that of state-of-

the-art MBPT methods [16]. In extended systems, Koopmans functionals confirmed their high

predictive power [17, 18, 19], as showed also in this thesis, establishing themselves among the

best methods for the calculations of photoemission properties of materials.

1.4 Objectives

The goal of this thesis is to consolidate, both conceptually and technically, the applications

of Koopmans spectral functionals in extended systems. Among the difficulties affecting

calculations in extended systems, is the requirement of a set of localized orbitals in order to

have effective Koopmans corrections. A localized representation of the orbitals opposes the

Bloch-wave form of the one-electron states propagating in a periodic system, and hinders the

validity of Bloch’s theorem. Indeed, because of the orbital-density-dependent character of

Koopmans functionals, the potentials built on localized – thus non-periodic – orbital-densities

are also non-periodic over the system’s primitive cell, and generally break the translation

symmetry of the system. In a scenario where Bloch’s theorem does not apply, the description

of the quasiparticle spectrum via a band structure picture is not possible.

For a crystalline material, the set of translations along all the vectors of the underlying Bravais

lattice represent a symmetry group. As a consequence, the band structure – i.e. the k-resolved

description of the energy spectrum – is a natural way of representing the one-particle excitation

energies, and constitutes an actual observable that can be measured by means of an angle-

resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiment [20]. A computational experiment must be

able to provide this information, that is why in this thesis we address the problem of the

validity of Bloch’s theorem in the framework of Koopmans functionals (and, more generally, of

orbital-density-dependent functionals).

Besides the proof-of-concept, the computation of the band structure requires to develop

an unfolding technique, able to reconstruct the k-dispersion relation of the energy from a

supercell calculation (the latter, is still necessary in order to ensure the localization of the

orbitals). Part of the work of this thesis, was then devoted to the development of an unfolding

method. Additionally, a lot of effort was put to improve the computational code to perform

calculations with Koopmans functionals.
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1.5 Organization of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we describe the theoretical background underlying electronic-structure cal-

culations, with a particular focus on spectral properties. We start from DFT and briefly

discuss the main aspects of the theory, pointing out the limitations affecting this approach

both at an exact level and in standard approximations. We then move to non-local methods,

where we highlight the advantages of embodying the exact exchange in the expression for the

exchange-correlation functional. Finally, we discuss the main features of Green’s function-

based methods, with a particular emphasis on the dynamical nature of the effective electronic

interaction.

In Chapter 3, we introduce Koopmans functionals. Starting from the idea behind the gen-

eralized piecewise-linearity condition, we describe how Koopmans corrections are realized

and how the ground-state of orbital-density-dependent functionals is determined. A specific

section is devoted to the recent definition of the Koopmans Hamiltonian, an important aspect

that turned out to be very useful to show the compliance of Koopmans functionals with Bloch’s

theorem. In the second part of the chapter, we discuss the connection between Koopmans

functionals and many-body perturbation theory.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the central result of this thesis, i.e. the validity of Bloch’s theorem in

orbital-density-dependent functionals. We start the chapter describing the importance of

having a set of localized orbitals when performing calculations in extended systems. Then we

discuss Bloch’s theorem, and how this applies to standard density-functional approaches and

to orbital-density-dependent methods. Finally, we give an overview of a recent implementa-

tion of Koopmans functionals, which exploits the compliance with the translation symmetries

of the system to develop a primitive cell-based approach.

In Chapter 5, we discuss the band structure calculations performed on a set of benchmark

semiconductors and insulators. The chapter opens with a description of the unfolding method

and of the workflow to run calculations with Koopmans functionals. A small section is also

dedicated to the finite-size corrections used when performing calculations on charged cells.

In the second part, we report and discuss the results obtained with the two implementations

of Koopmans functionals.

In Chapter 6, we introduce a new application that we considered recently, i.e. the impurity

energy levels in semiconductors rising upon the presence of point defects. We outline the

strategies that we devised to tackle the problem, and we report the preliminary results that we

obtained for the arsenic-antisite defect in gallium arsenide.

The thesis is closed by a section of Conclusions, where we summarize the main messages of

this thesis, and give an overview of the possible future developments.
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2 Theoretical background

In this chapter, we give an overview of the main methods – and the theory behind – used

nowadays in computational physics to evaluate the electronic structure of materials. In

particular, the focus will be on spectral properties, and on the possibilities and limitations

that the discussed approaches have both at an exact level and in practical applications. The

leitmotiv of this chapter is the nature of the effective interaction felt by an electron, as a

consequence of the interplay with the rest of the system. Starting from standard density-

functional theory, Section 2.1, we discuss the physical meaning of the Kohn-Sham auxiliary

system characterized by a static and local potential; we also go through some fundamental

properties of the exact energy functional and their validity within the context of current (local

and semi-local) approximations. In Section 2.2, we consider non-local hybrid functionals

which embody part of the Fock exchange in the effective potential. Finally, in Section 2.3, we

point out the main features of Green’s function-based methods bringing about the concept of

self-energy, a non-local and dynamical potential that, ultimately, accounts for all the electronic

correlations via a single-particle picture. In Section 2.4, we summarize the key messages of

the chapter.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical background

2.1 Density-functional theory

Density-functional theory is the most popular and widely used method for electronic structure

calculations [6]. The secret behind the success of this theory lies in the dramatically reduced

computational complexity of the many-electron problem: rather than describing the electrons

in terms of the wave function Ψ (see Eq. (1.2)) – characterized, for a N -electron system, by

3N degrees of freedom – all the many-electron quantities are expressed as functionals of the

total electronic density ρ(r ). As a consequence, regardless the number of electrons in the

system, the number of degrees of freedom reduces to three. On the other hand, we lose track

of the individual electronic coordinates and we embrace a description where the electrons

are considered as a whole, which sometimes makes more difficult to understand the nature

of the interaction – as well as the possible errors (e.g. the self-interaction error discussed in

Section 2.1.5) – embodied by actual functionals.

While the founding pillars of DFT are the two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, it is thanks to the

Kohn-Sham auxiliary system that we an effective way to tackle the problem; this is discussed

in Section 2.1.1. In Section 2.1.2, we introduce local and semi-local approximations to the

unknown exchange-correlation energy functional, which paved the way to electronic structure

calculations. The piecewise-linearity of the ground-state energy, the derivative discontinuity

and the band gap problem in DFT are discussed in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. Finally, in Sec-

tion 2.1.5, we analyze the main errors of density-functional approximations and how to some

possible ways to overcome them.

2.1.1 HK theorem and the KS mapping

The work of Hohenberg and Kohn, published in 1964 [5], shows that the electronic energy is a

unique functional of the total density and has the property of being variational. By referring to

Eq. (1.2), we define {V̂ } as the set of all the possible local one-particle potentials (considered

non-equivalent only if they differ by more than a constant), and {Ψ} and {ρ} as the set of all

the ground-state (N -body) wave functions and densities, respectively. In the first part of their

theorem, HK show that there exists an invertible map connecting the elements of {V̂ } to the

elements of {Ψ} and, even more importantly, to those of {ρ}:

{V̂ } {Ψ} {ρ}. (2.1)

While the original proof of the theorem was restricted to non-degenerate ground states, the

generalization to degenerate states can be found in Ref. [21]. Making use of the result above, in

the second part of the theorem, HK define for a fixed potential V̂ ∈ {V̂ } the following functional:

E [ρ] = 〈Ψ[ρ]|T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ |Ψ[ρ]〉
= F HK[ρ]+

∫
dr v(r )ρ(r ),

(2.2)
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2.1. Density-functional theory

where F HK[ρ] is a universal functional of the density, in the sense that it does not depend on

the external potential V̂ , and is unambiguously defined only by the number of electrons in

the system. Thanks to the Rayleigh-Ritz principle, the energy correspondent to the density

ρ, connected to V̂ via the map (2.1), is a lower bound for the functional E [ρ]. The ground

state energy of an electronic system can then be found by searching, over all the possible

v-representable1 densities, the one that minimizes the functional of Eq. (2.2).

HK theorem provides a framework for the search of the ground state of many-electron systems,

but it does not show how to build the map (2.1) or give an explicit definition of the functional

F HK[ρ]. In 1965, Kohn and Sham (KS) assumed the existence of a single-particle, local, mean-

field approach sharing the same ground-state density of the real system [24]. They started

defining the density from a set of one-particle orthonormal orbitals φi (r ) as

ρ(r ) =
occ∑

i
φ∗

i (r )φi (r ), (2.3)

and introduced a new quantity called exchange-correlation energy, Exc, embodying all the

“non-explicit” part of the electronic interactions:

E [ρ] = T0[ρ]+EH[ρ]+Exc[ρ]+V [ρ]; (2.4)

by comparison with Eq. (2.2), we see that

Exc[ρ] = T [ρ]−T0[ρ]+Vee[ρ]−EH[ρ], (2.5)

where T0 is the non-interacting kinetic energy

T0[ρ] =∑
i
〈φi |−∇2/2|φi 〉 , (2.6)

and EH is the Hartree energy

EH[ρ] = 1

2

∫
dr dr ′ρ(r )ρ(r ′)

|r − r ′| . (2.7)

By means of the HK variational principle, one can find the stationary points of the energy

functional upon variation with respect to the one-particle orbitals φi (while enforcing the

orthonormality constraint on the orbitals). As a result, we find the following set of equations

that, together with Eq. (2.3), take the name of KS equations:[
−∇2

2
+ vH([ρ],r )+ vxc([ρ],r )+ v(r )

]
φi (r ) = εiφi (r ). (2.8)

The sum of the three potentials vH([ρ],r )+vxc([ρ],r )+v(r ) yields the effective potential veff(r ),

1These are all the densities that correspond to some element of {V̂ }; an extension of the theorem to densities
that are not v-representable, but simply N -representable, which means that they correspond to some N -particle
antisymmetric wave function, has been showed later by Levy [22] and Lieb [23].
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where vH is the functional derivative of the Hartree energy, also known as Hartree potential,

vH([ρ],r ) = δEH[ρ]

δρ(r )
=

∫
dr ′ ρ(r ′)

|r − r ′| , (2.9)

and vxc is the functional derivative of the exchange-correlation energy, also know as xc poten-

tial,

vxc([ρ],r ) = δExc[ρ]

δρ(r )
. (2.10)

An important feature of Eq. (2.8) is the dependency of the Hamiltonian – through the density ρ

– on its own eigenvectors, which makes the KS equations almost an eigenvalue problem. The

stationary points of the energy functional, i.e. the ground state of the system, can be found

via a self-consistent field solution of the KS equations, and it is only at self-consistency that:

(i) the effective potential veff(r ) becomes the KS potential vKS(r ), and (ii) the KS equations

become an actual eigenvalue problem.

Here we point out that, as a consequence of HK theorem, the electronic ground-state density

determines univocally also the many-body Hamiltonian of the system. The sets of eigenvalues

and eigenvectors are also in a one-to-one correspondence with the density, and thus are all the

properties that can be derived from them (including excited-state properties). The main issue

then, is to find a way to calculate those quantities once the density is known, which means to

determine the explicit expression for the map connecting the properties of the system to its

ground-state density. The KS mapping provides a way to obtain the real ground-state density

only, by looking at an auxiliary system of non-interacting electrons. Other than the electronic

density, there is no theorem that proves that the properties of the KS system (orbital energies,

wave functions, total energies, . . . ) have any actual physical meaning [25]. The only other

exception is represented by the highest-occupied (HO) energy level, εHO, which corresponds to

the opposite of the ionization potential (IP), E (N −1)−E (N ), of the real system. This has been

shown by Perdew et al. [11] to be a consequence of the property of the ground-state energy of

being a piecewise-linear function of the number of electrons (see discussion in Section 2.1.3).

But, in a more straightforward way, can also be proven by looking at the behavior of the density

far from the system: as shown by Almbladh and von Barth [26], as |r | −→∞, the ground-state

density decays asymptotically as

ρ(r ) ∼ e−2
p−2µ|r |, (2.11)

where µ represents the chemical potential which corresponds to the opposite of the ionization

potential. Since the density of the KS system matches that of the real system, also the asymp-

totic behavior must be identical. One concludes that the IPs of the KS and of the real system

are the same, and given that the IP of the KS system is equal to −εHO, we finally obtain

εHO = E(N )−E(N −1). (2.12)

Eq. (2.12) is known as IP-theorem, or DFT Koopmans’ theorem, to not be confused with the
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original Koopmans’ theorem [12], formulated within the framework of Hartree-Fock theory

(see Section 2.2.1). With respect to Hartree-Fock, where the connection between eigenvalues

and photoemission energies applies to the whole spectrum, in DFT this result regards only

the HO state; on the other hand, the silver lining is that Eq. (2.12) is approximation-free and

it is valid in the framework of exact DFT, while the original Koopmans’ theorem works only

for the Hartree-Fock system – where electronic correlation is totally absent – and the orbitals

relaxation, upon addition of holes or electrons, is neglected.

Some efforts have been done in order to give a rigorous justification for the interpretation of

the KS states as quasiparticles of the real system. It has been argued that the KS eigenvalues

might represent a first-order approximation to the vertical excitation energies [27] and, indeed,

it seems that close to the Fermi level the differences between the many-body self-energy and

the xc potential tend to be small (at least for the homogeneous electron gas) [28]. Similar

arguments could be used for KS and Dyson orbitals. Yet, no formal connection has been found

for the moment [29], and the only situation where the KS states provide vertical excitation

energies and Dyson orbitals is for non-interacting systems.

Janak’s theorem

An important result regarding the orbital energies has been proposed by Janak in 1978 [30],

and it is going to be used often throughout this work. In his paper, Janak showed that the

eigenvalues εi satisfy the following property:

dE

d fi
= εi , (2.13)

where fi is the occupation number of the i -th orbital. While this is certainly valid for the HO

state (see also Section 2.1.3), for the other orbitals it passes through the definition of an energy

functional which is not strictly equal to the HK one. In this generalized framework, the kinetic

energy functional differs from its original definition,

T̃ =∑
i

fi 〈φi |−∇2/2|φi 〉 , (2.14)

and also the electronic density is redefined in order to include the occupation numbers,

ρ(r ) =∑
i

fi |φi (r )|2. (2.15)

The fi are treated as parameters taking any values between 0 and 1, and it is only in the special

case where they follow the Fermi-Dirac distribution, that the density and the kinetic energy

recover the expressions of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6), respectively, and we find again the HK energy.

Therefore, with the exception of the HO orbital, Eq. (2.13) cannot be strictly considered a result

within the domain of DFT, yet it is useful when considering beyond-DFT approaches that want

to treat the electronic occupations as parameters.
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2.1.2 Local and semi-local approximations

The KS mapping defines a way to tackle the variational problem defined by HK, however,

in order to solve the KS equations, one needs to know the functional dependency of the xc

energy on the density. The exact expression is generally not known, thus approximations are

needed. The oldest approximation for the xc energy, already proposed by Kohn and Sham in

1965 [24], is the local-density approximation (LDA), which assumes that locally the energy of a

non-homogeneous system is equal to that of the homogeneous electron gas (HEG) computed

at a density ρ = ρ(r ):

Exc[ρ] =
∫

drρ(r )εHEG
xc (ρ(r )). (2.16)

The xc energy density can be decomposed in its exchange and correlation parts, εHEG
xc =

εHEG
x +εHEG

c , where the exchange term has the following analytical expression

εHEG
x (ρ) =−3

4

(
3ρ

π

) 1
3

, (2.17)

while the correlation term has been numerically computed by Ceperley and Alder [31], and

later parameterized in terms of the Wigner-Seitz radius rs by Perdew and Zunger [32]:

εHEG
c (rs) =

−0.1423/
(
1+1.0529

p
rs +0.3334rs

)
for rs ≥ 1

0.0311ln(rs)−0.048+0.002rs ln(rs)−0.0116rs for rs < 1
. (2.18)

The success of LDA, even for non-homogeneous systems, is probably due to the fact that some

important exact constraints are satisfied like, e.g., the sum rule on the exchange-correlation

hole. Still the local nature of the approximation, makes it neglect the effects of the spatial

variations of the density around any point r . Hence, the obvious next step to improve LDA is

to account for the first-order spatial variations, i.e. the gradient, of the density. Generalized-

gradient approximations (GGAs) are then given defined as

E GGA
xc [ρ] =

∫
drεGGA

xc (ρ(r ),∇ρ(r )). (2.19)

The most famous and used GGA functional is the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional

[33], which is also the base functional used for all the calculations in this thesis. Following the

same strategy, one could continue to add higher-order derivatives of the density; meta-GGA

functionals include also second-order gradients, as well as other semi-local quantities such

as the kinetic energy densities and thus sit on a higher rung in Jacob’s ladder [10]. Among all

the different recipes, here we mention the Strongly-Constrained and Appropriately-Normed

(SCAN) functional [34], that with its 17 exact constraints fulfilled is one of the most accurate

semi-local approximations.
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2.1.3 Piecewise-linearity of the ground-state energy

In 1982, Perdew et al. [11] discovered a fundamental property of the exact ground-state energy

of an electronic system, which represents one of the main concepts driving the formulation

of Koopmans-compliant functionals. As a function of the number of electrons, the energy is

piecewise-linear (see Fig. 2.1), which means that: (i) it is linear between integer points, and (ii)

its first derivative has a discontinuity when passing through an integer number of electrons.

The first part of the proof involves a generalization of the energy functional to fractional

particle numbers. Let us consider a density ρ(r ) that integrates to N = M +δ, where M is an

integer number and δ is a real number between 0 and 1. Such a density cannot correspond to

a pure state, therefore one needs to resort to density matrices mixing integer-particle states:

ρ̂ =∑
i
αi |Ψi 〉〈Ψi | with

∑
i
αi = 1, (2.20)

where, in this picture, Ψi is a i -particle wave function and αi are mixing parameters. In

order to define the energy functional, one must search over all the density operators ρ̂ giving

the density ρ(r ); the expectation value of the Hamiltonian, showed in Eq. (2.4), becomes

an ensemble average where the external potential reduces to the same expression given in

Eq. (2.4), while the universal functional is defined as

F HK[ρ] = min
ρ̂−→ρ(r )

tr
{
ρ̂

(
T̂ + V̂ee

)}
. (2.21)

For simplicity, one normally considers a statistical mixture involving only the M- and the

(M +1)-electron density operators and the energy minimization problem reduces to

E0 = min
ρ(r )∫

drρ(r )=M+δ
min

ΨM ,ΨM+1

[
(1−δ)〈ΨM |Ĥ |ΨM 〉+δ〈ΨM+1|Ĥ |ΨM+1〉

]
, (2.22)

where αM = 1−δ and αM+1 = δ, as a consequence of the normalization condition on the

mixing parameters and of the normalization to M +δ of the density2. The minimum is trivially

obtained forΨM andΨM+1 being the ground states of the M- and (M +1)-electron systems.

The solution of Eq. (2.22) yields

E0 = (1−δ)EM +δEM+1, (2.23)

which shows that the ground-state energy is a linear function of N , for M ≤ N ≤ M +1.

The second part of the proof consists of proving that the derivative of E(N ), i.e. the chemical

potential µ(N ), has discontinuous jumps when passing through an integer N . The demonstra-

tion, by reductio ad absurdum, comes once more from Ref. [11]. Let us consider two atoms

from different chemical species, X and Y , such that µ(Y ) <µ(X ). When they are far apart, the

2Thanks to the convexity of the energy with respect to the mixing parameters, the same result is obtained when
starting from the more general ensemble average given in Eq. (2.21).
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Figure 2.1: Ground-state energy as a function of the number of electrons.

two atoms do not interact and the total energy is simply given by the sum of the energies of X

and Y . If we now imagine a small fraction of an electron δN moving from X (δNX =−δN < 0)

to Y (δNY = δN > 0), the net change of energy will be

[µ(Y )−µ(X )]δN < 0. (2.24)

Therefore, if µ(N ) were a continuous function of N , for any pair of atoms a small fluctuation in

the density would lead to more energetically favorable state where both the atoms are ionized.

The discontinuity of the chemical potential, when passing through an integer N , solves this

paradox; by using Eq. (2.23), we conclude that

µ(N ) =
E(M)−E(M −1) for M −1 < N < M

E(M +1)−E(M) for M < N < M +1
(2.25)

where the first line gives the (opposite) ionization potential, I (M), introduced earlier, and the

quantity in the second line is the (opposite) electron affinity (EA), A(M). Finally, we point

out that among all the elements largest EA (chlorine) is 3.62 eV and it is still smaller than the

lowest IP (caesium), 3.89 eV, which makes Eq. (2.24) never true for neutral atoms.

2.1.4 Derivative discontinuity and band gap problem

In Section 2.1.3, we saw that the derivative of the ground-state energy with respect to the

number of electrons, is discontinuous at integer points. By considering the functional depen-

dence of the energy on the total density, we can obtain useful insights about the nature of

such derivative discontinuity. The HK variational principle, used in Section 2.1.1 to derive the

KS equations, can be employed differently by varying the energy with respect to the density
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2.1. Density-functional theory

(rather than the KS orbitals):

δ

δρ(r )

(
E [ρ]−µ

∫
drρ(r )

)
= 0, (2.26)

where the orthonormality constraint on the one-electron wave functions has been replaced by

the condition of normalization to N of the total density. Eq. (2.26) tells us that the Lagrange

multiplier µ matches the functional derivative of the energy calculated on the ground-state

density ρN . Let us consider now, the following difference between ground-state energies

(corresponding to a given potential v)

Ev (N +δ)−Ev (N ) = Ev [ρN+δ]−Ev [ρN ]

=
∫

dr
δEv [ρ]

δρ(r )

∣∣∣∣
ρN

(
ρN+δ(r )−ρN (r )

)
=

∫
drµ

(
ρN+δ(r )−ρN (r )

)
=µδ,

(2.27)

where the notation Ev is used to emphasize the fact that the external potential v is fixed. Since

dE/d N is the definition of the chemical potential, we conclude that the Lagrange multiplier µ,

i.e. the functional derivative δEv [ρ]/δρ(r )3 is the chemical potential, and thus suffers from

the same discontinuity expressed by Eq. (2.25).

The discontinuity of the chemical potential (see Eq. (2.25)) is known as the band gap of the

system

Eg =µN− −µN+ = I − A. (2.28)

From the perspective of the energy functional, the derivative discontinuity is made of the

kinetic and xc terms only

Eg =
(
δE [ρ]

δρ(r )

∣∣∣∣
N+δ

− δE [ρ]

δρ(r )

∣∣∣∣
N−δ

)∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0

=
(
δT0[ρ]

δρ(r )

∣∣∣∣
N+δ

− δT0[ρ]

δρ(r )

∣∣∣∣
N−δ

)∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0

+
(
δExc[ρ]

δρ(r )

∣∣∣∣
N+δ

− δExc[ρ]

δρ(r )

∣∣∣∣
N−δ

)∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρ0

= ∆0 +∆xc,

(2.29)

whereas the Hartree energy and the external potential are continuous functionals of the

density and do not contribute to the derivative discontinuity. For non-interacting systems, like

the KS one, only ∆0 survives. The KS energy is given by the sum of all the eigenvalues times

3NB: the functional derivative considered here, is in the domain of ground-state densities of different particle-
numbers, corresponding to the same external potential v ; rather than moving in the HK set of densities at fixed
number of electrons, the domain is that of the ensemble ground-state densities (for a specific v) defined in
Section 2.1.3.
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their occupation fi (in ground-state calculations all the occupation numbers are equal to 1,

and it is the occupation of the HO state only to change with the total number of particles), i.e.

E KS[ρ] =∑
i

fiεi

=∑
i

fi 〈φi |−∇2/2+ v̂KS|φi 〉

= T0[ρ]+
∫

dr vKS(r )ρ(r ).

(2.30)

The non-kinetic part of the KS energy is then an explicit functional of the density, thus it is a

continuous functional of ρN . Consequently, ∆0 in Eq. (2.29) can be replaced with the KS band

gap, E KS
g = εLU −εHO, with εLU and εHO being, respectively, the lowest-unoccupied (LU) and

highest-occupied KS orbital energies:

Eg = E KS
g +∆xc, (2.31)

which explains why the KS band gap – even at an exact level – systematically underestimates

the band gap of the system.

When approximations to the xc functional are considered, the interpretation of Eq. (2.31) can

become quite tricky. Exchange-correlation functionals having an explicit dependence on the

density – like most local and semi-local approximations – are continuous and do not exhibit

any derivative discontinuity: for such functionals the differential band gap (2.31) is simply

given by the KS band gap. Eq. (2.28) shows that the differential band gap and the integer band

gap – defined as the difference between IP and EA – represent the same object, however, it

is well known that for finite systems there is generally a strong mismatch between these two

quantities. The root of this apparent paradox lies in the implicit assumption that the energy

is a piecewise-linear function of the number of electrons, feature that is not possessed by

standard approximations. While a more detailed discussion regarding the missing PWL is

addressed in Section 2.1.5, here we simply mention that the non-linear behavior at fractional

number of electrons introduces a new error term in the relation between the integer and the

differential band gaps:

E int
g = E der

g +∆straight = E KS
g +∆straight, (2.32)

where the last equality applies only to functionals lacking of discontinuity in the xc potential.

∆straight gauges the amount of error due to the deviation from the linear behavior at fractional

number of electrons. It is known that in extended systems, local functionals are affected by

a delocalization error that makes them linear at non-integer number of electrons, thus the

∆straight error is completely absent [35]; however, in this case, although the total and differential

energy differences are consistent, the huge error in the band gap is reflected by the fact that

the relative positions of total energies at N and N ±1 are completely miscalculated. This is to

stress that having a correct piecewise-linear behavior does not only imply a linear trend at

fractional number of electrons, but also a correct evaluation of the energies at integer numbers.

Finally, we point out that Eq. (2.32) is meant to emphasize the differences between integer and
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2.1. Density-functional theory

differential band gaps calculated at the same level of approximation, and it does not provide

any explanation regarding the underestimation of the real band gap by local functionals.

To summarize, the existence of a derivative discontinuity in the xc functional proves the

mismatch between the KS band gap and that of the real system. In principle, the band gap

could be calculated via its differential expression (2.31), which requires a correct estimation

of both E KS
g and ∆xc. It has been argued that local functionals could address accurately the

first term, but they miss completely the derivative discontinuity and, therefore, strongly

underestimate the band gap. Alternatively, one could calculate the band gap via its integer

expression, I − A; while this approach should be equivalent to the previous one, the deviation

from PWL of DFAs introduces an error ∆straight which creates a discrepancy between total and

differential energy differences. In finite systems, as long as the HO orbitals are localized, the

integer band gap is in much closer agreement with the experiments, but it involves ground-

state calculations at different particle numbers which, ultimately, one would like to avoid.

2.1.5 Errors in DFT

In the previous sections, we discussed some properties of the exact energy functional and of

the KS system, with particular regards to some physical quantities of the real system that can –

or cannot – be addressed by the KS non-interacting system. Here, we focus more on the errors

due to approximations to the exchange-correlation functional.

One of the main problems affecting density-functional approximations (DFAs) is the so called

self-interaction error (SIE). While in a many-body system a precise mathematical definition of

the SIE in terms of the density (or of the orbital densities) has not been found yet, in the one-

particle limit, the SIE is given by the interaction of the only electron with its own electrostatic

potential. The prototypical system that unveils prominently the SIE present in DFAs is the H+
2

molecule, where errors of more than 50 kcal/mol are found in the dissociation limit for LDA,

as well as for all the GGA functionals [36]. While the chemical bond is usually well described,

when stretching the molecule, local functionals tend to progressively overestimate the binding

energy and, in the dissociation limit, they split the electron between the two isolated hydrogen

atoms, with an energy much lower than E1s . In reality, this problem has a two-fold degenerate

solution represented by the electron sitting either on the 1s orbital of the first hydrogen atom,

or on the 1s orbital of the second hydrogen atom. Also, any linear combination of these two

configurations represents a solution to the problem, therefore, the situation with half electron

on each hydrogen atom is not, in principle, incorrect; the problem is that, in local functionals,

the energy of this configuration is much lower than the one where the “full” electron is located

on one of the two atoms. This error is a clear manifestation of the electronic self-interaction –

inclined to lift up the energy – which becomes evident especially in systems with fractional

number of electrons and is minimized when the electron is split between the two atoms (which

going against the principle where “nature prefers to locate an integer number of electrons on

each object”, cit. J. P. Perdew [37]).
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The SIE does not affect only the dissociation molecules, but it is also responsible for other

major failures of DFAs, including the underestimation of ionization potentials and barriers of

chemical reactions, the dissociation energies of molecular ions, and the energies of charge-

transfer processes. While a few of these errors can be avoided by breaking some symmetries

of the system – e.g., the prediction of the dissociation energy of H+
2 from local functionals,

improves dramatically when the spin-symmetry is broken and the electron is constrained

to “fully” sit on one of the two atoms – it is desirable to discover functionals with a reduced

amount of SIE, in order to improve the predictive power of DFAs. The first and most famous

correction to the SIE, was proposed by Perdew and Zunger (PZ) in 1981 [32], who pointed out

that for an orbital of density ρi (r ) we should find

EH[ρi ]+Exc[ρi ] = 0. (2.33)

The exact functional satisfies Eq. (2.33) for one-particle systems, while DFAs show some

residual spurious interactions. PZ suggested to remove the Hartree and xc energies of each

orbital from the total energy; their self-interaction-corrected (SIC) functional reads as

E PZ[{ρi }] = E DFA[ρ]−∑
i

EHxc[ρi ], (2.34)

where E DFA[ρ] is some approximated density-functional and ρi (r ) is the density of the i -

th orbital. The PZ-SIC makes any local or semi-local functional exact in the one-particle

limit, it restores the correct long-range behavior of the effective potential4 and improves

the description of the xc hole at fractional number of electrons [38] (see Appendix A for

further discussion about the xc hole). As a general trend, PZ-SIC improves the prediction of

dissociation energies and curves [39], and of barrier heights of chemical reactions [40]; on the

other hand, many other properties, including atomization energies, IPs and EAs, bond lengths

[40], and formation enthalpies [41], are worsened upon the application of the PZ correction to

functionals other than LDA. This is a hint of the fact that, a (partial) correction of the SIE does

not necessarily yield more accurate results. Appropriate scaling of the PZ-SIC can improve the

results with respect to the standard PZ functional [42], but also to the base local (or semi-local)

functional, at the price of losing some exact properties (long-range electrostatic potential,

sum rule of the xc hole) [39] and worsening the description at fractional electron number.

The idea suggested by PZ of removing the SIE orbital-by-orbital, relies on the independent-

particle picture and does not account for the whole self-interaction present in the system.

Indeed, the expression of the many-electron self-interaction error (N -SIE) in terms of the

density has not been found yet and, although PZ-SIC reduces the SIE also in many-electron

systems, it has been found that functionals that are not modified by the PZ-SIC – thus are

4An electron which is far enough from the system, should “feel” an electrostatic potential that goes like −1/r ,
as a result of the attraction of the N nuclei screened by the other N −1 electrons. In a neutral system, given the
compensation at large distances between the Hartree (N /r ) and lattice (−N /r ) potentials, the xc potential should
decay as −1/r . This is not the case of, e.g., LDA where the xc potential decays exponentially and the long-range
behavior is solely determined by the Hartree and lattice terms, as if the electron was still feeling its own interaction
(further proof of the spurious self-interaction present in LDA).
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Figure 2.2: Ground-state energy at the different levels of approximation. The black line
represents the exact piecewise-linear trend, the red line shows the convex behavior of a local
(or semi-local) functional such as PBE, and the green curve shows the concave behavior (on
each segment connecting consecutive integer points) of the HF energy. The PBE (HF) energy
at integer numbers of electrons is placed below (above) the correspondent exact energy, not
because of a general underestimation (overestimation), but rather to highlight the fact that
they never overlap perfectly with the exact ground-state energy. The PZ energy also is above
the exact energy and normally has a concave behavior similar to HF, though often it shows an
S-like trend with a slightly convex part followed by a change of curvature at fractional number
of electrons [44].

one-electron self-interaction-free – are still affected by the N -SIE [36, 43].

The failure in the description of the dissociation of the H+
2 molecule, as well as that of other

molecules, can be understood also in terms of another error affecting DFAs. In Section 2.1.3,

we saw that the ground-state energy is a PWL function of the number of electrons; local and

semi-local functionals instead display a non-linear convex behavior at fractional occupations,

as shown in Fig. 2.2. As a consequence of the convexity, the approximated ground-state energy

fulfills the property

E [δ(N −1)+ (1−δ)N ] < δE(N −1)+ (1−δ)E(N ) for 0 ≤ δ≤ 1, (2.35)

which shows that – for a (semi-)local functional – splitting an electron is always energetically

convenient. This explains why, in the H+
2 molecule, local functionals gain energy from plac-

ing half electron on each hydrogen atom in the limit of large interatomic distances and, in

general, fail to describe the dissociation of molecules [44]. The exact correction of the SIE in

the one-electron limit, restores the PWL of the energy for 0 ≤ N ≤ 1, and allows describing

correctly systems with a fraction of an electron; however, it does not equally implicate a better

description at fractional particle numbers also in many-electron systems. On the other hand,
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those methods that are in closer agreement with the PWL behavior provide a better descrip-

tion of the dissociation of molecules and, in general, of systems with fractional number of

electrons. This observation has encouraged Ruzsinszky and collaborators, to define as nearly

many-electron SIE-free, functionals that are piecewise linear at any particle numbers [45].

Another important failure affecting DFAs, though not related to the missing piecewise-linearity,

is given by the error in describing static correlations. In systems presenting spin-degenerate

ground states, densities with integer and fractional number of electrons in each spin channel

can be energetically equivalent, and require the total energy to satisfy a constancy condition

[46, 47]. In local and semi-local functionals – but also in non-local methods like Hartree-Fock

and hybrid functionals (see Section 2.2) – the lack of this constancy condition brings to a

systematic overestimation of the energy for spin-densities with fractional number of electrons.

The static correlation error explains the overestimation of dissociation energies of molecules

like H2, and normally its magnitude increases with the number of bonds in the system.

With respect to charged excitations, the PWL plays a key role for the correct prediction of the

ionization energies. From Janak’s theorem (Eq. (2.13)), and by means of the Aufbau principle,

one can easily show that the left derivative of the energy with respect to the number of particles

is εHO. The convex non-linear behavior of local functionals, creates a discrepancy between

total and differential energy differences – with the latter matching εHO – which explains the

systematic underestimation of IPs from local and semi-local functionals.

2.2 Non-local potentials

The KS potential represents the variationally best local and static approximation to the elec-

tronic self-energy [48], and allows to determine some of the collective properties of the system

(ground-state density, total energy, etc.). With a few exceptions, the single-particle properties

of the KS system do not have any physical meaning and, in particular, the KS eigenvalues

do not seem to have any link with the ionization energies of the real system. This lack of

connection between the KS system and the quasiparticle properties can be traced back to the

local nature of the KS effective potential, which cannot mimic the whole complexity of the

interaction – known to be non-local and frequency-dependent – between a (quasi-)electron

and the rest of the system. In this section, we analyze the consequences of replacing the local

KS potential (or at least a part of it) with some non-local operator, which normally increases

the complexity of the calculations, but also improves the accuracy of the predictions.

Starting with the prototypical non-local approach, the Hartree-Fock system, discussed in

Section 2.2.1, which represents one of the first effective methods to solve the Schrödinger

equation of a many-electron system, we will move on to more complex approaches that

involve appropriate mixing of the non-local Fock exchange with some local exchange and

correlation density-functionals. This hybrid functionals are discussed in Section 2.2.2, and

represent one of the state-of-the-art methods for electronic structure calculations.
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2.2. Non-local potentials

2.2.1 Hartree-Fock system and Koopmans’ theorem

In 1928, D. R. Hartree proposed a method, that he called self-consistent field, to solve the

Schrödinger equation of an atom [3], starting from a wave function given by the simple product

of one-electron orbitals. Two years later, J. C. Slater and V. A. Fock pointed out, independently,

that the wave function used by Hartree did not satisfy the antisymmetry property of fermions

[49, 4]. By defining the trial wave function as a Slater determinant, Fock derived the equations

that characterize the well-known Hartree-Fock (HF) method. In the following, we show the

main steps of the derivation.

Given the set of N single-electron orbitals {φi }, we define the many-body wave function as

a Slater determinant (once again, for simplicity, we consider a spin unpolarised system and

omit the spin indices):

Ψ(r1, . . . ,rN ) = 1p
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

φ1(r1) φ2(r1) · · · φN (r1)

φ1(r2) φ2(r2) · · · φN (r2)
...

. . .
...

φ1(rN ) φ2(rN ) · · · φN (rN )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (2.36)

while the expectation value of the electronic Hamiltonian over Ψ defines the HF energy

functional E HF[Ψ]. Thanks to the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle, the energy minimum can

be found by deriving the HF functional with respect to the one-electron wave functions. When

the orthonormality constraint on the {φi } is imposed, the minimization problem reduces to

the set of well-known Hartree-Fock equations:[
−∇2

2
+ vH([ρ],r )− vx([γ],r )+ v(r )

]
φi (r ) = εiφi , (2.37)

where vH is the Hartree potential defined in Eq. (2.9), v is the external potential, and vx is the

(Fock) exchange potential defined as the gradient of the exchange energy:

Ex = 1

2

∑
i , j

∫
dr dr ′φ

∗
i (r )φ∗

j (r )φ j (r ′)φi (r ′)

|r − r ′| (2.38)

and (
v̂x[γ]φi

)
(r ) = δEx

δφ∗
i (r )

=
∫

dr ′γ(r ,r ′)φi (r ′)
|r − r ′| , (2.39)

with γ(r ,r ′) being the density matrix, γ(r ,r ′) =∑
j φ

∗
j (r )φ j (r ′). The presence of the density

matrix makes the Fock potential a non-local5 – thus, non-multiplicative – operator, therefore

its explicit expression can be given only when considering the action on some wave function.

In this sense, the notation vx([γ],r ) used in Eq. (2.37), is not strictly correct, whereas one

5In the sense that the action of the exchange potential on the wave function φ(r ) at the point r = r ′, depends
on the values of φ(r ) at all the points r ; this is not the case of, e.g., the Hartree potential (Eq. (2.9)), whose action
on φ(r ) at r = r ′ depends only on the value of φ(r ) at r = r ′.
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should refer to Eq. (2.39), for a proper definition of the Fock potential. As for the KS system

(see Section 2.1.1), the HF equations do not represent an eigenvalue problem, since all the

equations are coupled through the density (and in this case also the density matrix). The

self-consistent field method devised by Hartree, allows to find a solution to Eq. (2.37) in an

iterative way, where at each step the eigenvectors of the effective Hamiltonian define the

density matrix (and thus the Hamiltonian) at the following step; the minimization problem is

solved when the self-consistent field method reaches convergence, that is when there are no

differences in the eigenvectors (or eigenvalues) between two consecutive steps. The power of

this method, is that it is not restricted to the HF theory, but to all those systems that have a

similar coupling between the operator and its (quasi-)eigenvectors, the KS system being an

example.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, in its initial formulation, Hartree did not account

for the principle indistinguishability of particles, and the wave function was a simple product

of the single-electron orbitals. The equations obtained by Hartree differ from those in (2.37)

by the Fock term only (from which the name “Hartree” for the other Coulomb integral), while

the exchange potential appears only when the many-body wave function is turned into an

antisymmetric linear combination of all the possible permutations of the N single-electron

orbitals. The exchange interaction, then, is a pure result of the quantum nature of particles,

and it has a crucial impact on the physical properties of the system, the most important being

the self-interaction freedom. In fact, if we look at the explicit expression of the HF energy in

terms of the one-electron orbitals,

E HF[{φi }] =∑
i
〈φi |ĥ0|φi 〉+ 1

2

∑
i , j

(〈
φiφ j

∣∣∣∣ 1

|r̂1 − r̂2|
∣∣∣∣φiφ j

〉
−

〈
φiφ j

∣∣∣∣ 1

|r̂1 − r̂2|
∣∣∣∣φ jφi

〉)
, (2.40)

– where ĥ0 embodies the non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian – the self-Hartree and self-

exchange terms of each orbital (corresponding to i = j in the second sum) cancel each other

out. This particular feature of the Fock exchange of restoring an exact property of the system

inspired the formulation of the so-called hybrid functionals, discussed in the next section.

The Hartree-Fock system is endowed with another important property, regarding its eigen-

values. Differently from what happens in the KS system where, generally, eigenvalues and

eigenvectors do not have any particular physical meaning, the HF system benefits from a

theorem formulated by T. Koopmans in 1934 [12], that identifies the eigenvalues with the

ionization energies of the system. With the assumption that the orbitals do not change when

an electron is added to – or removed from – the system, Eq. (2.40) allows to obtain the following

expression for the energy difference between the N - and (N −1)-particle systems

E N −E N−1
i = 〈φi |ĥ0|φi 〉+

N∑
j

(〈
φiφ j

∣∣∣∣ 1

|r̂1 − r̂2|
∣∣∣∣φiφ j

〉
−

〈
φiφ j

∣∣∣∣ 1

|r̂1 − r̂2|
∣∣∣∣φ jφi

〉)
, (2.41)

where the i -th orbital has been emptied. Finally, from Eq. (2.37) we can identify the right-hand

side of Eq. (2.41) with the eigenvalue εi . In the same way, one can obtain an analogous result
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for the empty states and complete what is known as Koopmans’ theorem:

E N −E N−1
i = εi

E N+1
i −E N = εi .

(2.42)

We point out that, while in most of the textbooks Koopmans’ theorem is proven for the eigen-

states of the HF Hamiltonian, the same result applies to any other equivalent representation

yielding the ground-state density matrix. This can be easily obtained by starting from the HF

equations, written for a given set of orbitals differing from the canonical ones and applying the

same derivation discussed before. Provided that the energies E N±1
i correspond to the system

where the i -th orbital of the new basis has been emptied/filled, Koopmans’ theorem for a

non-diagonal representation reads as

E N −E N−1
i =Λi i

E N+1
i −E N =Λi i ,

(2.43)

whereΛi i are the diagonal elements of the matrix of Lagrange multipliers.

The biggest drawback of HF theory is the total neglect of electronic correlations, with the

exception of the exchange energy. Although resorting to the exact Hamiltonian, the wave

function used is a single Slater determinant, which is far from being a complete set of wave

functions and loses track of most of the interactions between electrons. Thanks to its free-

dom from the SIE, HF theory provides a better qualitative description of processes involving

fractional number of electrons, such as the dissociation of molecules [45]; on the other hand,

the lack of correlation brings to a much larger static correlation error with respect to local

density-functionals [46], and to a concave deviation from the piecewise-linearity (see Fig. 2.2)

when the orbitals are allowed to relax [50]. This latter behavior, in particular, is associated with

a localization error, that is the tendency to overlocalize the orbitals (especially in extended

systems) [35], and it is responsible for the systematic overestimation of ionization potentials

(with a mean absolute error above 0.6 eV [16]) and underestimation of electron affinities, with

a consequent strong overestimation of band gaps.

The accuracy of HF is drastically improved by quantum chemistry multireference methods,

that recover part of the electronic correlation by realizing wave functions that combine sev-

eral Slater determinants. The most well-known are the configuration interaction (CI) and

coupled cluster (CC) methods, that augment – linearly and exponentially, respectively – the

HF wave function with Slater determinants containing single and double (CISD, CCSD), or

triple (CCSD(T)) excitations. CI and CC are among the most accurate methods for electronic-

structure calculations, and are often taken as a reference for other approaches; however,

their poor scaling properties – CCSD scales like O (N 6) and CCSD(T) like O (N 7) – limit the

applications to relatively small molecular systems. For this reason, less complex methods that

rather go towards the computational simplicity of DFT are often preferred: hybrid functionals

take advantage of some of the features of HF, by mixing the Fock exchange with contributions
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from local or semi-local functionals, and proved to be one of the best compromises between

computational complexity and accuracy for the calculation of excited-state properties.

2.2.2 Hybrid functionals

The Hartree-Fock exchange is exact in single-reference methods: for many-body wave func-

tions that can be represented via a Slater determinant, Eq. (2.39) represents the exact exchange

energy. Inevitably, this stimulated the idea of using the HF exchange to model the exchange

part of the xc energy in DFT. Its non-local nature pushes the exact exchange out of the bound-

aries of Kohn-Sham density-functional theory, which requires potentials that are local in space,

and therefore demands for alternative approaches, such as the optimized effective potential

method or the generalized Kohn-Sham scheme (discussed later in this section). Because of

some cancellation of (self-interaction) errors that normally occurs when using consistent

exchange and correlation functionals [41], the straight replacement of the local approximate

exchange energy with the exact exchange, usually worsens the quality of the results. However,

an appropriate mixing of the HF and local, or semi-local, exchange energies can dramatically

improve the performance of standard density-functional approximations.

By means of the adiabatic connection formula, A. D. Becke introduced a rigorous way to

include the exact exchange in the definition of the xc energy [51]. Following his reasoning, let

us consider the collection of many-body wave functions {Ψλ}, all yielding the ground-state

density ρ of the real system, with λ representing the coupling parameter that gauges the

strength of electronic interaction (λ= 0 corresponds to the non-interacting system, λ= 1 to

the fully interacting one); then, the exact xc energy can be defined as (see also Appendix A)

Exc =
∫ 1

0
dλExc,λ =

∫ 1

0
dλ〈Ψλ|V̂ee|Ψλ〉−EH[ρ]. (2.44)

Becke noticed that, in the non-interacting limit, the wave function reduces to the Kohn-

Sham Slater determinant – like HF, KS theory is, indeed, a single-reference method – and

Exc,0 becomes the exact exchange energy of the KS system. On the other hand, when λ

approaches 1, we find that Exc,λ is the xc energy of the fully interacting system, that can be

approximated with, e.g., local or semi-local functionals. The complete λ dependence of Exc,λ

is, of course, unknown and approximations are normally needed: Becke’s “half-and-half”

hybrid resulted from the linear interpolation of the Exc,0 and Exc,1 points, where the upper

bound was approximated by the LSDA xc energy, and showed a significant improvement with

respect to HF and LSDA [51].

Thereafter, Perdew, Ernzerhof and Burke considered a more general polynomial interpolation

and, by comparison with Møllet-Plesset perturbation expansion, they estimated the general

optimal power expansion at the fourth order [52]. This gave birth to the mixing of PBE and
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exact exchange defining the well-known PBE0 hybrid functional

E PBE0
xc = 3

4
E PBE

x + 1

4
E HF

x +E PBE
c . (2.45)

Among the several recipes available in the literature, here we mention another commonly

used hybrid, namely the Becke, 3-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP) xc functional [53, 54],

that reads as

E B3LYP
xc = (1−a0)E LSDA

x +a0E HF
x +ax∆E B88

x + (1−ax)E LSDA
x +acE LYP

c , (2.46)

where∆E B88
x is Becke’s gradient correction and E LYP

c is the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional

[55]. The optimal values for the three semi-empirical parameters are a0 = 0.20, ax = 0.72,

ac = 0.81, and were obtained by fitting several thermodynamic quantities on a set of atoms

and molecules.

As mentioned earlier in this section, the inclusion of the HF exchange energy within the

expression for the xc functional does not go along with the KS formulation. The exact exchange

is orbital-dependent – in the sense that it depends explicitly on the orbitals, rather than the

total density – and its gradient provides an operator that violates the condition of locality of

the KS mapping. Nevertheless, since any set of KS orbitals is uniquely defined by some ground-

state density, HK theorem implies that the HF exchange energy calculated on those orbitals

is a functional – although implicit – of the total density. The optimized effective potential

(OEP) method [56, 57] defines a set of integral equations – which is nothing more than a

linearized Sham-Schlüter equation [58] – that allow to calculate the functional derivative of

the exchange energy (with respect to the total density), and finds the best variational local

potential corresponding to some non-local scheme. The effective Hamiltonian is then KS-like

with the potential determined by the equation of the OEP method. Thanks to their local

nature, OEPs are much simpler both conceptually and computationally, and they normally

predict properties in close agreement with their orbital-dependent analogous [59]. Yet, solving

the integral equations to determine the optimal local potential, is a rather complicate task

and sometimes it can be more convenient to address the problem by considering the explicit

orbital dependence.

A different approach that instead retains the non-locality of the exact exchange potential and

actually benefits from it, is the generalized Kohn-Sham (GKS) scheme [60]. Differently from

KS theory, which treats exactly only the non-interacting part of the system – namely, T0, EH

and Vext – and piles up all the rest in the exchange-correlation energy, in the GKS scheme

part of the electronic correlation (usually the exchange) is included in the functional S[{φi }],

whose explicit dependence on the one-electron orbitals allows to incorporate quantities such

as the Fock exchange (as well as other expressions including a fraction of it, such as the

aforementioned PBE0 and B3LYP functionals). The total energy reads as

E [ρ] = F S[ρ]+
∫

drρ(r )v(r )+RS[ρ], (2.47)
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where F S[ρ] is the functional minimizing S[{φi }], provided that the orbitals {φi } yield the

density ρ, while the remainder functional RS[ρ] embodies the rest of the correlation. Upon

application of the variational principle, with the usual Lagrange multipliers ensuring the

orthogonality of the orbitals, we obtain the following set of GKS equations:(
ÔS[{φi }]+ v(r )+ vR (r )

)
φi (r ) = εiφi (r ), (2.48)

where (ÔSφi )(r ) = δS[{φi }]/δφi (r ), and vR (r ) = δRS[ρ]/δρ(r ). Depending on the choice of

the functional S[{φi }], different schemes can be obtained: for instance, when S[{φi }] is simply

given by the (non-interacting) kinetic energy T0 the standard KS equations are obtained, while

the inclusion of the Hartree and Fock energies provides the so-called Hartree-Fock Kohn-Sham

scheme [60].

In Section 2.1.4 we saw that in KS-DFT, even for the exact functional, the KS band gap does not

capture all the contributions to the real band gap, whereas one needs to calculate explicitly

also the discontinuity of the xc potential. Actually, this issue affects any scheme characterized

by a local effective potential, therefore, also the eigenvalues resulting from the OEP method

– which is, in effect, a KS scheme resulting from an orbital-dependent functional – do not

embody any part of∆xc. However, differently from local functionals for which∆xc is identically

zero, orbital-dependent functionals generally have a derivative discontinuity that can be, in

principle, summed up to the KS-OEP band gap. One of the advantages of generalized Kohn-

Sham schemes is that part of the derivative discontinuity is embodied in the eigenvalues. As

shown by Seidl et al., thanks to the explicit orbital-dependence of the exact exchange, the

derivative discontinuity of the exchange energy enters in the difference between the HO-

LU GKS eigenvalues [60]. Since the exchange part of the derivative discontinuity is often

dominant, the GKS band gap normally matches quite well with the differential band gap. This

has been showed, e.g., in Ref. [61], where the comparison between the GKS eigenvalues and

OEP derivatives – i.e., the sum of OEP-KS eigenvalues and the xc energy derivatives – showed a

good agreement for IP, EA and band gap for both Hartree-Fock and the MCY3 hybrid functional,

with the latter reproducing accurately also the experimental values thanks to its almost exact

piecewise-linear nature. The good agreement with the experiment, not only for the calculated

band gaps, but also for IPs and EAs, is an indicator of the physical connection between GKS

eigenvalues corresponding to frontier orbitals and first ionization energies [62]. Besides, the

relative position of other quasiparticle energies with respect to the HO and LU levels – i.e.,

the bandwidth in crystalline materials – generally, is qualitatively the same between local,

semi-local, and hybrid functionals, other more advanced approaches such as the GW method

discussed in Section 2.3.1 and, ultimately, the experiment. This means that a method that

opens the band gap, by shifting correctly the absolute position of both the HO and LU levels,

often predicts also the rest of the spectrum with good accuracy.

In the last decade a class of hybrid functionals involving a screened version of the exact

exchange via a spatial separation of active and inactive regions, has achieved resounding

success, especially when dealing with extended periodic systems. The idea behind these so-
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called range-separated hybrids (RSH), is based on the fact that local and semi-local functionals

model quite well the short-range part of the Coulomb interaction, whereas they miss the

long-range contribution to the xc energy. On the other hand, the non-local character of

orbital-dependent functionals allows to capture more effectively the long-range interactions.

Therefore, it was suggested to separate the Coulomb interaction in a short- and a long-range

contributions as
1

|r − r ′| =
erf(γ|r − r ′|)

|r − r ′| + erfc(γ|r − r ′|)
|r − r ′| , (2.49)

with erf(x) being the error function and embodying the long-range (LR) component, and

erfc(x) = 1−erf(x) the complementary error function for the short-range (SR) part; the pa-

rameter γ determines the spatial extension of the two regions. A well-known RSH, is the

Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhov (HSE) functional [63], which generalizes the PBE0 functional in the

following way:

E HSE
xc = aE HF,SR

x (γ)+ (1−a)E PBE,SR
x (γ)+E PBE,LR

x (γ)+E PBE
c , (2.50)

where E HF,SR
x (γ), E PBE,SR

x (γ) and E PBE,LR
x (γ), represent the short-range HF exchange and the

short- and long-range components of the PBE exchange energy, respectively. The functional

HSE06 is characterized by the same choice of PBE0 for the mixing parameter, a = 1/4, and

the value of 0.2 for the range-separation parameter γ, while for γ= 0 HSE retrieves the PBE0

functional.

One of the issues with hybrid functionals is the fact that results can be strongly affected

by the values of the mixing parameters. Just like the energy, the mixing parameters are

functionals of the density rather than simple numbers, and the choice of a global value cannot

be effective for all the systems. Hybrid functionals, whose parameters are determined semi-

empirically via fitting of experimental results, can be rather accurate for specific properties

in a range of materials, but the failure to describe other physical features is inevitable. For

this reason, recent works analyzed the possibility of having system-dependent parameters

that are determined from first-principles, either via the imposition of exact constraints, or

by analogy with higher-level theories. The compliance with the DFT version of Koopmans’

theorem, introduced in Section 2.1.1, is one of the exact constraints that helped to develop

accurate RSHs for the prediction of band gaps both in molecules and solids. In this case the

range-separation parameter γ is determined via the minimization of the deviation of the GKS

frontier eigenvalues from the corresponding ground-state energy differences [64, 65]:

J (γ) = ∣∣εGKS
N (γ)+E(N −1;γ)−E(N ;γ)

∣∣+ ∣∣εGKS
N+1(γ)+E(N ;γ)−E(N +1;γ)

∣∣ , (2.51)

sometimes replaced by a least squares deviation, rather than a linear one. From a practical

point of view, εGKS
N+1 can be taken to be the LU eigenvalue of the N -electron system, rather

than the – more correct – HO eigenvalue of the (N +1)-electron system: as long as the miss-

ing derivative discontinuity in the GKS eigenvalues is small, such approximation is reliable.

Besides, the balance of local and non-local components resulting from this Koopmans’ con-
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dition, yielded functionals with an improved PWL character. Moreover, such condition has

been successfully employed also in global hybrids (lacking of range-separation), to determine

the intra-gap levels of point defects – including interstitial and substitutional defects, and

polaronic distortions – in extended systems [66, 67].

Another aspect, especially important for band gap calculations, is the asymptotic behavior

of the Coulomb potential. As mentioned in Section 2.1.5, due to the cancellation, at large

distances, of the Hartree and external potentials, the xc potential should decay as −1/r (in

the gas phase), whereas local potentials display an exponential decay. The full HF exchange

potential has precisely this asymptotic behavior, therefore, the mixing parameters are often

chosen in a way that makes the prefactor of the HF term equal to one in the long-range limit.

In extended systems, screening effects become significant, and the mixing parameters of the

hybrid functional are chosen to satisfy the renormalized asymptotic behavior −1/(εr ) [68],

with ε representing the scalar dielectric constant of the material. A further step in this direction

was made by Skone and collaborators, who pointed the similarities between the expression of

the exchange-correlation potential coming from a generic hybrid functional, and the electron

self-energy in the static GW approximation [69]. The identification of the mixing parameters

with the dielectric constant has been applied to both global [66, 69] and range-separated

[70, 71] hybrids giving rise to the so-called dielectric-dependent hybrid (DDH) functionals.

Sometimes this has been also combined with the Koopmans’ condition to determine the other

parameters tuning the long- and short-range mixing of local and exact exchange [68], showing

an accuracy comparable to state-of-the-art many-body perturbation theory methods.

Finally, we mention that in extended periodic systems, in order to have meaningful mixing pa-

rameters, it is of pivotal importance to overcome (or avoid) the delocalization error mentioned

in Section 2.1.4. Due to the delocalized nature of the electronic states, the energy displays a

wrong piecewise-linear behavior where each linear segment has a slope that strongly over-

estimates the exact one. Eq. (2.51) is then trivially solved for any value of γ. GKS electrons

must then “sit” on localized orbitals, and this has been realized by employing potential probes

that force the localization of the highest-occupied state [67, 72], or by replacing the natural

(delocalized) Bloch-like representation of the electronic states with a localized set of orbitals,

namely the Wannier functions [73]. The latter approach has been adopted also within the

framework of Koopmans spectral functionals and, as discussed in detail in the following

chapters, it is fundamental to have meaningful corrections of local and semi-local functionals.

2.3 Green’s function methods

In the last part of this chapter, we take a further step forward in the description of the effective

interactions experienced by the (quasi-)electrons, and consider approaches that account not

only for the static – although non-local – components of the electronic correlation, but also

for its dynamical part. The prototypical tool for treating the interaction of a many-electron

system via the quasiparticle picture is the Green’s function, which takes the place of the many-
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body wave function and the total electronic density as the system’s descriptor. The problem of

solving the electronic Hamiltonian of Eq. (1.2), is mapped into the determination of the Green’s

function of the system, whose solution can be found perturbatively by means of many-body

perturbation theory. In the following we will give a brief overview of MBPT and of one of its

renowned applications, the GW approximation, to highlight the key features that are relevant

within this dissertation, while for a more detailed description we refer to the huge variety of

textbooks and reviews available in the literature. In particular, the concepts discussed in this

section are mainly taken from Refs. [25, 74, 75, 76]

Before introducing the Green’s function, we want to point out the origin of the presence of

a dynamical component – totally absent in the time-independent many-body Schrödinger

equation (1.2) – in the description of the effective electronic interaction. Following Ref. [25],

let us imagine to split the problem into two sub-systems: a small part, representing the system

that we want to solve – e.g. an electron6 – and a remainder part, i.e. the bath, whose interaction

with the small part needs to be accounted for. The eigenvalue problem reads as(
HS HS−b

Hb−S Hb

)(
ψS

ψb

)
=ω

(
ψS

ψb

)
(2.52)

where HS and Hb , represent the bare Hamiltonians of the (small) system and the bath, re-

spectively, while HS−b and Hb−S model the coupling between the two. It is straightforward to

recast Eq. (2.52) into the following non-linear problem for ψS :(
HS +HS−b(ω−Hb)−1Hb−S

)
ψS =ωψS , (2.53)

which is called quasiparticle equation. The second term between the brackets on the left-hand

side, represents the self-energy, Σ(ω), of the system, which is a frequency-dependent operator

that embodies the effective interaction between the system and the bath, i.e. between the

quasi-electron and the rest of the system. We observe that, when there is no interaction

between the bath and the system (HS−b = Hb−S = 0), the self-energy is zero, the frequency-

dependence disappears, and Eq. (2.53) turns into a standard eigenvalue problem. It becomes

clear then, that the frequency-dependence is a direct consequence of the coupling of the

system with the bath; despite the static character of Eq.(1.2), the price to pay in order to

describe the interacting many-electron system from a single-particle point of view, is to

introduce an effective field, the self-energy, that accounts for the whole interaction via an

additional parameter, the frequency.

Although the expectation value of any observable is a functional of the density (thanks to HK

theorem), explicit expressions are often difficult (if not impossible) to find. Many of these

observables – and, particularly, spectral properties – have a more accessible form, at least in

6Here, as well as in other parts of this thesis, we often speak about electrons rather than quasi-electrons. Of
course, the concept of electron within an interacting system loses importance, and we may alternatively refer to it
when dealing with non-interacting systems, or when implicitly considering its quasiparticle version. We leave to
the reader the correct interpretation.
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principle, in terms of the Green’s function. The latter is an object which is non-local both

in space and time and is designed to capture more effectively the screening effects (i.e. the

response of the system) due to the presence of a perturbation, i.e. the potential generated by

an electron. Formally, a Green’s function is defined as

G(x, t ; x ′, t ′) =−i 〈Ψ|T [ψ̂(x, t )ψ̂†(x ′, t ′)]|Ψ〉 , (2.54)

whereΨ represents the ground state of the N -electron system, T is the time-ordering operator,

and ψ̂(x, t ) and ψ̂†(x ′, t ′) are the field operators that, respectively, annihilate a particle at the

point (x, t) and create an identical one at the point (x ′, t ′). In this notation, x generally em-

bodies spatial and spin coordinates, x = (r ,σ). Eq. (2.54) emphasizes the physical meaning of

the Green’s function: a correlation function (similar to Eq. (A.1)), that provides the probability

amplitude of finding a particle at (x, t) upon addition of a particle at (x ′, t ′). Besides, this is

done in the two temporal directions (thanks to the presence of the time-ordering operator),

which is totally equivalent to consider the propagation of both electrons and holes. The Green’s

function, then, traces the evolution of a particle accounting for the (temporal) response of the

system and how this affects the particle itself; dynamical correlation is directly encoded in the

Green’s function, which makes it an ideal descriptor of the dynamics of a particle within an

interacting system.

At equilibrium, the time dependence reduces to t − t ′ and, by Fourier transforming Eq. (2.54),

we obtain the Lehmann representation of the Green’s function

G(x, x ′,ω) =∑
k

f ∗
k (x ′) fk (x)

ω−εk − iηsign(µ−εk )
, (2.55)

where the set of εk represents the energy differences E(N )−Ek (N −1) and Ek (N +1)−E(N )

between the N -particle ground state and the (N ±1)-particle excited states, µ is the chemical

potential, η is a small real that ensures the convergence of the Fourier transform, and the

quantities at the numerator are the so-called Lehmann amplitudes:

fk (x) =
〈ΨN−1

k |ψ̂(x)|ΨN
0 〉 , εk <µ

〈ΨN
0 |ψ̂(x)|ΨN+1

k 〉 , εk >µ
. (2.56)

Eq. (2.55) is extremely relevant as it highlights immediately an important property of Green’s

functions, namely its poles correspond to the ionization energies of the system. Actually, much

more information about the spectral properties can be directly extracted from the Green’s

function: its imaginary part provides the spectral function

A(x, x ′,ω) = 1

π
|Im[G(ω)]| =∑

k
f ∗

k (x ′) fk (x)δ(ω−εk ), (2.57)

a quantity that is strictly connected to the photoelectron current – the current of electrons

(holes) leaving the system with a certain kinetic energy, upon absorption (emission) of photons
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of frequency ω – and contains, alone, all the information about the (direct and inverse)

photoemission spectrum. In the non-interacting limit, many-body wave functions can be

represented via single Slater determinants: the Lehmann amplitudes turn into one-electron

spin-orbitals and the spectral function, represented onto the basis of eigenvectors, is a diagonal

matrix whose elements are delta functions centered on the energies εk . The trace of the

spectral function corresponds to a series of peaks with no width (infinite quasiparticle lifetime),

which portrays exactly the spectrum of a system of non-interacting electrons. As soon as the

interaction is switched on, the many-body wave functions cannot be represented anymore by

single Slater determinants, but rather by linear combinations of those; the number of non-zero

Lehmann amplitudes increases, with the latter losing their mutual orthogonality in order to

conserve the number of particles. The δ-like peaks appearing in the spectral function group

together and form structures of finite width and height7 that, normally, connect continuously

to the isolated (non-interacting) δ-peaks, as long as the switching-on of the interaction is

performed adiabatically. These structures represent the quasiparticles peaks, and are centered

around the poles of the Green’s function. The broadening is an effect that purely stems from the

electronic interaction and is directly connected to the finite quasiparticle lifetime. Additionally,

the spectral function can display other features resulting from the scattering of the excited

electron from the rest of the system, which redistributes the spectral weight of the quasiparticle

in smaller and more spread structures called satellites. This was to show that the knowledge

of the spectral function is sufficient to have a full description of photoemission spectra, an

important ingredient in the discussion that sees orbital-density-dependent potentials as

approximations to the spectral potential, and that will be recalled in Section 3.2.

Besides all its incredible properties, the exact form of the Green’s functions is, in general, not

known and even computing approximated versions of it can be quite a challenging task. If

one starts from the Hartree-Fock approximation, the Lehmann amplitudes are simply the HF

eigenvectors and the right-hand side of Eq. (2.55) corresponds to the spectral representation of

the operator (ω−H HF)−1. The general Green’s function has an additional term which accounts

for the missing correlation and reads as

G(x, x ′,ω) = [
δ(x −x ′)(ω−H0(x))−Σ(x, x ′,ω)

]−1 , (2.58)

which is known as Dyson equation for G , where H0(x) in the local Hartree Hamiltonian, and

Σ(x, x ′,ω) is the electronic self-energy which includes also the Fock exchange. The solution of

Eq. (2.58), or Eq. (2.55), can be mapped into the following non-linear eigenvalue problem

(H0 +Σ(ω)) fk (ω) =ω fk (ω) (2.59)

whose eigenvectors coincide with the Lehmann amplitudes, while the eigenvalues give the

ionization energies εk . The two provide numerator and denominator of Eq. (2.55) and therefore

7In a finite system, in principle, one can always distinguish the individual δ-like spikes forming a broadened
peak; in the thermodynamic limit, the distance (which is proportional to the system size) between the individual
δ-peaks becomes infinitesimal, and the whole structure takes an actual continuous shape.
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Figure 2.3: Hedin’s loop which includes, in addition to the Dyson equation for G , equations
for the self-energy (Σ), the polarizability (P ), the screened interaction (W ), and the vertex
function (Γ). Picture taken from Ref. [77].

fully define the Green’s function. Eq. (2.59) is the quasiparticle equation, already introduced at

the beginning of this section (see Eq. (2.53)) and that we have now derived directly from the

Green’s function; moreover, this allows to highlight the role of effective dynamical interaction

taken over by the self-energy.

The Dyson equation (2.58) is a self-consistent equation for the interacting Green’s function.

The complexity of the problem is transferred to the self-energy: the latter can be expanded

in terms of the bare Coulomb interaction and of G , and at each perturbation order it gets

more “dressed” with the response and renormalization of the system. Hedin considered other

quantities – i.e., the polarizability P , the screened interaction W , and the vertex function

Γ, which contains further information about the electron-hole interaction – and discovered

a closed set of equations (see Fig. 2.3) providing a self-consistent scheme that determines

the Green’s function (as well as the other four quantities involved) of the system. Hedin’s

equations can be solved iteratively until one reaches, in principle, self-consistency, however

such approach is highly non-trivial and computationally expensive. In the following we will

see the simplest – yet very effective – and most used application of Hedin’s equations, yielding

the well-known GW approximation.

2.3.1 The GW approximation

A possible starting point for the solution of Hedin’s equations consists of setting to one the

vertex function (actually the vertex is a 3-point function and the approximation is Γ(123) =
δ(12)δ(13)). One can use this approximation for Γ to obtain an expression for, in order, the

polarizability, the screened interaction and, eventually, the self-energy. The latter takes the
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following form

ΣGW(x, x ′,ω) = iG(x, x ′,ω)W (x ′, x,ω) (2.60)

giving the name to the GW approximation. Such a self-energy can be considered as a dynami-

cally screened generalization of Hartree-Fock theory, whose self-energy is given by the Fock

exchange term only and lacks completely of any correlation effects: ΣHF =Σx = iGv , with v

representing the bare Coulomb potential. Once the form of the self-energy is determined, one

has still to deal with the non-linear problem of Eq. (2.59); often, this is done in a perturbative

way, by correcting the eigenvalues of H0 (often taken from some local DFA) with the diagonal

elements of the operator Σ̂(ω)− v̂xc. The self-energy – or, more precisely, G and W – depends

on the eigenvalues and different types of approximation can be used depending on how one

decides to update the quantities involved. With G0W0 one refers to the “one-shot” GW ap-

proximation, where the self-energy is not updated and the energies resulting from the first

iteration are interpreted as quasiparticles. G0W0 is considered a state-of-the-art method for

band gap and band structure calculations in solids, as it opens correctly the KS-DFT band

gap and delivers accurate predictions, with a general small underestimation of the experi-

mental results. Alternatively, one could update both G and W with the energies obtained at

the previous step until reaching self-consistency; this self-consistent GW method, generally

improves total energies and bond lengths but, because of the breaking of some sum rules due

to the update of W RPA8, it tends to overcorrect the G0W0 eigenvalues decreasing the accuracy

of photoemission spectra [78].

Beyond-GW methods include corrections to the vertex function, which appear already at the

second iteration of Hedin’s equations. The use of vertex corrections is rather complex, due to

wide variety of effects that one can account for, or not, which strongly depend on how they

are employed in the Hedin’s loop. Self-consistency can also be counter-productive and cancel

some of the effects introduced by a non-trivial vertex function. Yet, when used correctly vertex

corrections can significantly improve the GW results and for extended systems, where the

system size makes it prohibitive to resort to quantum chemistry multi-reference methods, they

provide the most accurate predictions over a large scale of materials [9, 79]. In this dissertation,

GW results, with and without vertex corrections, will be often used as a reference to measure

the performance of Koopmans functionals.

8The Random Phase Approximation (RPA) is an approximation to the dielectric function – thus to W – result-
ing from the choice Γ(123) = δ(12)δ(13). Essentially, W RPA is the screened interaction resulting from the GW
approximation.
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed two radically different approaches that tackle the many-electron

problem: density-functional theory and many-body perturbation theory. In principle, both

methods offer an exact way to solve the electronic Hamiltonian (1.2), but, in practice, several

approximations are normally required. In DFT, all the observables are depicted via their

functional dependence upon the electronic ground-state density, while the whole complexity

of the problem is incorporated in the exchange-correlation functional. The KS auxiliary system

provides a practical way to obtain collective properties, such as total energies and densities,

but its non-interacting particles cannot give a reliable representation of the quasiparticles,

whereas the local and static nature of the KS potential makes it impossible to capture all the

features of the electronic effective interaction. Generalized KS schemes allow to overcome

the constraint of locality on the effective potential, and embrace the possibility of including

the Fock non-local exchange within the definition of the potential. The presence of a non-

local component brings to a better characterization of the interaction of an electron with the

rest of the system, and hybrid functionals considerably improve the prediction of band gaps

and higher-order ionization energies. Eventually, the interaction seen from a single-particle

point of view brings about dynamical correlation effects, that can be accounted for only by

dressing the effective potential with a frequency-dependence. MBPT’s self-energy possesses

all these features and represents the exact effective interaction that an electron feels inside an

interacting many-electron system. Nevertheless, the problem of finding a good self-energy

is quite challenging and, ultimately, one would like to reduce the computational complexity

of state-of-the-art methods, such as the GW approximation, while keeping the same level of

accuracy (or even improving it).
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3 Koopmans spectral functionals

In this chapter, we describe in detail the theoretical framework of Koopmans functionals, a

particular class of orbital-density-dependent functionals that provide the excitation energies

of the system – upon electron addition or removal – with high level of accuracy. Section 3.1 is

devoted to the concepts of linearization and screening, the two fundamental aspects at the

foundation of any Koopmans-compliant functional; we also describe the variational procedure

characterizing an orbital-density-dependent approach, which differs substantially from that

of typical DFT methods. The connection between Koopmans functionals and many-body

perturbation theory is instead discussed in Section 3.2. The chapter is closed by a summary of

the key concepts, Section 3.3.
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Chapter 3. Koopmans spectral functionals

3.1 Koopmans spectral functionals

In density-functional theory any observable, including the direct and inverse photoemission

spectra, is a functional of the ground-state electronic density. However, often the challenge is

to find a way to extract such information once the ground state of the system is determined.

Moreover, the existence of an implicit connection does not imply that any observable has an

explicit expression in terms of the density, and often we have to rely on different strategies to

compute some physical properties. As discussed in Chapter 2, computing spectral properties

at the DFT level is generally complicated, and even for the first ionization energies we have

to resort to GKS schemes or to the ∆SCF method1; in particular, for standard DFAs the latter

works only when the HO and LU orbital densities do not delocalize too much, and therefore it

inevitably fails in extended systems. Alternatively, we can resort to dynamical approaches –

such as MBPT – but this normally requires a high computational cost.

Koopmans spectral functionals take place in this framework targeting the electron addition

and removal energies, by means of a variational approach. As we shall see, this requires to

go beyond the boundaries of KS-DFT and to embody some features of the dynamical self-

energy, in order to better describe the quasiparticles. This is achieved via the imposition of a

state-dependent condition that shapes Koopmans functionals and makes them dependent

on the density of each individual orbital (rather than the total electronic density); effective

potentials resulting from such functionals inherit the same orbital-density-dependence (ODD)

and closely resemble a simplified version of the frequency-dependent self-energy.

The formalism of Koopmans functionals grounds on the three fundamental concepts: lin-

earization, screening, and localization. The first two aspects will be discussed in Section 3.1.1

and Section 3.1.3, respectively – and underlie the construction of any Koopmans functional;

the concept of localization is related to the nature of the orbital densities minimizing the

functional, and it is described in detail in Chapter 4. In Section 3.1.2, we define Koopmans

functionals, while Section 3.1.4 is devoted to the technicalities of the variational procedure

which, due to the ODD nature of the functional, is more complex than in a standard KS-DFT

framework. Finally, in Section 3.1.5, we give a definition of the Koopmans Hamiltonian.

3.1.1 Koopmans’ condition

In Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, we discussed the connection between PWL and first ionization

energies. For a functional affected by deviation from PWL – we remark that this could mean

that the energy is non-linear at fractional number of electrons and/or the relative position of

the energies at integer numbers is not correct – the left and right energy derivatives do not

correspond to the IP and EA of the system. Derivatives require the knowledge of the energy

only in an arbitrary small neighborhood around an integer point, thus they allow to compute

1The ∆SCF method allows to compute the first ionization energies of the system from total energy differences;
it involves calculations on systems at different particle numbers – N , N −1, and N +1 – whose ground-state energy
differences directly relate to IP and EA.
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3.1. Koopmans spectral functionals

the first ionization energies (and thereon the band gap) without involving calculations at

different particle numbers. Ideally, we would like such energy derivatives to be connected to

the eigenvalues of some effective one-particle Hamiltonian, namely

E N −E N−1 = dE

d N

∣∣∣∣
N−s

= dE

d fHO

∣∣∣∣
s
= εHO (3.1a)

E N+1 −E N = dE

d N

∣∣∣∣
N+s

= dE

d fLU

∣∣∣∣
s
= εLU, (3.1b)

where fHO and fLU are the occupations of the HO and LU orbitals, and we made use of Janak’s

theorem (2.13); s is any number between 0 and 1, and allows to include the property of PWL:

εHO and εLU are indeed independent from s, therefore the derivatives appearing in Eqs. (3.1)

are constant for any value of s. KS-DFT fulfills only Eq. (3.1a), and only at an exact level, while

GKS schemes approximately satisfy also Eq. (3.1b) [60, 61, 64].

Ionization potentials and electron affinities are only the first-order ionization energies, and

for a method that aims to deliver all the electron and hole removal energies, Eqs. (3.1) are

clearly not sufficient. In addition to being an exact property, the PWL facilitates the connection

between total energy differences and energy derivatives (and, ultimately, the eigenvalues).

The idea then, is to define a similar condition that generalizes Eqs. (3.1), by extending them

to all the orbitals in the system, and ultimately dress the eigenvalues with the meaning of

quasiparticle energies. This generalized PWL [80, 81] condition reads as

dE

d fi
=λi = const, (3.2)

where fi is the occupation of the i -th orbital. As we shall see in the following section, λi

is the expectation value of the effective (Koopmans) Hamiltonian over the wave function

corresponding to the i -th orbital, and it is designed to match the energy difference E N −E N−1
i ,

or E N+1
i −E N , where E N±1

i are the relaxed energies resulting from the removal of an electron

or a hole from the i -th orbital. Eq. (3.2) nearly resembles Janak’s result: in particular, in the

basis of the Hamiltonian’s eigenvectors, λi becomes the eigenvalue εi and Eq. (3.2) takes the

form of Eq. (2.13). However, the two results should not be confused, as Janak’s theorem does

not assume any particular dependence on the occupations for the energy derivatives, whereas

the generalized PWL condition imposes that each λi is independent on fi .

The generalized PWL can also be seen as an extension of Koopmans’ theorem. By integrating

Eq. (3.2) over fi , between 1 and s (where s can take any value between 0 and 1), we find for the

electron removal process

E N −E N−1+s
i =λi (1− s). (3.3)

When the electron is fully removed (s = 0), Eq. (3.3) turns into the main result of Koopmans’

theorem (2.43); the same outcome can be obtained for electron addition processes. The gen-

eralized PWL condition can then be seen as an extension of Koopmans’ theorem to fractional

number of particles and, therefore, it is also referred to as Koopmans’ condition.
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Chapter 3. Koopmans spectral functionals

3.1.2 Koopmans functionals

Koopmans spectral functionals are designed to satisfy Eq. (3.2), and for this reason are also

called Koopmans-compliant (KC). The idea is to start from some density-functional approx-

imation – called from now on base functional, and generically indicated with E DFT – and

add a KC term which makes the whole expression compliant with the Koopmans’ condition.

Additionally, we will require that the base functional is not corrected at integer occupations,

whereas the KC term should correct the energy only at fractional occupations. Given the state-

dependent nature of Eq. (3.2), the corrective term can be split into different contributions (Πi ),

one for each single-particle state, which brings to the first (coarse) definition of Koopmans

functionals [80, 81]:

E KC = E DFT +∑
i
Πi . (3.4)

By inserting the right-hand side of the expression above into Eq. (3.2), we obtain

dΠi

d fi
=−dE DFT

d fi
+λi , (3.5)

whereΠi , by construction, depends only on the occupation of the i -th orbital – i.e. dΠi /d f j =
δi j . In this context, the occupation numbers are treated as parameters taking values between

0 and 1, and all the quantities should be defined accordingly: for the total density and the non-

interacting kinetic energy we should then consider Janak’s expressions, given by Eqs. (2.14) and

(2.15). By integrating Eq. (3.5) between 0 and s, we find that the KC termΠi can be expressed

as

Πi (s) =−
∫ s

0

dE DFT

d fi
d fi +λi s =−

∫ s

0
〈φi |ĥDFT|φi 〉d fi +λi s

= {E DFT( fi = s)−E DFT( fi = 0)}+λi s,

(3.6)

where ĥDFT is the effective Hamiltonian resulting from the derivative of the base functional,

and in the second equality we used the non-canonical version of Janak’s theorem2. We also

used the fact that the initial hypothesis of zero correction at integer occupations: Πi ( fi = 0) = 0.

Likewise, by using in Eq. (3.6) the fact that also for s = 1 theΠi term should be identically zero,

we find that λi is defined as

λi =
∫ 1

0

dE DFT

d fi
d fi = E DFT( fi = 1)−E DFT( fi = 0), (3.7)

which sets the energy derivatives to be equal to a difference of total energies calculated at the

level of the chosen base functional. The two latter equations provide the definition for the

Koopmans corrective terms, which leave the energy of the base functional unchanged at inte-

2It can be showed that Janak’s theorem applies also to sets of orbitals other than the eigenvectors, provided that
they yield the same ground-state density. In this case, the occupation numbers and the eigenvalues appearing
in Eq. (2.13) are replaced by the diagonal elements of the occupation number matrix and of the Hamiltonian,
respectively, represented on the set of non-canonical orbitals.
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of the effects of the KI correction on some local or semi-local density-
functional. The red curve represents the energy of some non-linear base functional (e.g. PBE)
as a function of the occupation of the i -th orbital, while the green curve gives the energy upon
the application of the KI correction. At a given value fi = s, KI removes the non-linear term,
E (s)−E (0), and adds a linear term given by the total energy difference at fi = 1 and fi = 0 and
calculated at the level of the base functional.

ger occupations, and linearize it at fractional occupation numbers. A graphical representation

of the effects of the the Koopmans correction is given in Fig. 3.1.

The expression given in Eq. (3.6), with the choice (3.7) for λi , defines the so-called Koopmans

integral (KI) correction [82], since the energy derivative is set to be equal to the integral average

of all the values of the derivative at fractional occupations. It is worth to mention that this does

not represent the only possible choice for the value of λi : initial works about KC functionals

[80, 81, 82] were considering also the possibility to evaluate the energy derivatives at a specific

value fref of the occupation, e.g. fref = 1/2. The problem with this choice is that it requires

to guess the value of the optimal occupation number, which in general is system-dependent

and, even within a specific system, can vary between different orbitals. The KI correction

represents then the conventional way to construct Koopmans functionals, and shortly we will

see its application to local DFAs and to the PZ functional.

One of the difficulties with the expression for the Πi terms given in Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) is

that it requires, in principle, the knowledge of the values of the (self-consistent) energy E DFT

at any s between 0 and 1, which is something that we certainly want to avoid. A simplified
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Chapter 3. Koopmans spectral functionals

version of the KI correction can be obtained by neglecting, in a first moment, the relaxation

effects following the change in the occupation of any orbitals. In this way, we can find an

expression where only the quantities computed for the N -particle system play a role. We recall

the expression for the total density given in Eq. (2.15), and we introduce the orbital densities

ρi and the occupation-independent orbital densities ni :

ρi (r ) = fi |φi (r )|2,

ni (r ) = ρ fi=1
i (r ) = |φi (r )|2.

(3.8)

If the orbitals relaxation is ignored, the one-electron wave functions are left unchanged upon

the variation of any occupations. If a given orbital, initially occupied by fi electrons, is

suddenly emptied the total energy can then be written as

E( fi = 0) = E [ρ fi=0] = E [ρ−ρi ]; (3.9)

analogously, if the same orbital gets completely filled, the resulting total energy is

E( fi = 1) = E [ρ fi=1] = E [ρ−ρi +ni ]. (3.10)

The last two equations can be used in Eq. (3.6) to find an explicit expression of the unscreened

KI correction term, which reads as

ΠuKI
i [ρ,ρi ] = E DFT[ρ−ρi ]−E DFT[ρ]+ fi

(
E DFT[ρ−ρi +ni ]−E DFT[ρ−ρi ]

)
. (3.11)

and introduces a dependence on the orbital densities. The effects of the orbitals relaxation

are then accounted for by scaling the unscreened corrective terms via some scalar, orbital-

dependent screening parameters αi ; we refer to Section 3.1.3 for a detailed description of the

methods to compute the screening parameters. By means of the unrelaxed KI correction and

of the scalar screening parameters, the fully-screened correction terms appearing in Eq. (3.4)

are approximated asΠKI
i ≈αiΠ

uKI
i , and we finally arrive to [82]

E KI[{ρi }] = E DFT[ρ]+∑
i
αiΠ

uKI
i [ρ,ρi ]. (3.12)

The proper way of calling the functional in Eq. (3.12) is KI@DFA – e.g., if the base functional is

LDA or PBE, the corresponding KI-corrected functional should be called KI@LDA, or KI@PBE.

However, if the base functional is a local or semi-local density-functional approximation, we

normally refer more generically to Eq. (3.12) as the “KI functional”.

Another prominent Koopmans functional is KIPZ, which results from the augmentation of a

local density-functional via the KIPZ correction:

E KIPZ[{ρi }] = E DFT[ρ]+∑
i
αiΠ

uKIPZ
i [ρ,ρi ], (3.13)
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where the KIPZ unrelaxed correction is defined as3

ΠuKIPZ
i [ρ,ρi ] =ΠuKI

i [ρ,ρi ]− fi EHxc[ni ], (3.14)

showing that, in addition toΠuKI
i , the KIPZ correction contains also a PZ-like SIC term. As a

consequence of the presence of such term, KIPZ – differently from KI – modifies the energy

of the underlying DFT functional even at integer occupations. Indeed, the functional of

Eq. (3.13) can be seen as a KI correction on top of the screened PZ functional, i.e. KI@αPZ.

Considering then αPZ as the base functional, KIPZ does not change the energy of αPZ at

integer occupations (as expected by any KI-like correction). In Appendix B, we detail this

interpretation of the KIPZ functional.

One of the main features that emerges in Koopmans functionals is the ODD character, also

present in the PZ functional. This is a consequence of the state-dependent nature of the Koop-

mans’ condition, which cannot be fulfilled by an explicit functional of the density, whereas

it requires the introduction of additional degrees of freedom: the orbital densities. Unfortu-

nately, the orbital-density-dependence makes the search of a variational ground state much

more complex, as it generally breaks the unitary invariance characterizing standard density-

functionals. Some of these issues will be addressed in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.3 Screening parameters

The effects due to the orbitals relaxation upon changes in the occupation numbers, must be

accounted for in order to have an effective Koopmans correction. While this would generally

require a complex treatment of the screening – e.g., by evaluating the convolution of the

inverse dielectric matrix with the Koopmans potential – here we consider a simplified, yet

effective, approach which accounts for the screening via some scalar and orbital-dependent

parameters, αi , yielding the following approximation for the fully screened KI correction

ΠKI
i ≈αiΠ

uKI
i . (3.15)

In the following, we discuss two methods to evaluate the screening parameters: via finite

energy differences, which requires to compute self-consistent energies at N ±1 electrons, and

from linear response theory, which relies on the N -particle system only, whereas it introduces

a second-order approximation for theΠi terms.

Finite differences

To support the forthcoming discussion, let us consider Fig. 3.2. In panels (a)-(b), the PBE,

unscreened KI (uKI), and α-screened KI (αKI) total energies and eigenvalues are plotted as

3Although KIPZ was already introduced in Ref.[82], the following definition of the KIPZ functional was proposed
for the first time in Ref. [83]; in Appendix B, we show the equivalence between Eq. (3.14) and the former definition
of the KIPZ correction.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: Total energies (a) and HO eigenvalues (b) calculated at the PBE level (red curve), and
from the screened (green curve) and unscreened (blue curve) KI functionals, with respect to the
occupation of the HO molecular orbital of the methane molecule; also for the two Koopmans
functionals, we considered variations in the occupation of the PBE highest-occupied KS orbital.
Panel (c) shows the KI differential IP (continuous line) and EA (dashed line) as functions of the
screening parameter: in particular for α= 0 and α= 1, the PBE and uKI values, respectively,
are retrieved.

functions of the orbital occupation. Unsurprisingly, the PBE energy shows a non-linear convex

behavior which is almost quadratic, as confirmed by the linear trend of the corresponding

eigenvalue. The unscreened Koopmans correction (i.e. αi = 1, ∀i ) significantly reduces the

convexity of the PBE energy, whereas it leaves unchanged – as expected – the energy at integer

occupations. At fractional occupations, uKI displays a non-negligible curvature, as confirmed

once again by panel (b), due to the neglect of the relaxation effects. The latter generally lower

the energy, therefore the lack of screening produces a uKI concave curve which overestimates

the fully screened KI energy (which is, by construction, a linear curve connecting the PBE

energies at fi = 0 and fi = 1). Ultimately, the red and blue curves represent the lower and

upper bounds, respectively, of the KI functional as a function of the screening parameter. As

shown in panel (c), the change of concavity of the energy curve indicates the existence of some

optimal αi , for which the left and right derivatives – i.e. N -particle IP and (N −1)-particle

EA – match. The idea behind this finite-differences method then, is to exploit this feature to

determine the values of the screening parameters.

From Eq. (3.2), the matching of the differential N -particle IP and (N −1)-particle EA, translates

into the condition

λ
fi=1
i (α) =λ fi=0

i (α). (3.16)
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Figure 3.3: In order to find the zero of the function τ(α) =λ fi=1
i (α)−λ fi=0

i (α), the first step is
to consider a linear dependence of λi on α, such as the straight line connecting the points
at α= 0,1. Then, after determining the first guess α(1), we can repeat the procedure defining
a straight line that connects τ(α(1)) and, e.g., τ(1), and finding a new guess α(2). For smooth
functions, the zero of τ(α) is numerically found when two consecutive estimations ofα provide
the same value within the chosen threshold.

We emphasize that the Koopmans’ condition (3.2) is fulfilled only by the fully-screened func-

tional; as also showed in Fig. 3.2, the unscreened KI functional is not strictly Koopmans-

compliant, while – at good level of approximation – the α-screened KI functional satisfies the

Koopmans’ condition for the optimal α values. In this sense, Eq. (3.16) can be seen as a way

to enforce the Koopmans’ condition on the α-screened Koopmans functional. The optimal

values of α are found by means of the secant method, described in Fig. 3.3. At each step, we

suppose a linear α-dependence of λi and Eq. (3.16) is solved by

α(n+1)
i =α(n)

i

λi (α(n+1)
i )−λi (0)

λi (α(n)
i )−λi (0)

. (3.17)

The values of λi (0) and of λi (α(n)
i ) can be computed from the expectation value of the DFT

and Koopmans Hamiltonians, respectively, over the i -th orbital (see also Section 3.1.4). With

regards to λi (α(n+1)
i ), we can already assume the validity of the Koopmans’ condition and

express the energy as a linear function of fi :

E KC( fi ) ≈ E KC( fref)+
dE KC

d fi

∣∣∣∣
fref

( fi − fref) = E KC( fref)+λ fi= fref

i · ( fi − fref), (3.18)
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Convergence study of the screening parameters for the four valence orbitals of
the methane molecule, computed at the KI (left panel) and KIPZ (right panel) levels. The
dashed lines give a measure of the deviation from the PWL, i.e. ∆Ei −λi . The orbitals used in
the KI calculation are the KS ones (two of which are almost identical) and the corresponding
screening parameters are converged already at the end of the first iteration; for KIPZ, the
screening parameters refer to the KIPZ variational orbitals (see Section 3.1.4) – all symmetri-
cally equivalent – and converge within the chosen threshold (10−3) in two iterations, although
the first estimation provides results which agree with the fully converged ones within 0.02 eV.

where E KC refers to a generic Koopmans functional (KI, KIPZ). By matching the two expressions

obtained from Eq. (3.18) for fref = 0 and fref = 1, we can write λi as an energy difference, i.e.

λi = E KC( fi = 1)−E KC( fi = 0), to arrive to the final expression for the screening parameters:

α(n+1)
i =α(n)

i

∆E KC
i −〈φi |ĥDFT|φi 〉

〈φi |ĥKC|φi 〉−〈φi |ĥDFT|φi 〉
, (3.19)

where ∆E KC
i = E KC(N )−E KC

i (N −1) or ∆E KC
i = E KC

i (N +1)−E KC(N ), depending on the nature

(occupied or empty) of the orbital. We observe that, given the absence of KI correction at

integer electron numbers, ∆E KC
i reduces to a DFT energy difference for the KI functional, and

to aαPZ energy difference for the KIPZ functional. Of course such procedure must be repeated

for all the orbitals in the system, unless one can expect distinct orbitals to yield similar results

(more details about the technicalities behind the calculation of the screening parameters are

given in Chapter 5).

Eq. (3.19) was introduced in Ref. [17]. Previous works were calculating the screening pa-

rameters using the same secant method – with the only technical difference that the linear

dependence onαwas directly imposed on τ(α) (see caption of Fig. 3.3), rather than onλ fi=1
i (α)

and λ fi=0
i (α) separately – and were not imposing Eq. (3.18). The two methods can be consid-

ered equivalent, as the only difference in the present approach is that it is possible to replace

some derivatives with a difference of total energies.
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To end this section, we mention that, although the dependence of λi on α is generally un-

known, most of the times it displays an almost linear trend. As a consequence, the value of α

at the first iteration proved to be extremely close to the final solution (see Fig. 3.4), especially

if initialized with some good guess of α. In actual calculations then, we often consider the

screening parameters obtained after a single iteration, starting from the most reasonable phys-

ical guess, which for solids corresponds to the inverse of the dielectric constant, α(0)
i = ε−1,

αi = ε−1
∆E KC

i −〈φi |ĥDFT|φi 〉
〈φi |ĥKC|φi 〉−〈φi |ĥDFT|φi 〉

. (3.20)

Linear response

As the screening parameters account for the relaxation effects following a change in the orbitals

occupations (process that can be assimilated to the presence of some perturbing potential), it

is quite reasonable to assimilate them to the system’s response to some external perturbation.

Following this idea, Colonna and collaborators [84] found an alternative definition for the

screening parameters, which turns out to be exact up to a second-order expansion of the

Koopmans correction. Hereafter we report the demonstration showed in Ref. [84].

Let us consider the fully-relaxed KI correction given in Eq. (3.6), and express it as

ΠKI
i ( fi ) = E DFT[ρ fi=0]−E DFT[ρ]+ fi

(
E DFT[ρ fi=1]−E DFT[ρ fi=0]

)
; (3.21)

the expression above closely resembles Eq. (3.11), however, it is important to highlight that

while Eq. (3.21) is exact as it does not make any assumption on the energies at different

occupations, the form of Eq. (3.11) results from the assumption of frozen-orbitals, which allows

to rewrite the energies in terms of the orbitals of the neutral system (e.g., E [ρ fi=0] = E [ρ−ρi ]).

If we consider now a second-order Taylor expansion for the DFT energy as a function of fi

around some reference occupation fref – essentially the expansion of Eq. (3.18) where we

include also the quadratic term – the KI correction takes the following form:

ΠKI
i ( fi ) = E DFT[ρ fi= fref ]− fref

dE DFT

d fi

∣∣∣∣
fref

+ 1

2
f 2

ref

d 2E DFT

d f 2
i

∣∣∣∣∣
fref

−

E DFT[ρ fi= fref ]− ( fi − fref)
dE DFT

d fi

∣∣∣∣
fref

− 1

2
( fi − fref)

2 d 2E DFT

d f 2
i

∣∣∣∣∣
fref

+

fi

{
E DFT[ρ fi= fref ]+ (1− fref)

dE DFT

d fi

∣∣∣∣
fref

− 1

2
(1− fref)

2 d 2E DFT

d f 2
i

∣∣∣∣∣
fref

−

E DFT[ρ fi= fref ]+ fref
dE DFT

d fi

∣∣∣∣
fref

− 1

2
f 2

ref

d 2E DFT

d f 2
i

∣∣∣∣∣
fref

}
+O

(
( fi − fref)

3)
= 1

2
fi (1− fi )

d 2E DFT

d f 2
i

∣∣∣∣∣
fi= fref

+O
(
( fi − fref)

3) .

(3.22)
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At this point, by means of Janak’s and Hellmann-Feynman theorems, we can write the second-

order derivative of the energy as

d 2E DFT

d f 2
i

= dεi

d fi
= 〈ψi |d v̂KS

d fi
|ψi 〉

=
∫

dr dr ′ni (r )
δvKS([ρ],r )

δρ(r ′)
dρ(r ′)

d fi
,

(3.23)

where ψi are the KS states, and the derivative of the KS potential yields the Hxc kernel,

fHxc(r ,r ′). The derivative of the density with respect to the orbital occupations is less trivial

and requires further manipulations; by recalling the definition of the density (2.15), we can

write the its derivative as

dρ(r )

d fi
= ni (r )+∑

j
f j

dn j (r )

d fi

= ni (r )+∑
j

f j

∫
dr ′ δn j (r )

δvKS(r ′)
d vKS(r ′)

d fi
.

(3.24)

By introducing the non-interacting density-density response function χ0(r ,r ′)4 and adding an-

other chain of derivatives, Eq. (3.24) takes the form of a Dyson-like equation for the derivative

of the density:

dρ(r )

d fi
= ni (r )+

∫
dr ′dr ′′χ0(r ,r ′)

δvKS(r ′)
δρ(r ′′)

dρ(r ′′)
d fi

= ni (r )+
∫

dr ′[χ0 fHxc](r ,r ′)
dρ(r ′)

d fi
,

(3.25)

where the notation [χ0 fHxc] indicates the contraction of the two quantities. Eq. (3.25) can be

recast in a linear expression (for the derivative of the density), by introducing the interacting

polarizability χ(r ,r ′) – solution of the Dyson equation χ=χ0+χ0 fHxcχ. Eventually, this allows

to express the density variations in terms of the dielectric matrix:

dρ(r )

d fi
= ni (r )+

∫
dr ′[χ fHxc](r ,r ′)ni (r ′)

=
∫

dr ′ {δ(r − r ′)+ [χ fHxc](r ,r ′)
}

ni (r ′)

=
∫

dr ′ε−1(r ,r ′)ni (r ′),

(3.26)

where we introduced ε−1 = 1+χ fHxc. By putting together Eqs. (3.22), (3.23) and (3.26), we

obtain the following expression – up to second-order – for the fully-relaxed KI correction

ΠKI(2)
i ( fi ) = 1

2
fi (1− fi )

∫
dr dr ′[ε−1 fHxc](r ,r ′)ni (r )ni (r ′); (3.27)

4χ0 gauges the neutral response of the system, namely the part of the response which does not involve any

changes in the particle number: i.e. χ0(r ,r ′) = δρ(r )
δvKS(r ′)

∣∣∣
{ fi }=const

.
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3.1. Koopmans spectral functionals

Figure 3.5: Screening parameters for the four KS-PBE valence orbitals of CH4 computed from
finite differences (blue) and from the linear-response method (orange).

a similar expression can be obtained forΠuKI(2)
i , where the lack of relaxation effects reduces

the dielectric matrix to the identity – the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.24)

indeed disappears, leaving only the contribution from the explicit derivative ∂E/∂ fi . Finally,

by defining the screening parameter as the ratio between the relaxed and the unrelaxed KI

correction – as for Eq. (3.15) – we obtain the following second-order expression:

αi =
∫

dr dr ′[ε−1 fHxc](r ,r ′)ni (r )ni (r ′)∫
dr dr ′ fHxc(r ,r ′)ni (r )ni (r ′)

. (3.28)

We observe that, by approximating ε−1(r ,r ′) to a constant, αi reduces to the inverse of the

dielectric constant, which further legitimizes the choice made in Eq. (3.20) for the 0-th order

screening parameter.

In practice, the screening parameter of Eq. (3.28) can be calculated resorting to the linear-

response approach of density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [84]. The knowledge

of the (interacting) density-density response function, χ, allows to compute the integral on

the right-hand side of the first line of Eq. (3.26). The only limitation of this approach is that it

requires the knowledge of the second derivatives – i.e. the kernel – of the base functional: while

for KI corrections on top of standard DFAs, such as LDA or PBE, such derivatives are known

and already implemented in most of the electronic-structure codes, for KIPZ computing the

kernel is not a straightforward task and the DFPT approach – for the moment – does not

apply. To highlight the agreement with the finite-differences method, in Fig. 3.5 we compared

the screening parameters for the orbitals of the methane molecule: the effect of the small

differences observed is not significant for the final eigenvalues, which agree within 0.1 eV.
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3.1.4 Variational procedure

Similarly to PZ-SIC, Koopmans functionals are considered as an extension of standard DFT

functionals, for which we can assume the existence of a variational principle. Unfortunately,

the ODD nature of Koopmans functionals makes the minimization procedure more complex

than in density-functionals: the latter depend solely on the total density, therefore any sets

of orbitals connected by unitary transformations are energetically equivalent, while ODD

functionals break such unitary invariance – i.e. they generally yield different energies for

distinct representations, even when they span the same subspace. As a consequence, in

addition to the search for the optimal subspace ρ̂, the minimization of an ODD functional

requires scanning over all the representations that span ρ̂:

E KC
0 = min

ρ̂
min
{φi }ρ̂

{
E KC[{ρi }]+∑

i j
Λi j (〈φi |φ j 〉−δi j )

}
, (3.29)

where E KC represents a generic Koopmans functional – we remark that the described proce-

dure applies to any ODD approach, including the PZ functional – and the Lagrange multipliers

Λi j ensure the orthonormality of the set of one-electron wave functions {φi }. The Euler-

Lagrange equations associated to the minimization problem of Eq. (3.29) are

ĥKC
i |φi 〉 =

∑
j
Λi j |φ j 〉 , (3.30)

where ĥKC
i is the ODD Hamiltonian associated to the i -th orbital, defined as

ĥKC
i ≡ ĥKC[ρ,ρi ] = δE KC[{ρ̂i }]

δρi

= ĥDFT[ρ]+αi v̂KC
i

(3.31)

and v̂KC
i is the ODD potential

v̂KC
i ≡ v̂KC[ρ,ρi ] =∑

j

δΠKC
j [ρ,ρ j ]

δρ̂i
. (3.32)

As a result of the ODD nature of Koopmans functionals, the energy derivatives are also orbital-

density-dependent, which means that for each vector φi there is a different potential acting

on it. As showed in Section 3.1.5, this complication does not impede to define a unique –

although non-local – operator whose representation over the vectors {φi } matches the matrix

of Lagrange multipliers introduced in Eq. (3.30).

Let us consider now a unitary transformation U within the subspace ρ̂, which maps the set of

orbitals {φi } into a new set {φ′
i }. We express such transformation in the exponential form e A ,

with A being an anti-hermitian matrix [83]. Since we are interested in small energy variations,
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3.1. Koopmans spectral functionals

we can assume A to be very small and expand U at the first order

U ≈ 1+ A, (3.33)

which brings to the following expression for the vectors in the new basis set

φ′
i (r ) ≈φi (r )+∑

j
A j iφ j (r ),

ρ′
i (r ) ≈ ρi (r )+∑

j

(
A j iφ

∗
i (r )φ j (r )− Ai jφ

∗
j (r )φi (r )

)
.

(3.34)

The derivative of the energy with respect to any transformation that preserves the anti-

hermitian character of A (which, in turn, guarantees the unitarity of U ) reads as

∂E KC

∂A j k
= ∂E DFT

∂A j k
+ ∂

(∑
i Π

KC
i

)
∂A j k

=∑
m

∫
dr

δ
(∑

i Π
KC
i

)
δρ′

m(r )

∂ρ′
m(r )

∂A j k

=
∫

drφ∗
k (r )[vKC

k (r )− vKC
j (r )]φ j (r ).

(3.35)

Eq. (3.35) provides an important property holding at the stationary points of a Koopmans

functional, and actually of any PZ-like ODD functional, known as the Pederson condition

[85, 86]:

〈φk |v̂KC
k |φ j 〉 = 〈φk |v̂KC

j |φ j 〉 . (3.36)

The Pederson condition shows that the matrix of Lagrange multipliers is generally non-

hermitian, and becomes hermitian only for the stationary points of the Koopmans energy.

One of the drawbacks due to the lack of unitary invariance, is that it is not possible to resort

to the self-consistent diagonalization method used to minimize standard DFT functionals.

The ground state can be found via a direct minimization of the energy functional, which

is normally more computationally demanding than standard iterative approaches. Within

this framework, an effective strategy – which follows the ensemble-DFT approach for the

minimization of the free energy [87] – consists of splitting each iteration of the minimization

procedure in two steps: an outer loop, and an inner loop [83, 88, 89]. In the outer loop, the

orbitals fluctuations lie in the orthogonal space of ρ̂5, following the direction determined by,

e.g., steepest-descent or conjugate-gradient algorithms; this is essentially the outer minimum

of Eq. (3.29), and normally requires a re-orthonormalization of the orbitals at each iteration.

During the inner loop instead, the orbitals are optimized within the current subspace ρ̂, and

the search is constrained to the domain of unitary transformations; this step corresponds to

the inner minimum of Eq. (3.29). We remark that the whole procedure is usually performed in

the space of complex orbitals [90, 91].

5Here ρ̂ is intended to be the subspace spanned by the orbitals at each iteration: e.g., at the n-th iteration, if

{φ(n)
i } is the latest set of orbitals computed, the subspace is ρ̂ = ρ̂(n) =∑

i f (n)
i |φ(n)

i 〉〈φ(n)
i | .
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Another important peculiarity that concerns ODD functionals is the emergence of two special

representations: the variational (or minimizing) orbitals, which are those that minimize

the energy functional, and the canonical orbitals, which correspond to the eigenvectors of

the matrix of Lagrange multipliers (at the functional minimum). Such distinction becomes

necessary as a consequence of the breaking of the unitary invariance, whereas the energy

associated to the canonical orbitals (which are a rotation of the variational ones) is generally

higher than the variational energy. The situation is of course different from that of unitary-

invariant methods, where any set of orbitals yielding the ground-state density minimizes the

energy functional.

Moreover, the duality of variational and canonical orbitals introduces an ambiguity in the

choice of the quantities that should be interpreted as quasiparticle energies. On one hand, we

have that the Koopmans’ condition is realized by the orbitals used within the functional. This

means that, at the ground state, the Koopmans’ condition is satisfied (only) by the variational

orbitals. Then, to be consistent with Eq. (3.2), we should consider the diagonal elements of

the matrix of Lagrangian multipliers – i.e. the λi terms – as quasiparticle energies [44]. On the

other hand, since at the minimumΛ is hermitian, it is reasonable to interpret its eigenvalues

as quasiparticle energies. As highlighted by Stengel and Spaldin [88], in PZ functionals this

second choice is supported by the fact that: (i) the HO eigenvalue of the PZ Hamiltonian drives

the asymptotic decay of the density [see Eq. (2.11)], and therefore it has an actual physical

meaning, and (ii) the density of states (DOS) computed from the eigenvalues resembles more

closely the KS-DFT DOS, whose profile usually agrees very well with quasiparticle spectra. We

remark that, this is probably a consequence of the fact that the KS Hamiltonian embodies the

symmetries of the system, which is usually reflected by its eigenvalues (i.e. they possess the

right degeneracies). The same, in general, cannot be said for the diagonal elements of the

Lagrangian multipliers matrix which, eventually, can bring to a totally misleading spectrum.

An example supporting this argument is given by the methane molecule, where the Koopmans

(or PZ) variational orbitals are totally equivalent and have identical matrix elements, yielding

a single-peak spectrum. For all these reasons, in this thesis, as well as in other previous works

treating Koopmans functionals, we share the choice of Stengel and Spaldin and interpret the

eigenvalues of the Lagrangian multipliers matrix as quasiparticles.

Finally, we mention that, due to the lack of treatment in the theory of off-diagonal occupations

fi j , we are constrained to remain in a diagonal representation of the occupation number ma-

trix. While this represents just a technical limitation in insulating systems, where the occupied

and empty manifolds are well separated, it prevents from applying Koopmans functionals to

metallic systems. A more detailed description of the problem is given in Appendix D.

About the minimization of the KI functional

With regard to the minimization procedure, the KI functional requires further discussion.

Although the KI correction does not modify the energy of the underlying base functional

at integer occupations, the energy derivatives – i.e. the orbital-dependent potentials – are
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generally different. In Appendix B, we report the full expression of the KI potential where, in

the limit of insulating systems at zero temperature, we obtain a scalar quantity [see Eq. (B.12)].

The KI correction then, does not modify the gradient with respect to fully-occupied orbital

densities, and its only effect is that of shifting downward the DFT eigenvalues. In other words,

the KI energy of the occupied manifold is unitary-invariant, and it does not allow to solve the

ambiguity in the choice of the variational orbitals. A way to avoid this issue was proposed in

Ref. [82], where the KI functional is defined as a KIPZ functional with an infinitesimal PZ-SIC

term, i.e.

E KI[{ρi }] ≈ E KI[{ρi }]−γ∑
i

EHxc[ni ] with γ−→ 0. (3.37)

The PZ-SIC term breaks the unitary-invariance of the energy without modifying significantly

the KI (or DFT) energy, and allows to determine a set of variational orbitals.

We highlight that this issue appears only for proper KI functionals, namely KI corrections on

top of local or semi-local DFAs, whereas for KIPZ there is no such ambiguity. Although KIPZ

can still be seen as a KI correction, its base functional is the PZ functional, which already

breaks the invariance with respect to unitary transformations and offers a way to determine

the set of variational orbitals. Eventually, the KI functional requires the stratagem of Eq. (3.37),

only if the base functional is unitary-invariant, and only at zero temperature – in fact, as soon

as the temperature raises, some of the orbitals get only partially occupied and non-scalar

contributions arise in the KI potential [see Eqs. (B.6)-(B.11)].

3.1.5 The Koopmans Hamiltonian

In this section, we propose a definition of the Koopmans Hamiltonian (introduced for the

first time in Ref. [18]), which will turn out to be particularly useful when, in Chapter 4, we

will discuss the validity of the Bloch’s theorem in the context of ODD functionals. Below we

introduce a unique operator for the Koopmans potential, knowing that this readily extends to

the Koopmans Hamiltonian.

As we saw in Section 3.1.4, differently from standard DFT, where the gradient yields a unique

operator for any vectors in the Hilbert space, in ODD functionals the Euler-Lagrange equations

associated to the minimization problem (3.29) introduce – rather than one – a collection of

(local and hermitian) operators {v̂KC
i }, each of which acts on a specific orbital φi . In other

words, the action of the Koopmans potential depends on the wave function to which it is ap-

plied. Notwithstanding this complication, it is possible to define a unique non-local operator,

thanks to the fact that for each operator v̂KC
i only its action on the corresponding orbital φi is

considered; the Koopmans potential then reads as

v̂KC[{ρi }] =∑
i

v̂KC
i |φi 〉〈φi | , (3.38)

where the expression on the right-hand side must be considered a whole object that cannot

be split: in particular, the quantity v̂KC
i |φi 〉 should be considered as a single entity, i.e. a
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vector |φ̃i 〉, thus no operator, including the identity, can be inserted in between. This detail is

fundamental, as it guarantees that each ODD potential v̂KC
i always acts on the orbital from

which it has been defined.

Let us consider the pair of statesψ andφ and compute the degree of hermiticity of v̂KC, defined

as the difference between the operator and its adjoint. By expressing the two vectors on the

basis vecotrs {φi }, we obtain

〈ψ|v̂KC − (v̂KC)†|φ〉 =∑
j k

a∗
j bk 〈φ j |v̂KC − (v̂KC)†|φk〉

=∑
j k

a∗
j bk

∑
i

(〈φ j |v̂KC
i |φi 〉〈φi |φk〉−〈φ j |φi 〉〈φi |v̂KC

i |φk〉
)

=∑
j k

a∗
j bk

(
〈φ j |v̂KC

k |φk〉−〈φ j |v̂KC
j |φk〉

)
,

(3.39)

where {a j } and {bk } are the coefficients of ψ and φ, respectively, on the basis {φi }, and on the

second line we used the fact that the potentials v̂KC
i are hermitian. The right-hand side of

Eq. (3.39) is zero whenever the Pederson condition (3.36) is fulfilled. Therefore, as anticipated

in the previous section, the Pederson condition turns into a condition of hermiticity for the

Koopmans potential defined in Eq. (3.38). The same properties readily apply to the Koopmans

Hamiltonian

ĥKC =∑
i

ĥKC
i |φi 〉〈φi | , (3.40)

where ĥKC
i = ĥDFT +αi v̂KC

i are the ODD Hamiltonians defined in Eq. (3.31).

The operators in Eqs. (3.38) and (3.40) are fully determined by the set of orbitals {φi }, since

those define univocally the ODD potentials {v̂KC
i }. In principle, at any step of the minimization

we can construct an operator as per Eq. (3.40), however, such operator would be generally

non-hermitian and become hermitian only at stationary points of the functional. As in KS-DFT,

the operators of Eqs. (3.38) and (3.40) become, respectively, the Koopmans potential and the

Koopmans Hamiltonian only when constructed on the set of variational orbitals (i.e. at the

functional minimum).

For the sake of completeness, we remark that the Koopmans Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.40) could

be expressed in a completely equivalent way as

ĥKC =∑
i j

hKC
i j |φi 〉〈φ j | with hKC

i j = 〈φi |ĥKC|φ j 〉 , (3.41)

where, in general, hKC
i j 6= (hKC

j i )∗ and the equality holds when the Pederson condition is satisfied.

Knowing that all the arguments and properties discussed for the definition given in (3.40)

apply also to Eq. (3.41), in the following discussions we will adopt the expression of Eq. (3.40).
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3.2 Connection to MBPT

In the previous section we introduced Koopmans spectral functionals, a class of orbital-

density-dependent functionals that aim to describe charged excitations. As we saw, the ODD

character makes the framework more intricated with respect to standard density-functional

approaches, mainly because of the lack of unitary-invariance. However, this feature is possibly

the reason for the success of Koopmans functionals, as it hints at a connection with frequency-

dependent MBPT approaches. In this section, we detail this aspect of the theory by analyzing

three fundamental results that lay the foundations for the bridge between ODD schemes –

and, particularly, Koopmans functionals – and MBPT.

3.2.1 The spectral potential

The first milestone is represented by the work of Gatti et al., who identified what are the

important features for the self-energy, if one is mainly interested in describing photoemission

spectra [92]. One has indeed to keep in mind that the Green’s function – or objects possibly

even more complex, such as the many-body wave function – generally carry much more

information than needed, and when targeting specific properties it might not be necessary to

resort to the Green’s function in its full complexity. In their work, Gatti and collaborators make

use of the Sham-Schlüter-like equation [58], to derive an expression for the so-called spectral

potential. Following their argument, we define p{G} as the part of the Green’s function G that

we want to predict, and introduce another Green’s function G̃ which shares with G the same

part, namely p{G̃} = p{G}. If Ṽ is the self-energy for G̃ , from Eq. (2.58) we obtain the following

Dyson equation connecting G and G̃ :

G = G̃ +G̃
(
Σ− Ṽ

)
G . (3.42)

Assuming p{·} to be linear, the equation that follows from the fact that p is the same for the

two Green’s functions is

p
{
G̃

(
Σ− Ṽ

)
G

}= 0. (3.43)

When the targeted property is the static density ρ(r ), G̃ takes the form of the Green’s fucntion

of the KS system, and the self-energy Ṽ solving Eq. (3.43) is the xc potential. If we are interested

instead in spectral properites, we may aim for the trace of the imaginary part of G – i.e. the

spectral function A introduced in Eq. (2.57) – which, as discussed in Chapter 2, gives direct

access to photoemission spectra. By introducing the Green’s function GSF, whose imaginary

part shares the same trace of the real G , the corresponding self-energy VSF is given, from

Eq. (3.43) by

VSF(r ,ω) =
∫

dr1dr2dr3 ζ
−1(r ,r3,ω)Im[GSF(r3,r1,ω)Σ(r1,r2,ω)G(r2,r3,ω)] , (3.44)

where we reasonably assumed VSF to be a real and local – yet, frequency-dependent – function.

The quantity VSF is called spectral potential and its existence is guaranteed by that of the inverse
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of ζ(r ,r ′,ω) = Im
[
GSF(r ,r ′,ω)G(r ′,r ,ω)

]
. Eq. (3.44) is a fundamental result which shows

that in order to predict the photoemission spectrum of the system, the effective electronic

interaction can be modeled in terms of a dynamic but local potential, meaning that the non-

local part of the self-energy that contributes to spectral properties can be transformed into a

frequency-dependence.

3.2.2 Orbital-density-dependent potentials

In Section 2.3, we saw that the Dyson equation for G can be remapped into the non-linear

eigenvalue problem [
ĥ0 + Σ̂(ω)

] |φk (ω)〉 = εk (ω) |φk (ω)〉 , (3.45)

where φk (ω) are the Dyson orbitals appearing in the numerator of Eq. (2.55), and εk (ω) are the

poles of the Green’s function. A useful way of dealing with Eq. (3.45) consists in applying the

quasiparticle approximation, which rather than considering the full (continuous) frequency-

dependence, focuses on the solutions corresponding to a set of representative poles {ωn}, for

which εk (ωn) =ωn . Within the quasiparticle approximation, the ω-dependence dissapears

and Eq. (3.45) takes the form [
ĥ0 + Σ̂n

] |φn〉 =ωn |φn〉 , (3.46)

where Σ̂n = Σ̂(ωn). As pointed out by Ferretti et al. [13], Eq. (3.46) closely resembles the

eigenvalue problem for an ODD Hamiltonian – compare to, e.g., Eq. (3.30) in its diagonal

form – and highlights the similarities between the ODD potentials and the quasiparticle

representation for the self-energy. Moreover, in a framework that retains only the relevant

information for the computation of spectral properties, the non-local part of the self-energy

can be dropped (as discussed in Section 3.2.1) and the correspondence with local ODD

potentials becomes perfect. Ultimately, these observations suggest that ODD local approaches

could provide effective approximations to many-body spectral potentials [13].

3.2.3 Physics of KIPZ

Backed by the evident correspondence between many-body self-energies and ODD potentials,

we now specify to the case of Koopmans potentials – particularly, in the KIPZ flavor – to

highlight what kind of physics is embodied in this method. Following the approach of Colonna

et al. [16], we consider a second-order approximation for the KIPZ functional: from the

definition given in Eq. (3.14), and the second-order expression for the KI correction terms of

Eq. (3.27), the relaxed second-order KIPZ correction reads as

ΠrKIPZ(2)
i =ΠrKI(2)

i − fi EHxc[ni ]

= 1

2
fi (1− fi )〈ni |FHxc|ni 〉− fi EHxc[ni ],

(3.47)
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where we adopted the notation of Ref. [16] to express double integrals – i.e. 〈ni |FHxc|ni 〉 =∫
dr dr ′ni (r )FHxc(r ,r ′)ni (r ′) – and we introduced the screened kernel FHxc = ε−1 fHxc; as

usual in this thesis, we dropped the spin indeces to lighten the notation. The second-order

KIPZ ODD potentials are obtained by deriving Eq. (3.47) with respect to ρi . While the full

derivation is given in Appendix B (there the details are given for the full Koopmans potentials,

whereas the simpler derivation for the expressions at the second-order is left to the reader),

here we just report the final expression:

v rKIPZ(2)
i (r ) =− 1

2
〈ni |FHxc|ni 〉+ (1− fi )

∫
dr ′ FHxc(r ,r ′)ni (r ′)−

EHxc[ni ]+
∫

dr vHxc([ni ],r )ni (r )− vHxc([ni ],r ).
(3.48)

In the following, we consider two special cases: we first neglect both xc terms (Hartree-only

approximation) and the screening effects, i.e. FHxc ≈ fHxc, and then we account again for the

screening (still within the Hartree-only approximation) [16].

Unscreened Hartree-only approximation

Recalling that fH(r ,r ′) = 1/|r − r ′|, the second-order KIPZ potential reduces to

vuKIPZ(2)
i (r ) ≈− 1

2
〈ni | fH|ni 〉+ (1− fi )

∫
dr ′ fH(r ,r ′)ni (r ′)−

EH[ni ]+
∫

dr vH([ni ],r )ni (r )− vH([ni ],r )

=−EH[ni ]+ (1− fi )vH([ni ],r )−EH[ni ]+2EH[ni ]− vH([ni ],r )

=− fi vH([ni ],r ).

(3.49)

We can easily show that the matrix elements of this approximated KIPZ potential are very

similar to those of the Fock exchange, pointing out the equivalence between the second-order

unscreened Hartree-only KIPZ and the HF Hamiltonians. To prove it, let us write down the

expression for the matrix elements of the Fock exchange: given its unitary-invariance we

can represent v̂x on any basis of the occupied subspace ρ̂, and we choose the representation

of the KIPZ variational orbitals, {φi }. On this representation the density matrix takes the

form γ(r ,r ′) =∑
k fkφ

∗
k (r ′)φk (r ) (we are neglecting, for simplicity, the off-diagonal elements

entering the expression of γ). As mentioned already, and discussed in detail in Section 4.1, the

Koopmans variational orbitals are usually very localized in space – thus, they have a minimal

overlap – which allows to neglect the off-diagonal elements:

〈φ j |v̂x |φi 〉 =−∑
k

fk

∫
dr dr ′ φ

∗
j (r )φk (r )φ∗

k (r ′)φi (r ′)

|r − r ′|

≈ − fi

∫
dr dr ′ φ

∗
j (r )φi (r )ni (r ′)

|r − r ′|
≈ − fi 〈ni | fH|ni 〉δi j ,

(3.50)
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Chapter 3. Koopmans spectral functionals

which match with the matrix elements of v̂uKIPZ(2)
i . We highlight that within this approximation

the KIPZ and PZ potentials are equal (for fully occupied states), meaning that the argument

above applies also to the PZ functional.

Hartree-only approximation with static RPA screening

Let us account now for screening effects (still within the Hartree-only approximation) in the

form of RPA statically screened interaction W = ε−1
RPA fH. Eq. (3.48) gets then approximated as

v rKIPZ(2)
i (r ) ≈−1

2
〈ni |W |ni 〉+ (1− fi )

∫
dr ′ W (r ,r ′)ni (r ′)+EH[ni ]− vH([ni ],r ), (3.51)

and the matrix elements over any pair of (localized) orbitals (φi ,φ j ) are given by

〈φ j |v̂ rKIPZ(2)
i |φi 〉 ≈

{(
1

2
− fi

)
〈ni |W |ni 〉−EH[ni ]

}
δi j . (3.52)

We consider now the Coulomb-hole with screened-exchange (COHSEX) self-energy, represent-

ing a static GW approximation. By neglecting as usual the spin coordinates (irrelevant for the

purposes of the present discussion), the COHSEX self-energy is given by

ΣCOHSEX(r ,r ′) = 1

2

[
W (r ,r ′)− fH(r ,r ′)

]
δ(r − r ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ΣCOH

+ [−γ(r ,r ′)W (r ,r ′)
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΣSEX

. (3.53)

As for the Fock exchange, the COHSEX self-energy is invariant under unitary transformation,

and its matrix elements over the variational orbitals benefit from the same approximations

used to derive Eqs. (3.50) and (3.52):

〈φ j |Σ̂COH|φi 〉 = 1

2
(ε−1

RPA −1)
∫

dr dr ′ φ
∗
i (r )φ j (r ′)
|r − r ′| 〈r |r ′〉

= 1

2
(ε−1

RPA −1)
∑
k

∫
dr dr ′ φ

∗
i (r )φ j (r ′)φ∗

k (r ′)φk (r )

|r − r ′|

≈ 1

2
(ε−1

RPA −1)
∫

dr dr ′ ni (r )ni (r ′)
|r − r ′| δi j

=
{

1

2
〈ni |W |ni 〉−EH[ni ]

}
δi j ,

(3.54)
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for the Coulomb term – where we made use of δ(r − r ′) = 〈r |r ′〉 and of the completeness

relation over the basis set {φi } – and

〈φ j |Σ̂SEX|φi 〉 =−
∫

dr dr ′ φ∗
i (r )φ j (r ′)γ(r ,r ′)W (r ,r ′)

=−∑
k

fk

∫
dr dr ′ φ∗

i (r )φ j (r ′)φ∗
k (r ′)φk (r )W (r ,r ′)

≈− fi

∫
dr dr ′ n∗

i (r )ni (r ′)W (r ,r ′)δi j

=− fi 〈ni |W |ni 〉δi j ,

(3.55)

for the exchange term.

Finally, by putting together Eqs. (3.53) to (3.55), we obtain the matrix elements for the COHSEX

self-energy

〈φ j |Σ̂COHSEX|φi 〉 ≈
{(

1

2
− fi

)
〈ni |W |ni 〉−EH[ni ]

}
δi j , (3.56)

that perfectly match those of the KIPZ potential, given in Eq. (3.52).

The two cases discussed above highlight the connection between KIPZ ODD potentials and

many-body self-energies. In particular, already at the second order of expansion and neglect-

ing all the exchange-correlation terms, KIPZ embodies the physics of static and non-local

self-energies, such as the Hartree-Fock potential and the screened Hartree-Fock self-energy,

also called COHSEX. In line with what was stated in Refs. [92, 13], Koopmans functionals

account for non-local interactions by means of local and orbital-dependent potentials, and

thus map the non-local part of the interaction into an approximated frequency-dependence.

By overcoming the Hartree-only approximation and, ultimately, including higher orders of

perturbation, it is reasonable to assume that also dynamical effects might be accounted for. Al-

though the correspondence between full Koopmans potentials and diagrammatic expansions

of the self-energy is non-trivial – mainly due to the presence of the xc kernel – a qualitative

analysis brought to the conclusion that, eventually, Koopmans potentials might embody vertex

corrections to the GW self-energy [16].
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3.3 Summary

In this chapter we introduced the framework of Koopmans spectral functionals, a variational

approach which assigns to the orbital energies the meaning of electron addition and removal

energies. The construction of Koopmans functionals grounds on a generalization of the

piecewise-linearity condition, which extends to all the orbitals of the system and introduces an

explicit orbital-density-dependence. The complications brought about by the ODD character

– which include the breaking of unitary-invariance and the appearance of a duality in the set

of orbitals minimizing the energy and diagonalizing the Hamiltonian – hint at a connection

with many-body perturbation theory: indeed, the orbital-density-dependence is passed down

to the Koopmans potential giving it a form that resembles a local but frequency-dependent

self-energy. Such connection possibly explains the success of Koopmans functionals for

the prediction of spectral properties, and sets the stage for the interpretation of Koopmans

functionals as a method to provide effective approximations to spectral potentials.
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4 Koopmans functionals
for periodic systems

In the previous chapter we described the general framework of Koopmans functionals, without

focusing on the specific issues that arise when passing from finite to extended systems. Here,

we address the issues that are particularly relevant when dealing with infinitely periodic

systems, where the need for a localized set of orbitals brings about the apparent breaking of

the translation symmetries of the system. The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.1,

we bring up the importance of having localized sets of variational orbitals in Koopmans

functionals and Wannier functions are introduced; in Section 4.2, we discuss the validity of

Bloch’s theorem in the framework of ODD functionals, which represents one of the main

results of this thesis; finally, Section 4.3 is devoted to the formulation of Koopmans functionals

in periodic boundary conditions. As usual, we close with a small section that summarizes the

content of the chapter.

Some extracts of this chapter have been published in scientific journals [18, 19].
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Chapter 4. Koopmans functionals for periodic systems

4.1 The importance of localization

Two important aspects underlie the forthcoming discussion about the localization in Koop-

mans functionals: (i) the discussion at the end of Section 2.1.4, and (ii) the nature of the KI

correction [see Eq. (3.11)]. The effects of the orbitals localization on the derivative discontinu-

ity and on the PWL were already touched upon, whereas the impact that such effects can have

in infinitely periodic systems, and how this affects Koopmans corrections is the topic of this

section.

As usual, we start from standard DFT. It is known that local and semi-local DFAs tend to spread

the orbitals as much as possible over the whole system’s extension. This is a consequence

of the self-interaction error or, equivalently, the deviation from the PWL that affects such

approximations, to the point that it has been suggested by Mori-Sánchez et al. to interpret the

failures of local functionals in terms of a delocalization error [35]. The orbitals delocalization

modifies the way the energy deviates from the exact PWL behavior1: for finite systems – the

limited extension of the system does not let the orbitals to delocalize too much – the energy

profile is the one showed in the red curve of Fig. 2.2, where the energies at integer points are

quite correct, while at fractional occupations we observe a mistaken non-linear convex trend;

by increasing the size of the system, the orbitals delocalization increases and the non-linear

trend progressively turns into a linear one, while the relative position of the energies at integer

numbers of electrons decreases. Such behavior is a natural consequence of the convexity of

approximated energy functionals: if we consider a periodic system made of M repetitions of

the unit cell, each of which contains N electrons, and we imagine adding a fraction δ of an

electron, Eq. (2.35) shows that local functionals will split the electron – equally, in order to

preserve the translation symmetry of the system – among the different unit cells. The total

ground-state energy of the system then reads as [35, 93]

E DFA(N M +δ) = ME DFA
(

N + δ

M

)
= ME DFA(N )+δ dE DFA

d N

∣∣∣∣
N+δ

+O

(
δ2

M

)
.

(4.1)

When approaching the thermodynamic limit (M −→∞), the dependence of the energy on

δ becomes more and more linear; moreover, thanks to Janak’s theorem2, Eq. (4.1) shows

1Once more, we remark that a correct PWL consists of two equally important features: (i) the linear trend at
fractional occupations, and (ii) the correct estimation of the energies on either side of each linear segment, namely
the energies at integer numbers of electrons. The fulfillment of the first requirement only, brings to a curve which
is, indeed, piecewise-linear, but without the correct slope of the linear segments; in this sense, we consider such a
curve to be deviating from the (exact) PWL behavior.

2The aufbau principle tells us that the change in the ground-state energy due to a variation in the number of
particles, is equivalent to the one coming from a variation in the occupation of the HO orbital; the Janak’s theorem
for the HO orbital can then be rewritten as a derivative with respect to the total number of particles:

dE

d N
= dE

d fHO
= εHO.
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4.1. The importance of localization

Figure 4.1: A study taken from Ref. [17], where the authors compared the performance of
PBE, KI, and KIPZ for the calculation of the IP of the alkane chain, Cn H2n , at different lengths,
and of polyethylene (infinite limit). The KI and KIPZ IPs are taken as the negative of the
HO eigenvalue, while for PBE both εHO and the ∆SCF value were considered. At the PBE
level, while the opposite of εHO strongly underestimates the IP at any lengths, the ∆SCF value
provides accurate predictions at small lengths and, because of the orbital delocalization,
it gets progressively worse when the size of the system increases. We remark that, at the
thermodynamic limit, the ∆SCF value recovers the negative of the KS HO eigenvalue. On the
other hand, both the Koopmans flavors perfectly agree with coupled-cluster and experimental
results (red triangles and star), even at the infinite limit, where the orbitals are represented by
(maximally localized) Wannier functions.

that the derivative of the energy equals the KS highest-occupied eigenvalue, which strongly

underestimates the IP of the system. To summarize, when dealing with infinitely extended

systems, the energy of local and semi-local density-functionals shows a linear trend that, at

a first sight, might resemble the exact PWL behavior; however, it turns out that, differently

from what happens in small finite systems where the orbitals remain localized and ∆SCF-

like calculations provide an accurate prediction of ionization energies, here the separation

between energies at integer points is strongly underestimated, meaning that not only energy

derivatives, but also total energy differences (where an electron was removed from, or added

to, a delocalized KS orbital), are poor a approximation to the ionization energies of the system.

The failure of local and semi-local DFAs to describe delocalized states becomes crucial when

Koopmans corrections are introduced. As we mentioned repeatedly, the KI correction lin-

earizes the energy of the base functional at fractional occupations, and it retains it at integer

points. Therefore, for a functional that is already linear, theΠKI
i terms of Eq. (3.6), or Eq. (3.11),

are identically zero. In order to have effective Koopmans corrections in extended systems, it

is necessary to switch to a localized representation of the electronic states, where the energy

does not vary linearly with respect to a change in the orbital occupations. Rather than consid-

ering the Bloch-like KS states, Koopmans functionals resort to sets of localized orbitals – e.g.,
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Chapter 4. Koopmans functionals for periodic systems

Wannier functions – where the constrained ∆SCF energy differences related to variations in

the filling of such orbitals yield, presumably, good results (as shown in Fig. 4.1).

The advantage of using localized orbitals has driven many DFT-based methods that aimed to

describe excited-state properties of periodic systems – some of those introduce corrections

that closely resemble the KI functional. To mention a few we find: the transition-state method

proposed by Anisimov and collaborators, which generalizes Slater’s 1/2-method by improving

the definition of the ionization energies – rather than taking the values of the energy curva-

ture, ∂εi /∂ fi , at half occupation, these are computed self-consistently via constrained DFT

calculations – and by replacing the KS Bloch states, for which the applied corrections vanish in

extended systems, with Wannier functions [94, 95]; the range-separated dielectric-dependent

hybrid functionals developed by Wing et al., where the optimal value of the range-separation

parameter is determined by imposing the Koopmans condition on the Wannier functions,

rather than on the delocalized KS states [73]; the Wannier-Koopmans method developed in

the group of L.-W. Wang, which augments the LDA Hamiltonian with Wannier-based ∆SCF-

like terms [96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101]; similar corrections are used also in the localized orbital

scaling correction (LOSC) scheme developed by W. Yang and collaborators, who make use of

Wannier-like orbitalets (orbitals obtained by finding the optimal compromise between the

localization in space and in energy) [102, 103, 104].

Also in PZ-SIC functionals, the orbitals localization plays a fundamental role: the density of a

delocalized orbital is locally very small, and the correspondent self-Hxc energy tends rapidly

to zero. This explains why PZ corrections vanish in the limit of infinitely extended systems,

and provides further evidence for the disappearance of Koopmans corrections:

ΠuKI
i = E DFT[ρ−ρi ]−E DFT[ρ]+ fi

(
E DFT[ρ−ρi +ni ]−E DFT[ρ−ρi ]

)
≈ E DFT[ρ]−E DFT[ρ]+ fi

(
E DFT[ρ]−E DFT[ρ]

)= 0.
(4.2)

The minimization of the PZ energy naturally brings to a set of localized orbitals3 – closely

resembling Foster-Boys orbitals [106, 107] in finite systems, and maximally localized Wannier

functions [108, 109] in extended periodic systems [17] – for which the magnitude of EHxc[ρi ]

increases, and the system reaches a more energetically favorable configuration (the self-Hxc

terms are preceded by the negative sign, thus the energy is minimized by maximizing such

terms). In this sense, the Pederson condition, which provides the energy minima within a

particular subspace, is also interpreted as a localization condition. Given the equivalence

between Koopmans’ and PZ’s gradients – we remind that KIPZ is the KI correction applied to a

screened PZ functional, while KI can be seen as a KIPZ functional with a vanishigly small PZ

term – the minimization of Koopmans functionals benefits from the same “natural” predispo-

sition to localize orbitals and, ultimately, allows to have effective Koopmans corrections also

in extended systems.

3We point out that, in order to localize the orbitals, SIC schemes often require the initial guess to be already
localized, whereas starting from delocalized orbitals might bring to local minima where the orbitals are still
delocalized [105].
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4.1. The importance of localization

4.1.1 Wannier functions

When dealing with periodic systems, the most natural choice for a set of localized orbitals

is represented by Wannier functions (WFs) [110]. The reason is that WFs possess important

properties that carry all the information about the translation symmetries of the system.

Moreover, WFs are strictly connected to Bloch functions (BFs), as they reciprocally play the

role of Fourier transforms of the other, which makes them the dual representation of Bloch

states4.

Given the set {ψnk } of BFs, where k are the crystal vectors living within the (first) Brillouin zone

(BZ) of the system, the most general definition for a Wannier function wnR , corresponding to

the Bravais lattice (BL) vector R and with band index n, is

|wnR 〉 = 1

Ω

∫
Ω

dk e−i k ·R ∑
m

U (k)
mn |ψmk〉 , (4.3)

whereΩ= 8π3/V is the volume of the BZ. The U (k)
mn are unitary matrices mixing BFs with the

same crystal momentum, and their presence is a consequence of the gauge freedom that

characterizes the definition of WFs. In fact, for a given set of BFs, an infinite set of WFs – one

for each U (k) – can be defined. Such arbitrariness needs to be resolved in order to arrive to

an unambiguous definition of WFs: the well-known Marzari-Vanderbilt localization criterion

[108], provides a solution to this problem by means of a minimization procedure, and it will

be further discussed at the end of the section. As a consequence of the orthogonality of the

Bloch states, also WFs turn out to be orthogonal, i.e.

〈wnR |wmR ′〉 = δnmδRR ′ . (4.4)

It follows from Eq. (4.3), that WFs fulfill the translation property

wnR (r +R ′) = wnR−R ′(r ), (4.5)

for any pair of BL vectors (R ,R ′), where wnR (r ) = 〈r |wnR 〉 is the real-space projection of the

Wannier function. In order to highlight the importance of property (4.5), let us consider, for

simplicity, a simple 1-band case (the band index is dropped), and show that an orthonormal

set of one-particle wave functions satisfying such property, can be expressed in terms of the

BFs as in Eq. (4.3). To prove it, let us assume that the set of orbitals {wR } is orthonormal and

satisfies Eq. (4.5); since the Bloch states represent a basis for the Hilbert space, we can express

wR as a linear combination of BFs,

wR (r ) = 1

Ω

∫
Ω

dk C (R ,k)ψk (r ). (4.6)

4To be exact, there is an arbitrary component in the definition which prevents WFs from having a one-to-one
correspondence with BFs; this concept will be further discussed in the section.
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By imposing Eq. (4.5), we obtain the following condition for the coefficients:

C (R +R ′,k) =C (R ,k)e−i k ·R ′
, (4.7)

valid for any pair of BL vectors (R ,R ′), and for any k in the BZ. By choosing R = 0, we can

factor out the R-dependence of the coefficients

C (R ′,k) =C (k)e−i k ·R ′
, (4.8)

and, finally, the orthonormality of {wR } forces the coefficients to be unitary, i.e. |C (k)|2 = 1,

from which we conclude that

C (k) = e iϕ(k), (4.9)

for some function ϕ(k), which represents the aforemonetioned gauge freedom of WFs – for

1-band systems the matrix U (k) reduces to e iϕ(k).

To conlcude this part, we point out that thanks to property (4.5), Wannier functions contain all

the information about the translation symmetries of the system, as much as BFs do. Essentially,

while for the latter this information is owned by each function independently, in the case of

Wannier functions is only by considering the whole set of functions that one can gather the

information about the translation symmetries of the system.

Maximally localized Wannier functions

As mentioned earlier, the definition of Wannier functions is not univocal, as for a given set of

BFs, WFs are defined up to a unitary transformation (block-diagonal, over k). The Marzari-

Vanderbilt localization criterion is one of the most successful methods to solve such ambiguity,

since it brings to a set of maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) [108], which have

proved to be extremely useful to interpolate the electronic bands, and to compute many

physical properties [109] – including the electric polarization, the orbital magnetization, and

the electron-phonon coupling – otherwise difficult to handle with a delocalized set of orbitals.

The method aims to find the unitary transformation U (k) which minimizes the variance of the

position operator:

min
{U (k)}

∑
n

[〈r 2〉wn −〈r 〉2
wn

]
, (4.10)

where 〈·〉wn indicates the expectation value over wn0 – given the translation property (4.5),

it is enough to evaluate the spread functional of Eq. (4.10) over a single lattice vector, e.g.,

R = 0. MLWFs are then an extension of Foster-Boys molecular orbitals (defined by the same

localization procedure) [106, 107] to periodic systems, and represent a very good guess for the

PZ and Koopmans variational orbitals. Indeed, as discussed before, such variational orbitals

result from the maximization of the Hxc self-interaction terms which, for local or semi-local

approximations, are usually dominated by the self-Hartree energy. The maximization of the

Hartree self-interaction represents an alternative localization scheme yielding orbitals that
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4.2. Bloch’s theorem in ODD functionals

are very similar to MLWFs [109]. Ultimately, all these observations justify the use of MLWFs

either as a non-self-consistent guess for the variational orbitals, or as a starting point for the

minimization, when performing calculations of Koopmans functionals in periodic systems.

To end this section, we point out that MLWFs are only one of the infinite choices for a set of

localized orbitals, even in periodic systems. The previous argument highlights the importance

of having a set of (maximally) localized orbitals but, in principle, does not impose any par-

ticular constraint, such as the translation property (4.5). However, Wannier-like orbitals are

compliant the translation symmetries of the system and, as we shall see in the next section,

they play a fundamental role in the fulfillment of Bloch’s theorem in ODD functionals.

4.2 Bloch’s theorem in ODD functionals

The need for a set of localized orbitals brings about a fundamental problem in periodic

systems: a localized orbital density does not have the periodicity of the primitive cell, which

means that the potential built on such density – such as any ODD potential present in the

Koopmans Hamiltonian – breaks the translation symmetry of the system. The periodicity of

the effective potential is required by Bloch’s theorem, whereas the lack of this feature prevents

from describing the one-particle spectrum via a band structure picture (which represents an

actual physical observable that can be gauged via, e.g., the ARPES experiment). In this section

– representing the central result of this thesis – we show that rather than focusing on the

individual non-periodic ODD potentials, the object to consider is the Koopmans Hamiltonian

(or the Koopmans potential) introduced in Section 3.1.5; as long as the localized orbitals keep

a Wannier-like form5, the Koopmans Hamiltonian is periodic and fulfills Bloch’s theorem.

We start introducing Bloch’s theorem in a general framework (Section 4.2.1), and then we

discuss its validity in the case of standard density-functionals (Section 4.2.2), and of orbital-

density-dependent approaches (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Bloch’s theorem

For any approach relying on the independent-particle approximation, Bloch’s theorem rep-

resents a fundamental result which reduces enormously the complexity of the electronic

Hamiltonian of a periodic system. As a consequence of Bloch’s theorem, and more generally of

group theory, the irreducible representations – labeled by the crystal vectors k – of the system’s

translation group allow for a block-diagonal representation of the Hamiltonian, which brings

to a band structure description of the energy spectrum. The only requirement of Bloch’s theo-

rem then, is the commutativity of the Hamiltonian with a (closed) set of symmetry operations,

which, in a crystal, correspond to the translation group of the underlying BL: {T̂R }.

5With Wannier-like form, we mean that the orbitals fulfill the translation property (4.5), and therefore are in
effect Wannier functions.
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In a local mean-field approach, the commutativity of the Hamiltonian with the set of transla-

tion operators, reduces to the periodicity of the effective local potential, veff(r ), over the BL

vectors R . The Hamiltonian can then be co-diagonalized with the set of operators {T̂R }, and

the resulting eigenvectors take the form of Bloch functions

ψnk (r ) = e i k ·r unk (r ) with unk (r +R) = unk (r ), (4.11)

where the BFs are eigenvectors of the translation operators with eigenvalue e i k ·r . On the

basis of BFs, the Hamiltonian takes a block-diagonal form where each block corresponds to a

specific k-vector and solves the eigenvalue problem

Hk (r )unk (r ) = εnk unk (r ) with Hk (r ) =− (∇+ i k)2

2
+ veff(r ). (4.12)

The eigenvalues εnk of the Hamiltonian acquire a new quantum number k , which labels the

irreps of the translation group and gives rise to the band structure description of the spectrum.

4.2.2 Validity in standard DFT

For local and semi-local approximations of the xc functional, the KS potential is made of a

term that does not depend (explicitly) on the total density – the external potential, v(r ) – and

a part whose spatial dependence is totally determined by ρ(r ) – namely the Hartree and xc

potentials, vHxc[ρ](r ). In a crystalline material, v(r ) is given by the electrostatic potential of

the nuclei which has, by construction, the periodicity of the BL; on the other hand, the Hxc

potential is periodic only if the density is. If we exclude exotic ground states – like those with

charge-density waves, where the periodicity of the density is not commensurate with that of

the lattice – the density ρ(r ) resulting from the energy minimization is periodic, which makes

the Hxc – and, thus, the KS effective potential – periodic and compliant with Bloch’s theorem.

When performing standard primitive cell (PC) calculations6, the periodicity of the density is

assumed a priori and the KS states are defined as BFs: Bloch’s theorem is trivially satisfied, and

the band structure results effortlessly from the calculation. The same system can be simulated

without imposing the translation symmetry, via a supercell (SC) calculation7: in this case,

unless the system lowers its energy by breaking the translation symmetry, the periodicity of

the density emerges naturally during the energy minimization, and Bloch’s theorem still holds.

However, we point out that in this case, although a band structure description does exist, the

KS orbitals are not constrained to be BFs and an unfolding method (like the one discussed in

Section 5.1.1) that reconstructs the connection between the energy eigenvalues and the points

of the PC’s BZ, is required.

6The primitive cell is the smallest possible unit cell; when speaking of primitive cell calculations, we implicitly
assume a sufficient sampling of the BZ that allows to model the thermodynamic bulk limit of the material.

7In this thesis, for supercell calculations, we always refer to calculations over unit cells with a bigger periodicity
of the PC, where the sampling of the BZ consists of a single point (Γ-point-only sampling); the defined supercell
demarcates the whole (simulated) system’s volume, and usually demands for a higher computational cost with
respect to PC calculations (the latter indeed takes full advantage of Bloch’s theorem).
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4.2.3 Validity in ODD functionals

At odds with DFT, where the total density is the only quantity entering the Hamiltonian,

Koopmans functionals (and their Hamiltonians) depend on the set of variational orbital

densities, and therefore the periodicity (over the primitive cell) of the total density alone is not

sufficient to obtain a periodic potential. In this case a more stringent condition is needed, and

in the following we show that this extra condition is given by the Wannier-like character of the

variational orbitals. If the variational orbitals satisfy Eq. (4.5), the Koopmans potential (3.38)

turns out to have the periodicity of the PC and, therefore, the Koopmans Hamiltonian (3.40)

fulfills the hypothesis of Bloch’s theorem [18].

Below, we show the compliance of the Koopmans Hamiltonian with Bloch’s theorem, where

the only assumption is the Wannier nature of the variational orbitals (which actually implies

the periodicity of the total density). Since the Koopmans potential is a combination of several

PZ-like terms, for simplicity here we give the mathematical proof for the PZ potential and

for a 1-band system, while we refer to Appendix C for the full derivation for the KI and KIPZ

Hamiltonians. Definitions (3.40) and (3.41) are readily extended to the PZ potential, which on

the set of variational WFs {wR } reads as

v̂PZ =∑
R

v̂PZ
R |wR 〉〈wR | (4.13a)

v̂PZ = ∑
R ,R ′

vPZ
RR ′ |wR 〉〈wR ′ | (4.13b)

where ρR (r ) = fR |wR (r )|2, v̂PZ
R =−v̂Hxc[ρR ]8, and vPZ

RR ′ = 〈wR |v̂PZ
R ′ |wR ′〉. To further show the

equivalence between the two definitions, we will prove that in both cases the PZ potential

commutes with all the translation operators:[
v̂PZ, T̂R

]= 0 ∀R ∈ BL. (4.14)

In the following steps, we make use of the properties of the translation operators, whose action

over any function ψ(r ) is given by T̂R :ψ(r ) −→ψ(r +R). In Dirac’s notation, the action of the

translation operators is defined on the positional kets |r 〉 as

T̂R |r 〉 = |r −R〉 , (4.15)

which is, indeed, consistent with the previous definition:

T̂Rψ(r ) = 〈r |T̂R |ψ〉
=

∫
dr ′ 〈r |T̂R |r ′〉〈r ′|ψ〉

=
∫

dr ′ 〈r |r ′−R〉ψ(r ′) =ψ(r +R).

(4.16)

8We remark that, since the ODD PZ (but also Koopmans) potentials are given by Hxc self-interaction terms,
they are local in space, i.e. 〈r |v̂PZ

R |r ′〉 = v̂PZ
R (r )δ(r − r ′).
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Chapter 4. Koopmans functionals for periodic systems

Case A: v̂PZ =∑
R v̂PZ

R |wR 〉〈wR |

As shown in Appendix C, the occupation number of the Wannier functions are independent

from the lattice vector, i.e. fR = f0. By definition, the Wannier orbital densities ρR (r ) =
f0|wR (r )|2 fulfill the same translation property (4.5) as wR (r ):

ρR (r +R ′) = ρR−R ′(r ). (4.17)

The crucial step is to show that also the ODD potentials v̂Hxc[ρR ] satisfy the same property.

Let us consider the self-Hartree potential first:

vH([ρR ],r +R ′) =
∫

V
dr ′ ρR (r ′)

|r +R ′− r ′|
=

∫
V

dr ′ρR (r ′+R ′)
|r − r ′|

=
∫

V
dr ′ρR−R ′(r ′)

|r − r ′|
= vH([ρR−R ′ ],r ),

(4.18)

where V is the supercell volume, and we made use of Eq. (4.17). For the self-xc potentials

v̂xc[ρR ] the situation is even simpler; at LDA and GGA levels, the xc functional is generally

given by Eq. (2.19), hence the xc potential vxc([ρR ],r ) = d f
dρR

(ρR (r ),∇ρR (r )) inherits the full

r -dependence from the density. It is straightforward then, to show that vxc([ρR ],r +R ′) =
vxc([ρR−R ′ ],r ), which finally yields the following property for the PZ ODD potential terms

vPZ
R (r +R ′) = vPZ

R−R ′(r ); (4.19)

Eq. (4.19) is sufficient to prove the final argument:

T̂R v̂PZ |ψ〉 =∑
R ′

T̂R v̂PZ
R ′ |wR ′〉〈wR ′ |ψ〉

=∑
R ′

∫
dr T̂R |r 〉〈r |v̂PZ

R ′ |wR ′〉
∫

dr ′ 〈wR ′ |r ′〉〈r ′|ψ〉

=∑
R ′

∫
dr |r −R〉vPZ

R ′ (r )wR ′(r )
∫

dr ′ w∗
R ′(r ′)ψ(r ′)

=∑
R ′

∫
dr |r 〉vPZ

R ′ (r +R)wR ′(r +R)
∫

dr ′ w∗
R ′−R (r ′)ψ(r ′+R)

=∑
R ′

∫
dr |r 〉vPZ

R ′−R (r )wR ′−R (r )
∫

dr ′ 〈wR ′−R |r ′〉〈r ′|T̂R |ψ〉

=
∫

dr |r 〉〈r |
(∑

R ′
v̂PZ

R ′−R |wR ′−R 〉〈wR ′−R |
)

T̂R |ψ〉 (R ′−R −→ R ′)

= v̂PZT̂R |ψ〉 ,

(4.20)

where we used the fact that {R} is a closed set. The result above applies to any state |ψ〉 and,

therefore, proves the validity of Eq. (4.14).
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Case B: v̂PZ =∑
R ,R ′ vPZ

RR ′ |wR 〉〈wR ′ |

In this case, the property that allows to prove the commutativity of the PZ potential regards

the matrix elements of the PZ potential. From Eq. (4.19), it follows that

vPZ
R+R ′′,R ′ = 〈wR+R ′′ |v̂PZ|wR ′〉

=
∫

dr w∗
R+R ′′(r )vPZ

R ′ (r )wR ′(r )

=
∫

dr w∗
R (r )vPZ

R ′−R ′′(r )wR ′−R ′′(r )

= 〈wR |v̂PZ|wR ′−R ′′〉
= vPZ

R ,R ′−R ′′ .

(4.21)

This can then be used to prove the commutativity of the PZ potential defined as in Eq. (4.13b):

T̂R v̂PZ |ψ〉 = ∑
R ′,R ′′

vPZ
R ′R ′′ T̂R |wR ′〉〈wR ′′ |ψ〉

= ∑
R ′,R ′′

vPZ
R ′R ′′

∫
dr |r −R〉wR ′(r )〈wR ′′ |ψ〉

= ∑
R ′,R ′′

vPZ
R ′R ′′

∫
dr |r 〉wR ′−R (r )〈wR ′′ |ψ〉 (R ′−R −→ R ′)

= ∑
R ′,R ′′

vPZ
R ′+R ,R ′′

∫
dr |r 〉〈r |wR ′〉〈wR ′′ |ψ〉

= ∑
R ′,R ′′

vPZ
R ′,R ′′−R |wR ′〉〈wR ′′ |ψ〉 (R ′′−R −→ R ′′)

= ∑
R ′,R ′′

vPZ
R ′,R ′′ |wR ′〉

∫
dr w∗

R ′′+R (r )ψ(r )

= ∑
R ′,R ′′

vPZ
R ′,R ′′ |wR ′〉〈wR ′′ |

∫
dr |r −R〉ψ(r )

= v̂PZ
∫

dr T̂R |r 〉〈r |ψ〉

= v̂PZT̂R |ψ〉 ,

(4.22)

where, also here, we used the closure of {R}, together with the properties of the translation

operators.

The extension to the whole PZ Hamiltonian is trivial, since the remainder part is the DFT Hamil-

tonian which commutes already with all the translation operators. Although the Koopmans

Hamiltonian is more complex than the PZ one discussed here, it is made of orbital-density-

dependent potentials of the very same nature of the PZ ones, alongside scalar terms – meaning

that they do not depend on r – or terms that depend only on the total density ρ. The latter

are trivially periodic on the primitive cell because of the periodicity of the total density (see

Appendix C for a detailed derivation). The proof given above thus readily applies also to the

Koopmans Hamiltonian (3.40) – and actually to any PZ-like ODD approach – which then
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Chapter 4. Koopmans functionals for periodic systems

fulfills the hypotesis of Bloch’s theorem, i.e.[
T̂R , ĥKC]= 0. (4.23)

It is important to stress that Eq. (4.23) proves the existence of a band structure description of the

quasiparticle spectrum resulting from the Koopmans Hamiltonian, however, the computation

of the self-interaction terms on the localized orbitals still requires to deal with non-periodic

orbital densities. The standard approach then requires calculations in a supercell, where the

information about the k-dependence of the eigenenergies is not given explicitly. An unfolding

method that allows to reconstruct this information is needed, and in the following chapter we

will describe the strategy used in this work

To summarize, we have shown that when the variational orbitals are Wannier functions [i.e.

they satisfy Eq. (4.5)] the potential v̂KC defined in Eq. (3.40) is periodic over the PC, making the

Koopmans Hamiltonian Bloch-compliant. As an aside, the Wannier-like nature of the orbitals

and the Bloch-compliance of Koopmans functionals also makes it possible to develop a PC

implementation of Koopmans functionals, for direct access to the band structure without

the need of supercell calculations and of an unfolding procedure [19]; a brief overview of

this implementation is given in the following section. As we already mentioned above, the

assumption of having Wannier-like variational orbitals is justified by the observation that the

minimization of Koopmans and PZ functionals in extended systems leads to orbitals with

these properties. While this has occurred in all the systems so far considered, it is important

to remark that the lack of the Wannier-like character in the variational orbitals would prevent

from applying the Bloch’s theorem and implies the actual breaking of the translation symmetry

of the system. Such situations are presumably as sporadic as when in standard DFT the

periodicity of the ground-state density is not commensurate to that of the lattice potential and

they should not be confused with special system-dependent gauge invariances that Koopmans

functionals might have. Despite the non-unitary invariance of the functionals, there is indeed

no guarantee for the uniqueness of the set of variational orbitals and we cannot exclude a

priori that there might exist some gauges for which the translation symmetry of the lattice is

broken. Eventually, in ODD functionals, the assumption of a Wannier-like character for the

variational orbitals can be considered equivalent to the hypotesis of periodicity for the total

density made in standard density-functional approaches.

4.3 Koopmans functionals in periodic boundary conditions

In the previous section, we saw that the Wannier translation property guarantees the compli-

ance of Koopmans Hamiltonians with Bloch’s theorem, despite the non-periodic character of

the variational orbitals. Here, we show that this feature can be further exploited to arrive to a

primitive cell formulation of Koopmans functionals [19]. This requires to “fold” into the PC

the expressions for the ODD terms, and to compute the screening parameters without relying

on the supercell method. In particular, this second requirement prevents us from using the
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4.3. Koopmans functionals in periodic boundary conditions

finite-differences method to compute αi , which inevitably relies on supercell calculations. On

the other hand, the linear response approach does not require to compute the energy at differ-

ent numbers of electrons, and below we show that it can be actually performed fully in the PC.

For the moment, this formalism is restricted to the KI functional only and, as for the linear

response method, it relies on a second-order approximation of the Koopmans corrections.

As displayed by Eq. (3.31), the Koopmans Hamiltonian is made of the DFT Hamiltonian,

trivially periodic over the PC, and an ODD term. In Section 5.1.1, we show that the matrix

elements of (any part of) the k-space Hamiltonian are obtained by Fourier transforming the

matrix elements in the Wannier representation [see Eq. (5.3)]:

vKI
mn(k) =∑

R
e i k ·R 〈wm0|v̂KI|wnR 〉 =

∑
R

e i k ·R 〈wm0|v̂KI
nR |wnR 〉 . (4.24)

The idea then is to find a way to compute within the primitive unit cell, the SC integrals over

the Wannier functions. Below we show that, with the only hypothesis of the Wannier character

for the variational orbitals, this can be done by combining integrals over the PC with sums

over the k-points. While we refer to Ref. [19] (and to the supplementary material therein) for a

more complete description of the whole formalism and its actual implementation, here we

report the most important steps.

We start with the expression for the Wannier orbital densities ρnR (r ) (in this context we use

the notation ρi , rather than ni , to refer to the fully-occupied orbital densities):

ρnR (r ) = |wnR (r )|2

=∑
k

∑
k ′

e i k ·R e−i k ′·R ψ̃∗
nk (r )ψ̃nk ′(r ) (k ′−k) → q

=∑
k

∑
q

e−i q ·R ψ̃∗
nk (r )ψ̃nk+q (r )

=∑
k

∑
q

e−i q ·R e−i k ·r ũ∗
nk (r )e i (k+q)·r ũnk+q (r )

=∑
q

e i q ·r
{

e−i q ·R ∑
k

ũ∗
nk (r )ũnk+q (r )

}
=∑

q
e i q ·rρnR

q (r ),

(4.25)

where we used Eq. (4.11) to explicit the periodic part of BFs, and where the “tilde” over ψnk

(or unk ) serves to remind that the WFs are defined up to a unitary transformation of BFs. The

quantity ρnR
q (r ) = e−i q ·R ∑

k ũ∗
nk (r )ũnk+q (r ) is clearly periodic over the PC, in this way we

made explicit the periodic part of the Wannier orbital densities (similarly to what is done for

BFs). A similar expression can be obtained for the off-diagonal (or mixed) orbital densities,

w∗
m0(r )wnR (r ) =∑

q
e i q ·rρmnR

q (r ) with ρmnR
q (r ) = e−i q ·R ∑

k
e−i k ·R ũ∗

mk (r )ũnk+q (r ),

(4.26)

where the quantities ρmnR
q (r ) are again periodic over the PC.
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The next step is to write down the expressions for the matrix elements of the KI potential. In

order to do that, we recall the second-order expression for the KI corrective terms given in

Eq. (3.27), and derive it with respect to ρn0 to obtain the second-order unrelaxed KI potential

vuKI(2)
n0 =−1

2

∫
SC

dr dr ′ ρn0(r ) fHxc(r ,r ′)ρn0(r ′) (4.27)

where we specified to occupied states ( fn0 = 1), knowing that the following arguments readily

apply to the potentials for the empty states as well. Also, here we considered just the potential

corresponding to the Wannier function wn0 since any other potential can be easily obtained

via Eq. (4.19). We remark that the KI potential for the occupied states is fully scalar (for a

detailed discussion see Appendix B). In order to determine the expression for vuKI(2)
n0 , we first

compute the self-Hartree and self-xc potentials

vH([ρn0],r ) =
∫

SC
dr ′ fH(r ,r ′)ρn0(r ′)

=∑
q

∫
SC

dr ′ 1

|r − r ′|e
i q ·r ′

ρn0
q (r ′)

=∑
q

∫
SC

dr ′ 1

|r − r ′|e
i q ·r ′ ∑

G
ρn0

q+G e−iG ·r ′

=∑
q

∑
G

{∫
SC

dr ′ 1

|r − r ′|e
i (q+G)·(r ′−r )

}
ρn0

q+G e i (q+G)·r

=∑
q

e i q ·r
{∑

G
e iG ·r 4π

|q +G |2ρ
n0
q+G

}
=∑

q
e i q ·r vn0

H,q (r ),

(4.28)

where with G we refer to the reciprocal lattice vectors, and we made use of the property

unk (−G) = unk+G , which readily extends to the Fourier transforms of ρn0
q (r ) and, ultimately,

of vn0
H,q (r )9. The quantity vn0

H,q (r ) represents the periodic part of the self-Hartree potential

associated to a WF, and from Eq. (4.28) we see that its Fourier transform is the product of

the Fourier transforms of the Coulomb kernel and of ρn0
q (r ). In the same way we compute

the self-xc potentials (we recall that for local or semi-local DFAs the xc kernel is local, i.e.

fxc(r ,r ′) = fxc([ρ],r )δ(r − r ′)), that read as

vxc([ρn0],r ) =
∫

SC
dr ′ fxc(r ,r ′)ρn0(r ′)

=∑
q

e i q ·r fxc([ρ],r )ρn0
q (r )

=∑
q

e i q ·r vn0
xc,q (r ),

(4.29)

where the periodic part in this case is vn0
xc,q (r ) = fxc([ρ],r )ρn0

q (r ).

9This property follows from the fact that the periodic part of a BF fulfills uk+G (r ) = e−iG ·r uk (r ), which, in turn,
is a consequence of a fundamental invariance of BFs, i.e. ψk+G =ψk .
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By putting together Eqs. (4.27) to (4.29), we can obtain the final expression for the KI potential,

namely

vuKI(2)
n0 =−1

2

∫
SC

dr ρn0(r )
{

vH([ρn0],r )+ vxc([ρn0],r )
}

=
∫

SC
dr

∑
q

e i q ·rρn0
q (r )

∑
q ′

e i q ′·r vn0
Hxc,q ′(r )

=
∫

SC
dr

∑
q

e i q ·rρn0
q (r )

∑
q ′

e i q ′·r vn0
Hxc,q ′(r )

=∑
q

∑
q ′

∫
SC

dr e i (q+q ′)·rρn0
q (r )vn0

Hxc,q ′(r ) (q +q ′ → k +G ′)

=∑
q

∑
k

∑
G

∑
G ′′
ρn0

q+G vn0
Hxc,k−q+G ′+G ′′

∫
SC

dr e i (k+G+G ′+G ′′)·r︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ(k)δ(G+G ′+G ′′)

=∑
q

∑
G
ρn0

q+G vn0
Hxc,−q−G

=∑
q

∑
G
ρn0

q+G (vn0
Hxc,q+G )∗,

(4.30)

where we used the property vnR
Hxc,−q−G = (vnR

Hxc,q+G )∗. The matrix elements of the KI potential

are then trivially given by

〈wm0|v̂KI
nR |wnR 〉 =

{∑
q

∑
G
ρn0

q+G (vn0
Hxc,q+G )∗

}
δmnδR ,0, (4.31)

where we see that, thanks to the Wannier character of the variational orbitals and to the

properties of Koopmans potentials, the integrals over the SC can be written as sums over

the k-points and the reciprocal lattice vectors {G} of the PC – rather than as sums over the

reciprocal lattice vectors of the SC.

To conclude this discussion, we show that also the screening parameters can be easily com-

puted with the linear response method applied within the PC. This is readily obtained by

considering that, at the second order, the ratio between the relaxed and unrelaxed KI cor-

rective terms – which yields αi as showed in Eq. (3.28) – is equal to the ratio between the KI

potentials. While the unrelaxed potential is given by Eq. (4.30), the relaxed one requires to

introduce the screened kernel FHxc = ε−1 fHxc. Eventually, this brings to a very similar expres-

sion to Eq. (4.30), with the only caveat that the density term is now mapped into a quantity

that accounts for the response of the system:

ρnR
q (r ) −→ ρnR

q (r )+∆ρnR
q (r ) = (1+ fHxcχ)ρnR

q (r ). (4.32)
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and the screening parameter can finally be expressed as

αn0 = 1+ v rKI(2)
n0

vuKI(2)
n0

= 1+
∑

q
∑

G ∆ρ
n0
q+G (vn0

Hxc,q+G )∗∑
q

∑
G ρ

n0
q+G (vn0

Hxc,q+G )∗
(4.33)

Eqs. (4.24), (4.31) and (4.33) represent the foundation for the PC implementation of Koopmans

functionals [19].
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4.4 Summary

In this chapter we discussed the applicability of Koopmans spectral functionals in extended

periodic systems. First, we pointed out the consequences of having a localized set of orbitals –

a crucial aspect to produce non-trivial Koopmans corrections – but that inevitably brings to

non-periodic potentials, whose compliance with Bloch’s theorem is not straightforward. In

the second part, we showed that by assuming a Wannier character for the variational orbitals,

the ODD potentials inherit some important properties that guarantee the commutativity of

the Koopmans Hamiltonian with the translation symmetries of the system. Thanks to this

result, the hypothesis of Bloch’s theorem is satisfied and the band structure description of the

energy spectrum is recovered. As an aside, this suggests that the condition of the Wannier-like

character for the variational orbitals is an actual manifestation of the translation symmetry in

the context of ODD functionals, and can be considered as an equivalent of the less constraining

requirement of periodicity of the total density valid for standard density-functionals. Finally,

we discussed how the Bloch-compliance of Koopmans functionals can be exploited to realize

a formulation of Koopmans functionals that does not require to compute any quantity in the

supercell.
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5 Band structures of semiconductors
and insulators

In this chapter we discuss the details of practical calculations, and the results obtained for a

set of reference insulating materials. Thanks to the validity of Bloch’s theorem, discussed in

Chapter 4, it is possible to obtain electronic band structures – within the primitive cell’s BZ –

either from a supercell approach, by means of an unfolding method, or from the primitive cell

implementation described in Section 4.3. The computational details of the calculations, in-

cluding the description of the unfolding method and of the Koopmans workflow, are discussed

in Section 5.1, while in Section 5.2 we report the obtained results.

Some extracts of this chapter, as well as the reported results, have been published in scientific

journals [18, 19].
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5.1 Calculations with Koopmans functionals

Electronic-structure calculations using Koopmans spectral functionals are performed follow-

ing two different approaches, based on the two strategies to compute the screening parameters

discussed in Section 3.1.3: the first makes use of the finite energy differences strategy and

relies on the SC method to model the system deprived of a particle, the second resorts to linear

response theory and takes full advantage of the system’s symmetries by exploiting the Wannier-

like nature of the variational orbitals. The two approaches have different implementations –

called KCP and KCW – and different workflows, which will be further discussed in Section 5.1.2.

The former represents the original approach used to perform the first calculations in crystalline

materials [17], although, in that case, the quasiparticle energies were computed only at the

Γ-point of the SC (no information about the k-dispersion in the PC). By means of an unfolding

technique – which, once again seizes on the fact that the variational orbitals are WFs, to

reconstruct the k-dependence of the Koopmans Hamiltonian – here we show, for the very first

time, band structures calculations from Koopmans functionals along any path in the BZ [18]

(from now on, when speaking of the BZ, we will implicitly refer to the PC’s BZ, since for the SC

we always consider a Γ-only sampling of the BZ). We remark that this approach is the most

complete one as it offers the possibility to perform calculations for any Koopmans functionals,

and it contains a direct energy minimization algorithm that allows to compute the variational

orbitals in a self-consistent way.

The second approach came out more recently [19] and relies on a second-order approximation

of theΠi terms which, for the moment, has been developed only for the KI functional. Also

it does not include any variational procedure, which means that the variational orbitals are

selected in a non-self-consistent way. On the bright side, the linear response approach does

not require to compute the self-consistent energies of the system with an additional electron

or hole – the screening parameters are computed directly on the neutral system via density-

functional perturbation theory (DFPT) – which makes the calculations much simpler and

computationally feasible with respect to the SC approach. Although most of the work carried

out in this thesis was performed using the SC approach, in this chapter we will describe also

the PC implementation and show some results obtained with this method.

A big part of this thesis was dedicated to the development of some parts of the computational

code, to reach a stable implementation working for periodic systems, together with an opti-

mization of the entire workflow required to perform calculations of Koopmans functionals in

crystalline materials. In the following sections we give a detailed description of these aspects.

5.1.1 Unfolding and interpolation method

When simulating a bulk crystalline material, the infinite system is usually studied with Born-

von Karman (BvK) boundary conditions, which introduce a discretization of the k-points

inside the BZ. Equivalently, one can study explicitly the BvK supercell containing the N
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of a two-dimensional 2-band model showing the con-
nection between the PC and SC Wannier representations. In the primitive picture with a
4×4 sampling of the BZ, the WFs are identified with the pair of labels {n,R} (red labels): the
cell index R taking four values and the band index n taking two values. In the 4×4 SC with
Γ-sampling of the BZ, the eight WFs are labeled by only one quantum number (black labels),
i.e. the SC band index α running over the eight states.

periodic replicas of the primitive cell but, as was already mentioned, in this case one no longer

has direct access to the band structure of the primitive cell.

In order to recover this band structure, several methods have been developed [111, 112, 113,

114, 115, 116, 117]; our approach follows the same strategy of [112] and exploits the Wannier

nature of the variational orbitals. By means of the transformation linking WFs and BFs [see

Eq. (4.3)], the matrix elements of the k-space Hamiltonian are obtained from those given by

the Wannier-like variational orbitals via a (double) Fourier transform:

hKC
mn(k ,k ′) = ∑

R ,R ′
e−i k ·R e i k ′·R ′ 〈wmR |ĥKC

nR ′ |wnR ′〉

= ∑
R ,R ′

e−i k ·R e i k ′·R ′
hKC

mn(R ,R ′),
(5.1)

where we introduced the matrix elements hKC
mn(R ,R ′) = 〈wmR |ĥKC

nR ′ |wnR ′〉. If the Koopmans

Hamiltonian is compliant with the translation symmetries of the system, the matrix elements

satisfy the property

hKC
mn(R ,R ′) = 〈wmR |ĥKC

nR ′ |wnR ′〉
= 〈wm0|ĥKC

nR ′−R |wnR ′−R 〉
= hKC

mn(0,R ′−R) ≡ hKC
mn(R ′−R),

(5.2)

that, if used in Eq. (5.1), yields a block-diagonal matrix (as expected from Bloch’s theorem)

hKC
mn(k ,k ′) = hKC

mn(k)δ(k −k ′) (5.3)
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with

hKC
mn(k) =∑

R
e i k ·R 〈wm0|ĥKC

nR |wnR 〉 =
∑
R

e i k ·R hKC
mn(R), (5.4)

The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian with matrix elements defined by Eq. (5.4), yields the

quasiparticle energies εnk at any k-point.

In the SC approach the Brillouin zone is sampled with a single point; as a consequence, the SC

Hamiltonian in the Wannier representation loses the information about the lattice vectors {R}

and its matrix elements are labeled by the SC index only. In order to reconstruct the k-space

Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.4), one must reconstruct the composite index {n,R} of each WF from

its supercell-picture index α (see Fig. 5.1). An effective way to do this is to first choose a

reference PC and define the orbitals with the centers inside it as the “R = 0 Wannier functions”.

The second step consists of comparing all the other WFs in the supercell with those in the

reference cell. If the Wannier translation property holds, we are able to connect each WF to its

reference function w0n and lattice vector R , defined as the distance between the centers of

the two functions. If the system has more functions sharing the same center, one can look at

the second-order moments (〈x2〉, 〈y2〉, 〈z2〉) to have a more detailed signature of WFs and, if

needed, can move towards higher-order spatial moments until the character of each Wannier

function is unequivocally defined [118].

As argued in Ref. [112], Eq. (5.4) not only applies to the points belonging to the k-mesh

commensurate with the chosen supercell, but it is also an excellent interpolator. So, in

order to calculate the band structure along any path in the Brillouin zone, we obtain the

matrix elements of the k-space Hamiltonian by simply applying Eq. (5.4) to any arbitrary

k-point. In doing so, two approximations are applied to the matrix elements. To highlight

such approximations – and, especially, justify the fact that they have a negligible effect – let us

consider a point k ′ which does not belong to the original sampling {k} of the BZ. In Eq. (5.4),

the k-points must be commensurate1 with the set of lattice vectors {R} which the sum runs

over, therefore, in order to compute the matrix elements hKC
mn(k ′) we should, in principle, sum

over a set {R ′} which is commensurate to a sampling of the BZ that includes the point k ′. When

interpolating the matrix elements of the k-space Hamiltonian, we apply then a zero-padding

technique [119], where the contributions coming from the bigger lattice {R ′} are neglected:

hKC
mn(k ′) =∑

R ′
e i k ′·R ′ 〈wm0|ĥKC

nR ′ |wnR ′〉V ′

=∑
R

e i k ·R 〈wm0|ĥKC
nR |wnR 〉V ′ +

∑
R ′ 6=R

e i k ·R ′ 〈wm0|ĥKC
nR ′ |wnR ′〉V ′

≈∑
R

e i k ·R 〈wm0|ĥKC
nR |wnR 〉V

(5.5)

where V and V ′ are the volumes of the lattices {R} and {R ′}. In the last step the terms corre-

sponding to lattice vectors not belonging to the original lattice – i.e. R ′ 6= R – are neglected, and

1A regular sampling of the BZ, made of N1 ×N2 ×N3 k-points generates a system consisting of N1 ×N2 ×N3
repetitions of the unit cell, each of which is identified by a lattice vector R ; a set {k} which samples (regularly) the
BZ is said to be commensurate to {R} (and viceversa) if the latter is the direct lattice with PBC set by {k}.
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5.1. Calculations with Koopmans functionals

the integral to evaluate the matrix elements hKC
mn(R) is calculated over the volume V (rather

than V ′). The accuracy of the approximation is higher the smaller the contribution from these

terms, i.e. the more localized the variational orbitals are, or the larger the supercell becomes.

A poorly interpolated band structure is usually symptom of a significant contribution from

the matrix elements corresponding to larger R-vectors, or of a non-negligible integral coming

from the region V ′ \V in the calculation of the matrix elements hKC
mn(R). Ultimately, the effects

of such approximations are reduced by increasing the size of the supercell.

Smooth interpolation method

As a consequence of what was just discussed, when reconstructing the band structure from

a supercell calculation, one faces a trade-off: on one hand, a sufficiently large SC must be

used to minimize the errors associated with neglecting long-range matrix elements of the

Hamiltonian. But on the other hand, increasing the size of the SC dramatically increases the

computational costs. In this scenario, one can exploit the fact that the Koopmans potential is

a small, slowly varying correction on top of the original DFT Hamiltonian. If one decomposes

the right-hand side of Eq. (5.4) in its DFT and KC components,

hKC
mn(R) −→ hDFT

mn (R)+ vKC
mn(R), (5.6)

it is reasonable to assume that the major source of error comes from the interpolation of

hDFT
mn (R). This allows to improve the interpolation of the band structure by rewriting Eq. (5.4)

as

hKC
mn(k) =∑

R ′
e i k ·R ′

hDFT
mn (R ′)+∑

R
e i k ·R vKC

mn(R) (5.7)

where the set of vectors {R ′} now corresponds to a much larger supercell or, equivalently, it

comes from a calculation with a denser k-points grid. This represents a significant saving in

computational costs because the Koopmans calculation can be then performed on smaller

supercells than would otherwise be necessary.

In order to have a consistent representation between (a) the DFT Hamiltonian defined on a

very dense grid, and (b) the KC potential on a coarser grid, it is important to have the same set

of WFs for the two calculations. As long as this is fulfilled, the Koopmans Hamiltonian can be

factorized as shown in Eq. (5.7) and the DFT part can be obtained starting from a k-points

grid dense enough to reliably interpolate the band structure.

We stress that this method has the one goal of improving the interpolation of the band structure.

The convergence of other results, such as total energies and eigenvalues on the k-points grid

commensurate with the supercell, is typically achieved with relatively small supercells. The

technique depicted above does not affect any of these quantities and only improves the results

for the electronic eigenvalues at k-points not included in the original Monkhorst-Pack grid.
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5.1.2 Computational codes

The workflow to perform a full calculation of Koopmans functionals is rather complex, and

follows different steps, each of which requires several calculations. The computation of the

screening parameters is the most time-consuming part for both the implementations, as

it requires multiple constrained self-consistent SC calculations in the finite-differences ap-

proach, and DFPT calculations involving double loops over the plane waves and the k-points

in the linear response approach. Recently, efforts have been made to increase the computa-

tional efficiency by defining new strategies for the calculation of the screening parameters:

a machine-learning-based approach developed by Schubert et al. [120], which exploits the

correlation between the shape of the (variational) orbital densities and the corresponding αi ,

has showed very promising results and could represent a breakthrough for KC calculations.

While the workflow for finite systems is simpler, though very similar, to the one for solids,

here we specify to the latter case. For both the approaches, the entire procedure consists of

three main steps: (i) the initialization, consisting of a standard DFT calculation followed by a

Wannierization of the KS states, in order to obtain MLWFs that are either used as a non-self-

consistent guess for the variational orbitals or as initial guess for the energy minimization; (ii)

the computation of the screening parameters; (iii) the final Koopmans calculation followed, in

the SC approach, by the unfolding procedure described in Section 5.1.1. Many efforts have

been put into the automatization of the Koopmans workflow, which is now fully handled by a

Python package [121], based on the atomic simulation environment (ASE) [122]. Below, we

describe in detail the various steps of the workflow for the two approaches, while a schematic

representation is showed in Fig. 5.2.

KCP code and finite-differences workflow

The finite-differences approach is based on the KCP implementation of Koopmans functionals,

where KCP stands for Koopmans-CP. This name stems from the fact that the Koopmans code

was originally implemented (for technical reasons) within an old version of the Car-Parrinello

(CP) code of the QUANTUM ESPRESSO (QE) distribution [123, 124], although no part related

to the proper CP molecular dynamics technique is normally used. KCP allows performing

spin-polarized calculations with both the KI and KIPZ functionals; also, it contains a direct

energy minimization algorithm – this is based on the conjugate-gradient and steepest-descent

techniques, coupled with an implementation of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method

– which is used to determine self-consistently the variational orbitals of the system. Besides,

the ODD character of the energy gradient makes the minimization procedure much heavier

with respect to standard DFT codes in terms of computational time and memory, due to the

need to compute and store all the different orbital-dependent potentials. KCP is a Γ-only code,

which means that all the calculations are performed using the SC method. This is actually

convenient in Koopmans functionals, where large unit cells are needed to reach a sufficient

orbitals’ localization (see discussion in Section 4.1), and represents the only way to compute

the screening parameters by means of the finite-differences method.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the workflows for the (a) SC-based finite-differences
approach and the (b) PC-based linear response approach, using PBE as base DFT functional.

A standard workflow for periodic systems using the finite-differences approach starts from

a DFT calculation using the LDA or PBE functional, followed by a Wannierization of the KS

states. The KS-DFT calculation is carried out with the plane-waves (PW) code of QE, whereas

the Wannier functions minimizing the spread functional of Eq. (4.10) – i.e. the MLWFs – are

obtained from the Wannier90 code [125]. The computed WFs are then used to initialize the

first Koopmans calculation using a set of trial screening parameters {α(0)
i }, which are usually

taken as the inverse of the dielectric constant (see Section 3.1.3). In the past, the initial KS-DFT

calculation and the WFs were computed in an identical SC setup (same supercell and same

energy cutoff) used then in KCP, in order to be consistent2 with the input wave functions

expected by the KCP code. The problem with this strategy is that the resulting MLWFs would

generally break the translation property (4.5) with respect to the PC’s lattice vectors. The

Γ-only calculations reported in Ref. [17] were not affected by this issue, whereas it became

crucial in this work to find a way around it in order to recover the compliance with Bloch’s

theorem and be able to compute PC band structures. That was done by computing the MLWFs

starting from a PC calculation with a sampling of the BZ commensurate to the SC used later

on – in this way the resulting WFs would satisfy Eq. (4.5) by construction – and then unfolding

such WFs from the PC to the SC. The procedure to extend the WFs from the PC to the SC was

implemented within a private version of the QE pw2wannier90 code.

Once the initialization step is concluded, two different directions can be taken: a non-self-

consistent road, where the computed MLWFs are taken as variational orbitals with no further

2We remark that the philosophy of QE is that of expressing any wave functionψ(r ) (as well as the other quantities
of interest, such as the potentials, kinetic energy, etc.) as a linear combination of PWs, meaning that ψ is described
in terms of its Fourier components, {ψ(G)}. Since the set of G-vectors is fully defined by the geometry of the cell
and by the energy cutoff, the G-vectors, and so the Fourier components of ψ, are different between PC and SC.
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optimization, or a self-consistent road, where the MLWFs are the starting point for the energy

minimization which brings to the actual self-consistent variational orbitals. For KI calculations,

where the ground-state density is the same of the underlying DFT functional – this corresponds

also to the density given by the computed WFs – the default strategy is represented by the

first option (followed also in this thesis); alternatively, given the interpretation of the KI

functional as a KIPZ functional with a vanishingly small PZ term (see paragraph at the end

of Section 3.1.4), the self-consistent variational orbitals can be obtained via an inner loop

only minimization of the energy functional (no outer loop since we do not need to update

the total density). For KIPZ calculations, since also the ground-state density changes, the

variational orbitals are normally computed self-consistently via a combined outer-inner loop

minimization. In this thesis we often report also results obtained from a perturbative KIPZ

(pKIPZ) approach: essentially, this consists of a KIPZ calculation where the variational orbitals,

as well as the screening parameters, are taken from a prior KI calculation.

After the variational orbitals have been obtained, the orbital-dependent screening parameters

are computed. As discussed in Section 3.1.3, these are obtained performing constrained self-

consistent calculations where the selected orbital is each time kept frozen, and its occupation

is set to zero (for occupied states) or to one (for empty states). This allows to calculate the

energy difference ∆E KC
i appearing in Eq. (3.20) which, together with the expectation values of

the DFT and Koopmans Hamiltonians over the frozen orbital, represent all the ingredients

needed to computeαi . We point out that in this phase, finite-size corrections are introduced in

order to account for the spurious interactions between the periodic replicas of the introduced

electric charge. Details about this aspect are given in Section 5.1.3.

Finally, we perform a conclusive Koopmans calculation with the computed screening parame-

ters. The resulting Hamiltonian is then unfolded to the PC and interpolated along a chosen

path in the BZ; its eigenvalues provide the band structure of the system.

KCW code and DFPT workflow

The KCW code (standing for Koopmans-Compliant Wannier method) contains a primitive cell

implementation of Koopmans functionals (only for the KI functional, for the moment), where

the screening parameters are computed from DFPT for a second-order approximation of the

Koopmans correction terms [19]. As for the standard KI workflow in the finite-differences

approach, MLWFs are taken as a guess for the variational orbitals. The workflow then is pretty

much the same of the one depicted for the finite-differences approach, with the only caveat of

the different method for the computation of {αi }. Also, the absence of a “PC to SC transition”

prevents the need for an unfolding technique to extend the WFs to the SC first, and to unfold

the Koopmans Hamiltonian back to the PC after.

Since the release of the version 7.1 of QE (June 2022), KCW is officially part of the QE package

suite. On the other hand, KCP, as well as the Python package handling the workflows, are part

of a private repository which will be soon released [121].
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5.1.3 Finite-size corrections

In periodic boundary conditions, calculations performed on charged systems require ac-

counting for the spurious interactions between the introduced electric charge and its periodic

replicas. Given the slow decay of the Coulomb potential, the size of the cell required to kill such

self-interactions is usually impracticable – even though, for quasi-metallic systems the dielec-

tric screening of the material often damps sufficiently the electrostatic potential generated by

a localized charge – and demands for a different treatment of these finite-size effects. Several

methods have been developed in the past years to tackle this problem [126, 127, 128, 129, 130];

here we followed the strategy proposed by Makov and Payne (MP), who computed the electro-

static energy of a point charge in a cubic system [131]:

E = E pbc(L)+ q2α

2L
+ 2πqQ

3L3 +O (L−5), (5.8)

where E pbc, is the electrostatic energy of the point-charge in periodic boundary conditions

embodying the interaction with the replicas, L is the side of the cubic cell, q is the charge, and

Q is the quadrupole moment – if the introduced charge has a density ρc(r ), the quadrupole is

defined as Q = ∫
drρc(r )r 2. In this contextα represents the Madelung constant which is given

for any cubic lattice; here, α is calculated during the Koopmans workflow via a technique

resembling the Ewald summation, which allows to compute a MP-like first-order correction

also for non-cubic systems. In a dielectric medium, the natural extension of Eq. (5.8) includes

the dielectric constant and reads as (a generalization to non-isotropic systems can be found in

Ref. [132])

E = E pbc(L)+ q2α

2εL
+ 2πqQ

3εL3 +O (L−5). (5.9)

Within the Koopmans workflow, the only part of the calculation that involves a system with

a net charge is during the computation of the screening parameters, by means of the finite-

differences method. The energy differences obtained by emptying (filling) an occupied (empty)

variational orbital are then corrected a posteriori in the following way:

E(N )−Ei (N −1) −→ E(N )−Ei (N −1)− q2α

2εL

Ei (N +1)−E(N ) −→ Ei (N +1)−E(N )+ q2α

2εL
,

(5.10)

where the quadrupole term of Eq. (5.8) has been excluded due to technical reasons (these are

linked to the difficulty to compute the quadrupole moment for a generic variational orbital).

When it was possible, the corrections of Eq. (5.10) were tested on the systems considered in this

thesis. Few examples of convergence studies for the first-order MP corrections are showed in

Fig. 5.3: the corrected and uncorrected energy differences, resulting from the emptying of one

of the occupied Wannier-like variational orbitals, were compared at increasing system’s sizes

for LiF, C, and Si. The difficulty of this study lies in the necessity of keeping the same Wannier

function when passing from one SC to another, in order to have a meaningful comparison
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: The bare (in red) and corrected (in green) [as in Eq. (5.9)] energy differences are
compared at different sizes for three prototypical systems: (a) a wide band gap insulator, i.e.
lithium fluoride, (b) a medium band gap semiconductor, i.e. diamond, and (c) a small band
gap material, i.e. silicon. The energies were computed at the PBE level, and for each system
the orbitals frozen were taken from the valence band.

between the energies at different system’s sizes. For LiF and C, we observe a consistency

between the corrected and uncorrected extrapolated energies at infinite distances; as expected,

the MP-corrected energies converge much more rapidly and justify the use of such corrections

as long as the considered orbitals are sufficiently localized. On the other hand, for systems

with a very small band gap like Si, the MP corrections poorly fail: this is not surprising, as in

these situations the assumption of MP of treating the added electron or hole as a point charge

is not sufficient to model the (Wannier-like) density of the corresponding electronic state. On

the bright side, for such systems, the screening of the material naturally damps the Coulomb

potential, and the residual energy coming from the interaction between the periodic replicas

is not very significant and can be neglected.
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5.2 Results and discussions

In this section we report the results obtained for a set of benchmark semiconductors and

insulators using the two approaches described in the previous section. The base DFT func-

tionals used in these calculations are PBE, for the finite-differences approach, and LDA, for

the linear response approach. As for QE’s implementation of DFT, we take advantage of the

pseudopotential method to model the electron-ion interactions: more specifically, we used

the optimized norm-conserving Vanderbilt pseudopotentials [133, 134] taken from the SG15

[135] and DOJO [136] libraries. For the elemental compounds, the energy cutoffs have been

chosen from the convergence studies provided by the standard solid state pseudopotentials

precision protocol [137], while for the five binary compounds the cutoff was chosen by con-

verging the KS-DFT band gap within 5 meV. Unless specified otherwise, the employed k-point

Monkhorst-Pack grids to sample the BZ (thus the sizes of the SCs used in the finite-differences

approach) were 4×4×4.

The band structure of Si, C, BN, Ge, GaAs, MgO, and LiF, computed with the finite-differences

approach, are showed in Section 5.2.1, whereas in Section 5.2.2 we report the band structure

of GaAs and ZnO as obtained from the linear response approach. All the materials have been

modeled using their stable experimental structure under standard conditions of temperature

and pressure: cubic rock-salt for MgO and LiF, hexagonal wurtzite for ZnO, and diamond (or

zincblende) for all the rest. Experimental values for the lattice constants have been taken from

Ref. [138] or from the inorganic crystal structure database (ICSD) [139].

5.2.1 Finite differences

In order to avoid ambiguity in the choice of MLWFs mixing different subspaces, we relied on

the projected density-of-states to select the “physically motivated” initial projections. For

covalent semiconductors like Si, C, Ge and GaAs, where the s and p orbitals contribute more

or less equally in the energy range corresponding to the valence bands, the natural choice

is that of sp3 orbitals. In the case of GaAs and Ge, where d semicore states are present, the

Wannierization procedure gave rise to two sets of well distinguished groups of MLWFs (d-like

and sp3-bonding orbitals); however, for Ge we observed an unphysical mixing of the two types

of orbitals. In this case, the two subsets of isolated valence bands were Wannierized separately

in order to preserve the natural atomic character of the orbitals and to not mix Bloch functions

corresponding to bands well separated in energy. This selection of the WFs follows also that

of orbitalets used by Li et al. [102], where the optimal orbitals are chosen via a localization

procedure both in space and energy. A similar situation is observed in BN, MgO and LiF: s and

p atomic orbitals contribute to separate ranges of energy and, for this reason, the hybridized

choice sp3 was considered “less” physical. In all cases, the KIPZ minimization reshapes the

orbitals while maintaining the same atomic-like character.
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(a) Si: KI (b) Si: KIPZ

(c) C: KI (d) C: KIPZ

(e) BN: KI (f) BN: KIPZ

Si C BN

occupied sp3 sp3 N: s, p

empty sp3 sp3 B: s, p

Figure 5.4: Band structure of Si, C, and BN: the red dots represent the PBE band structure calcu-
lated explicitly, while the blue lines are the interpolated PBE bands obtained with Wannier90;
the green lines give the interpolated KI and KIPZ bands. The zero of the energy was set at the
PBE Fermi level. At the bottom we report the initial atomic projectors for the Wannierization.
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(a) Ge: KI (b) Ge: KIPZ

(c) GaAs: KI (d) GaAs: KIPZ

Ge GaAs

occupied d , d , sp3 d , sp3

empty sp3 sp3

Figure 5.5: As per Fig. 5.4, here we show the band structures of Ge and GaAs obtained from the
KI and KIPZ functionals.

We report in Figs. 5.4 to 5.6 the band structures for bulk Si, C-diamond, BN, Ge, GaAs, MgO, and

LiF. The Koopmans correction is very smooth with respect to k , thereby applying an almost

constant shift (different for each group of bands) to the KS-DFT bands. As a consequence, the

major contribution to the dispersion of the energy in k-space comes from the DFT part; in

order to distinguish between possible variations due to a flawed interpolation or effectively

caused by the KC correction, we report also the interpolated DFT band structure. This has been

obtained using the Wannier90 code, that applies the same interpolation method explained in

Section 5.1.1 to the DFT Hamiltonian only.
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Chapter 5. Band structures of semiconductors and insulators

(a) MgO: KI (b) MgO: KIPZ

(c) LiF: KI (d) LiF: KIPZ

MgO LiF

occupied Mg: s, p / O: s, p Li: s, F: s, p

empty Mg: s / O: s, p Li: s, F: s

Figure 5.6: As per Fig. 5.4, here we show the band structures of MgO and LiF obtained from
the KI and KIPZ functionals.
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PBE QSGW̃ KI pKIPZ KIPZ Exp-ZPR ZPR

Si 0.55 1.24 1.23 1.22 1.24 1.22 −0.05

Ge 0.06 0.81 0.88 0.85 0.88 0.78 −0.04

GaAs 0.50 1.61 1.58 1.54 1.55 1.57 −0.05

C 4.16 5.90 6.84 6.87 6.94 5.86 −0.36

BN 4.52 6.59 7.25 7.09 7.15 6.62 −0.42

MgO 4.73 8.30 8.87 8.68 9.04 8.47 [79] −0.64

LiF 9.15 14.50 15.58 15.13 15.36 15.35 [79] −1.15 [140]

Table 5.1: Fundamental band gaps (in eV) as obtained from the three Koopmans flavours
mentioned above, using the finite-differences approach. The values for Ge and GaAs are
corrected by 0.1 eV due to spin-orbit coupling. The QSGW̃ values are taken from Refs. [9, 79].
If not specified otherwise, the experimental band gaps and the corresponding corrections due
to zero-point renormalization (ZPR) are taken, respectively, from Refs. [138] and [141].

The calculated band gaps are reported in Table 5.1, where we see that in most of the cases

the agreement with the experiment is remarkable. In the case of diamond, all the Koopmans

flavours significantly overestimate the gap by about 1 eV. The reason might be related to the

high degree of localization of the variational orbitals (see Table 5.2) that generally results in

larger Koopmans corrections. We observe that, with respect to the other covalent semicon-

ductors, the shift of the conduction bands of diamond is much larger. Using a different type

of orbitals, e.g. starting from separate s- and p-like WFs, reduces the band gap, thanks to the

smaller localization of the orbitals; however, this requires further study and justification, and

it is not considered in this work. This case also unveils one of the limitations of the Koopmans

approach: while the occupied variational orbitals are unambiguously defined as those that

minimize the total energy, for the empty orbitals no analogous criterion exists. Here, the use

of MLWFs represents a reasonable but nevertheless heuristic choice.

For Si, Ge, GaAs and BN the agreement with previously published Koopmans results [17] is

within 0.1 eV. In the other cases the disagreement is probably due to the differences in the

WFs used. We remark that, in Ref. [17], the whole procedure took place entirely within a

supercell approach: the MLWFs were obtained from supercell Γ-sampling calculations where

occupied empty

Si 6.219 2.980

Ge 5.757 3.120

GaAs 6.068 3.093

C 9.344 5.925

BN 8.407 / 7.714 4.681 / 5.313

Table 5.2: Hartree self-energies (in eV) of the (occupied and empty) MLWFs for the four
covalent semiconductors and for BN.
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PBE QSGW KI KIPZ Exp

Si

Γ1v → Γ′25v 11.96 12.04 11.96 12.09 12.5(6)

X4v → Γ′25v 2.84 2.99 2.84 2.86 2.9

L1v → Γ′25v 6.96 7.18 6.96 7.04 6.8(2)

L′
2v → Γ′25v 9.63 9.79 9.63 9.74 9.3(4)

Γ′25v → Γ15c 2.56 3.35 3.24 3.26 3.35(1)

Γ′25v → Γ′2c 3.33 4.08 4.00 4.01 4.15(1)

Γ′25v → X1c 0.69 1.44 1.36 1.37 1.13

Γ′25v → L1c 1.51 2.27 2.18 2.19 2.04(6)

Γ′25v → L3c 3.33 4.24 3.99 4.00 3.9(1)

GaAs

〈εd 〉 14.9 17.6 16.9 17.7 18.9

LiF

〈ε1s(Li)〉 40.8 – 46.2 47.1 49.8

〈ε2s(F)〉 19.5 – 20.2 21.0 23.9

Table 5.3: In the upper part we report the energy differences (in eV) for Si at special symmetry
points in the BZ, wrt to the top of the valence band (Γ′25v ). The results from GW calculations
and the experimental values are taken, respectively, from Refs. [142] and [138]. The central part
of the table contains the average position of the d-bands of GaAs; in this case the experimental
and theoretical (self-consistent GW ) values are taken from Ref. [79]. At the bottom we report
the position of the 1s bands of Li and 2s bands of F in LiF; experimental values are taken from
Ref. [143].

the additional degrees of freedom can give rise to qualitatively different Wannier functions.

In fact, while in the supercell approach there is no constraint on the unitary transformation

connecting Wannier and Bloch functions, in the primitive cell approach the unitary transfor-

mation is a block-diagonal (over k) matrix and so the mixing is different in the two approaches.

This difference is even more marked when dealing with empty states: the presence of an

entangled group of bands calls for a disentanglement procedure in order to define the Wannier

functions, namely the selection of an optimal subset of Bloch states. This procedure is also

k-dependent, thus the optimal set of Bloch functions selected in the supercell and primitive

cell (even when the same energy windows are used) is generally different.

With regard to the rest of the spectrum, by looking at Figs. 5.4 to 5.6 we see that the main effect

of the Koopmans correction is a shift of the DFT band groups – downward for the valence,

upward for the conduction – that is quite smooth with respect to k , and fairly constant for

bands corresponding to orbitals with the same chemical character. In principle, the only

situation where the correction consists of a rigid shift of the bands is for the case of the KI

potential acting on equivalent occupied states. From Eq. (B.12), we know that the KI potential

for the occupied states is scalar, thus its representation on the variational orbitals yields a
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diagonal matrix. When the occupied orbitals have all the same character, which is for instance

the case of the sp3 orbitals in Si or C, the KI potential reduces to a multiple of the identity

and the correction is a simple shift applied to all the DFT eigenvalues. On the other hand,

in the presence of valence orbitals with a different character – e.g. sp3 and d orbitals in

GaAs – although still diagonal, the KI potential is not anymore a multiple of the identity

matrix and the effect of the correction is non-trivial. This becomes even more pronounced

for the potential acting on the empty states or for the KIPZ potential: because of the presence

of space-dependent terms, the matrix representation of the potential is non-diagonal and

the Koopmans correction can affect also the bandwidth as well as the inter- and intra-band

distances. Yet, the effect of these off-diagonal elements is minor: in a localized representation,

such as that of the variational orbitals, and because of the local nature of the Koopmans

Hamiltonian, the dominant matrix elements are diagonal, whereas the contribution from the

off-diagonal matrix elements is second-order.

Finally, in Table 5.3 we can see that for Si the relative distance between valence bands (first

block of points), well described already at the PBE level, is not modified by the KI correction.

The second block of points shows the energies which are different from the fundamental band

gap: the remarkable agreement with the results from photoemission experiments, and not

only with the first ionization energies, further emphasizes the capability of KC functionals in

predicting the full band structure.

5.2.2 DFPT

Here, we report the results obtained with the PC implementation of the KI functional for

two systems: gallium arsenide and zinc oxide [19]. The first system allows for a comparison

between the finite-differences approach, which uses the full expressions of ΠKI
i [given by

Eq. (3.11) and the linear response approach, based on a second-order approximation of the KI

correction terms [given by Eq. (3.27)]. The second system instead highlights the advantages

of this recently developed PC-based implementation, which makes more feasible to deal

with complex systems: the PC of ZnO contains about 2 to 3 times more (pseudo-)electrons

than the previously considered systems which, in the SC approach, brings to an increased

computational load of one to two orders of magnitudes (for the supercells considered in this

work).

In Fig. 5.7, we report the band structure of GaAs as obtained from the two approaches, using

an identical setup (same MLWFs and same parameters). When applying the KI correction on

top of the LDA functional, the second-order approximation does not seem to affect results

– this is not always the case, as there are systems, such as LiF, for which the second-order

approximation of KI@LDA deviates from the full functional, as showed in Ref. [19] – whereas

when starting from PBE there are significative differences in the empty bands, as well as in the

deep flat bands coming from the d-states of Ga. The second-order approximation brings to

different expressions for the screening parameters and for the Koopmans Hamiltonian which,
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(a) (b)

LDA PBE

Eg 〈εd 〉 Eg 〈εd 〉
KI full 1.74 -17.8 1.68 -16.9

KI 2nd 1.75 -17.8 2.02 -17.4

Figure 5.7: KI band structure of GaAs as calculated with the (full) finite-differences and the
(second-order) linear response approach, using (a) LDA-based and (b) PBE-based functionals.
At the bottom we report the numerical results (in eV) for the band gap (for the sake of com-
parison, we did not include any renormalizations due to zero-point motion and spin-orbit
coupling) and for Ga d-bands.

in principle, could become significant for systems that are not dominated by the Hartree and

self-Hartree terms – we recall that the Hartree energy depends quadratically on the density and,

therefore, it is exact at the second-order. For such systems the contribution from the exchange-

correlation energy, as well as from the orbital xc self-energies, could become important and

the truncation of such terms could lead to the discrepancies described above. Understanding

whether such differences impact more the screening parameters, or the Koopmans Hamil-

tonian (or both), is not trivial and definitely deserves some further investigations. Yet, the

possibility of performing self-consistent calculations using approximation-free Koopmans

functionals in any flavors, highlights the importance of the KCP implementation.

Zinc oxide is a transition metal oxide which, at ambient conditions, crystallizes in a hexagonal
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(a) (b) (c)

LDA HSE GW0 scGW̃ KI Exp

Eg 0.79 2.79 3.0 3.2 3.62 3.60

〈εd 〉 -5.1 -6.1 -6.4 -6.7 -6.9 -7.5/8.0

Figure 5.8: Band structure of ZnO calculated at different level of theory: LDA (left panel),
HSE (middle panel) and KI (right panel). Shaded areas highlight valence (light blue) and
conduction (light red) manifolds. The experimental values for the band gap and for the energy
position of Zn d-states are represented by the dashed green line and by the dashed red line,
respectively. In the table we report the values for the band gap and for the average position
of the Zn d-bands. As in Table 5.1, we subtracted the ZPR (-0.16 eV for ZnO [144]) to the
experimental band gap. GW and experimental values were taken from Ref. [79].

wurtzite structure; it is well known that ZnO is a challenging system for Green’s function

theory [145, 146], thus it represents a particularly relevant system for Koopmans functionals.

In Fig. 5.8, we show the band structure calculated at different levels of theory together with a

comparison with experimental results. The bands around the gap are dominated by the oxygen

2p states in the valence, and the Zn 4s states in the conduction with some contribution from O

2p and 2s. At LDA level, the band gap is dramatically underestimated when compared to the

experimental value. This underestimation is even more severe than in semiconductors with

similar electronic structure and band gap, like e.g. GaN, and has been related to the repulsion

and hybridization of the oxygen p- and zinc d-states [147, 148]. In fact, at LDA level, the bands

coming from Zn d-states lie below the O 2p valence bands, but are too high in energy, resulting

in upwards repulsion of the valence band maximum, and in an exaggerated reduction of the

band gap [148]. Here, we also compared the band structure calculated from the HSE hybrid

functional, which pushes the d-states down in energy and opens up the band gap improving

the agreement with the experimental values. The KI functional moves in the same direction

and further reduces the discrepancies with the experiment, providing an overall satisfactory

description of the electronic structure, in excellent agreement with the experiment.
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It is important to mention that in this case a different choice was made for the non-self-

consistent variational orbitals, represented by the so-called projected Wannier functions. These

are the WFs resulting from the projection (and the reorthonormalization) of the KS states

onto the provided initial atomic-like orbitals and, for the empty states, from the additional

– and, usually, unavoidable – disentanglement procedure. No minimization of the spread

functional is then applied, which allows obtaining WFs that reflect the atomic-like character

of the bands. This choice is actually consistent with the strategy discussed in Section 5.2.1 for

the construction of the WFs: if on one hand they should be as localized as possible, in order to

have non-trivial Koopmans corrections, on the other they should not spread excessively in the

energy domain. In ZnO, as a consequence of the entanglement of valence bands with different

atomic characters, the maximal localization procedure brings about an unwanted mixing,

or hybridization, of the KS states and a consequent deterioration of the results. Besides,

we highlight that the WFs resulting from the simple projection of the KS states are already

sufficiently localized to have effective Koopmans corrections.

5.3 Conclusions

Koopmans spectral functionals showed remarkable results for the prediction of the quasiparti-

cle energies of crystalline periodic systems, proving to be one of the best methods for electronic

band structure calculations. The finite-differences SC-based approach allows performing fully

self-consistent calculations with any flavors of Koopmans functionals, although it requires an

unfolding procedure to reconstruct the band structure within the BZ. On the other hand, the

linear response PC-based approach allows for KI calculations on top of (maximally localized)

Wannier functions, while resorting to a second-order approximation of the KI correction terms.

Such approximation showed, in some cases, discrepancies with the full approach which can

be traced back to the different expressions for the screening parameters and for the Koopmans

Hamiltonian, and definitely deserve more attention. The greater simplicity and computational

feasibility of this approach with respect to Green’s function-based methods, together with

the high accuracy of KI results (comparable to state-of-the-art MBPT methods), makes KCW
an ideal candidate for large-scale band structure calculations. Moreover, given the recent

developments in the automatization of the Wannierization procedure [149, 150], KCW could

be coupled to these methods and provide a reliable and efficient tool for high-throughput

band structure calculations. Besides, the KCP implementation remains the most rigorous

approach, as it overcomes the errors due to the second-order approximation and supports

KIPZ calculations too, and it should be preferred whenever the circumstances demand for

calculations with Koopmans functionals at the best of their possibilities.

All the information and the data needed to reproduce the results discussed in this chapter, can

be found on the Materials Cloud Archive [151, 152].
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6 Impurity levels of point defects

In this chapter, we present the preliminary study of defect levels in semiconductors with

Koopmans spectral functionals. After a brief motivation section, we discuss the two schemes

used to compute the energy of the defect levels appearing within the band gap of the pristine

material. Finally, we present the first results obtained for the neutral (EL2), and positively

charged defect levels in gallium arsenide when one of the gallium atoms is replaced by an

arsenic (As-antisite). This section represents a work in progress, and is part of the future

developments following this thesis’ work.
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6.1 Motivation

Many properties of materials are strongly influenced by the presence of impurities and point

defects. Electrical and optical properties of semiconductors can be either quenched or stim-

ulated as a consequence of the presence of defects. In extrinsic semiconductors, the hole

and electron conductivities can be finely controlled by tuning the concentration of p-type

impurity atoms – also called acceptors, as they trap an electron and free a hole close to the

top of the valence band – and n-type impurity atoms – also called donors, as they release an

electron at the bottom of the conduction band. On the other hand, the presence of defect

centers can also have a reversed effect and trap charge carriers in localized states, as for gold

impurities in silicon [153], thereby decreasing the conductivity of the material. More recently,

the properties of impurity centers have been considered also in the context of quantum infor-

mation, since they can represent optimal systems for quantum communication: the renowned

nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond is one of them [154], as it provides a very coherent

optical transition that can be exploited to create an entangled state (a qubit of information). It

is apparent, that many modern electronic and optoelectronic devices, are somehow affected

by the presence of defects – negatively, or positively. Understanding and being able to properly

simulate such effects, is then an extremely relevant topic in computational materials science.

To test the performances of Koopmans functionals for the prediction of the position of impurity

levels in semiconductors, we considered the EL2 defect in gallium arsenide. The EL2 defect

has been for many years a pivotal research topic due to its influence on the electrical and

optical properties of GaAs, and for its appearance during the growth process of melt GaAs,

despite the total absence of any doping elements. It was observed experimentally that the

EL2 concentration increases with the stoichiometry ratio of the elemental species As/Ga

[155], which hinted at a connection with arsenic. Whether the EL2 defect is associated with a

substitutional As-antisite – taking the place of a Ga-vacancy – or with a complex of As-antisite

with As-interstitials, was object of debate for a while; today, the interpretation of the simple

As-antisite (AsGa) impurity is commonly accepted. The EL2 defect level is then given by the

presence of a neutral As-antisite and lies 0.75 meV below the bottom of the conduction band

[155, 156, 157]. The positively charged state (As+Ga) lies instead 0.54 meV above the top of the

valence band. Given the simple nature of this defect – the neutral As-antisite defect state is a

fully symmetric (A1) singlet – and the excellent description of the band structure of GaAs from

Koopmans functionals (see Chapter 5), the AsGa represents a perfect test case.

6.2 Theoretical schemes

In a mean-field approach, the Schrödinger equation of a crystalline material, whose translation

symmetry is broken by the presence of some point defect (substitutional or interstitial atoms,

vacancies, dislocations, etc.), reads as

−1

2
∇2ψ+ (

V +Ud
)
ψ= Eψ, (6.1)
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Γ X

VBM

CBM

E
T2

A1

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Impurity states emerging in As-doped silicon. On the left, we show the three shallow
energy levels forming within the band gap: a singlet (A1) at 53.8 meV below the conduction
band minimum, a triplet (T2) at 32.7 meV, and a doublet (E) at 31.3 meV. On the right, we
show an isosurface of the orbital density of the A1 defect state in a supercell containing 1024
atoms.

where V is the periodic crystal potential, and Ud is the potential due to the presence of the

impurity. Depending on the spatial extension of the wave function ψ, two different regimes

can be identified. When the wave function spreads over the lattice, the potential Ud is much

smaller than the crystal potential, thus can be treated as a small perturbation; this is the case

of shallow impurity states. Instead, whenψ is localized in a small region surrounding the point

defect, the impurity potential becomes dominant in that region and is the crystal potential

that can be treated perturbatively; this is the case of deep – tightly bound – defect states. The

energy levels arising within the material’s band gap, upon the formation of a shallow defect

state, are usually located very close to the band edges, whereas the levels associated to deep

states are much more bound and sit around mid-gap.

For shallow impurities (Ud ¿V ), the zeroth-order Hamiltonian is that of the pristine material,

therefore it is natural to represent the electronic states with Bloch functions. Historically, this

type of impurities have been studied by means of the effective-mass equation, and in the

Kohn-Luttinger formulation [158] – where Ud is modeled via a dielectrically screened Coulomb

potential – the predictions of the shallow donor states of silicon are in good agreement with

the experiment. One of the issues with the effective-mass equation, is that it totally misses

the level splitting due to the breaking of the point symmetry of the unit cell (caused by the

presence of the impurity). If we consider for instance As-doped Si, the symmetry passes from

Oh to the smaller group Td , and the six-fold degenerate conduction band minimum (CBM)

splits into three groups of levels (as showed in Fig. 6.1). First-principles methods usually

embody all the symmetries of the system, and indeed the spectrum obtained, e.g., at the DFT
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level, predicts the correct splitting of the energy levels. Problem is that the size of the supercell

required to contain the density of a shallow defect state, can rapidly become unfeasible – in

As-doped Si it was showed that DFT results converge only for about 104-atom supercells [159].

For such systems, DFT represents the only possible first-principles approach, however, the

intrinsic incapability of describing the electronic energies via the KS eigenvalues, demands for

higher-level methods. Besides, it is worth to mention that schemes that include a posteriori

corrections of the KS eigenvalues, showed a remarkable accuracy in the prediction of the

shallow donor states of silicon [159, 160].

Deep defect states are instead more easy to tackle from a computational point of view. The

dominant character of the impurity potential (Ud À V ) in the region of the defect center,

favors the localization of the wave function. The supercells used to model this type of defects

contain an order of 102 atoms, which makes calculations with advanced electronic-structure

methods more feasible. In the following we report two possible approaches to the problem,

used mainly in the context of hybrid functionals and Green’s function methods, and see how

those can be employed in the context of Koopmans functionals.

6.2.1 The formation energy approach

The formation energy of a defect within a solid, is defined as the work required to pass from

the pristine material to the system containing the impurity [161]. For a defect in the charge

state q , the formation energy reads as

E f
d (q) = E tot

d (q)−E tot
bulk −

∑
i

niµi +q (εF +εv +∆V ) , (6.2)

where E tot
d (q) and E tot

bulk are the total energies of the system with the defect and of the pristine

material; ni is the number of atoms of species i added to, or removed from the pristine system;

εF, εv and ∆V are the Fermi energy, the top of the valence band, and the potential alignment

between the pristine material and that containing the defect. The presence of εv is due to the

convention of referring the Fermi energy with respect to the top of the valence band.

At the DFT level, the binding energy of a defect state is defined as the transition energy

between two different charge states. In this picture, the Fermi energy represents the energy of

the electronic reservoir, that can be tuned in order to identify the most stable configuration.

As showed in Fig. 6.2, the transition between two different charge states q and q ′ occurs when

two formation energy curves cross each other: the intersection point provides the energy of

the impurity state, ε(q/q ′). The expression for ε(q/q ′) is then given by the solution of the

equation for εF fulfilling the condition E tot
d (q) = E tot

d (q ′) [162]:

ε(q/q ′) = E tot
d (q)−E tot

d (q ′)
q ′−q

−εv −∆V. (6.3)
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Figure 6.2: Defect formation energies for different charge states (q = 0 green, q = +1 blue,
q =+2 red) as a function of the Fermi energy. In this example, reproducing qualitatively the

trend of E f
d for the As-antisite in GaAs, the continuous piecewise-linear line gives the most

stable configuration. Two transitions, each of them involving the loss of an electron, occur at
the crossing points between two formation energy curves.

In order to solve Eq. (6.3), we need to: (i) compute the total energies of the system with the

impurity in the two charge states q and q ′, (ii) calculate the band structure of the pristine

material (or at least determine the energy of the top of the valence band), and (iii) align the

energy reference of the system with and without defect. The potential alignment can be

performed by comparing the planar averages of the electrostatic potential in a region far from

the defect; alternatively, one can compute other quantities that are supposed to match in the

bulk region, such as the expectation value of the crystal Hamiltonian over a Wannier function

(again, localized in a region which, ideally, is unaffected by the presence of the impurity). We

highlight that when computing total energies in charged systems, finite-size effects must be

properly accounted for (see Section 5.1.3).

Any approach able to compute the quantities involved in Eq. (6.3) can be used, in princi-

ple, to calculate the energy of defect states. In the framework of DFT one usually resorts

to local or semi-local functionals or, for more accurate predictions, to hybrid functionals.

Koopmans functionals can be also used in this context. For the KI functional, whose energy at

integer particle numbers equals that of the underlying DFT functional, this strategy is quite

straightforward: the total energies can be computed at the DFT level, whereas the band edges

can be obtained from a KI calculation. Indeed, as we saw both in theory (Chapter 3) and in

the results obtained here (Chapter 5) and in previous works [17, 16], Koopmans functionals

provide individual corrections to the orbital energies, meaning that they predict the absolute
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position of the quasiparticle energies (and not just the relative shift). In this way, computing

the energy of impurity levels requires KI calculations only for the pristine material. At the

KIPZ level, the underlying functional is the (screened) PZ functional, which should be then

used to compute total energies. However, in first approximation, one could still compute

the energy differences from a standard density-functional, and apply shift of the band edges

computed from a KIPZ calculation. This approach is particularly effective in systems where

the defect state is localized: in these cases the delocalization error is minimized, and the total

energies computed from local or semi-local functionals and from hybrid approaches – and,

presumably, from the PZ functional – are very similar [157].

6.2.2 The quasiparticle approach

For methods whose orbital energies reproduce accurately quasiparticle excitations, the posi-

tion of defect states for a charge-transition from q to q +1 can be computed as [162]

ε(q/q +1) = [
E(q +1,Rq )−E(q,Rq )

]+ [
E(q +1,Rq+1)−E(q +1,Rq )

]
. (6.4)

The first term between square brackets represents the unrelaxed ionization energy (Rq is the

equilibrium geometry for the system with charge q), whereas the effects due to structural

relaxations, following the electron or hole removal processes, are accounted for via the second

term. The energy of the defect state can be evaluated from Eq. (6.4) when MBPT methods,

such as the GW approximation, are employed, in combination with a DFT computation

of the structural relaxation energy. We highlight that, as an alternative to MBPT, similar

calculations were carried out with remarkable results using the PZ functional [163]. In this

context, also Koopmans functionals are perfectly suitable since they directly provide the

charged excitations of the system. Differently from the approach based on the formation

energy, here the Koopmans calculation must be performed for the system embedding the

impurity, which generally is computationally more demanding. On the other hand, it possibly

provides a more complete treatment of the problem, as it accounts for effects that are not

considered by the approach described in the previous section – such as the different shift of

the band edges in the system with and without the defect.

6.3 Results and discussions

In this section we show the preliminary results obtained by means of the two procedures

described in the previous section. As mentioned earlier, the defect levels considered in this

work come from the As-antisite in GaAs: in the notation introduced ealier, the neutral AsGa

defect level (EL2) is given by ε(+1/0), while the positively charged As+Ga is given by ε(+2/+1).

Starting from the formation energy approach, we compared the results obtained from Koop-

mans functionals with Komsa and Pasquarello [157], who considered different types of hybrid

functionals: HSE, PBE0, tHSE, and tPBE0, where in the last two hybrids the mixing parameters
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PBE HSE PBE0 tHSE tPBE0 KI pKIPZ KIPZ Exp

ε(+1/0) 0.349 0.737 1.076 0.916 0.884 1.006 0.916 0.931 0.77

ε(+2/+1) -0.021 0.341 0.657 0.507 0.476 0.636 0.546 0.561 0.54

Figure 6.3: Comparison of the ε(+1/0) and ε(+2/+1) defect states (in eV) of As-antisite in
GaAs, calculated from different hybrid functionals [157] and from the three Koopmans flavors.
All the values are referred to the top of the valence band and include a correction of 0.1 eV due
to spin-orbit coupling. In the bar plot above, we report the relative errors for each method.

are tuned to match the experimental band gap. To focus on the electronic effects and avoid

any possible discrepancies coming from the differences in the structure or in the parameters

used in the calculations, we took the values for the PBE defect levels from Ref. [157]. In that

work, the total energies were computed on the HSE relaxed structure using the experimental

lattice parameter, and the finite-size effects were corrected by means of the method proposed

by Freysoldt et al. [129]. The energy of the defect states at the Koopmans level was then

computed by shifting the PBE band edges of the pristine GaAs, as obtained from a Koopmans

band structure calculation. The results are reported in Fig. 6.3. The EL2 defect level is slightly

overestimated, but the accuracy is comparable to that of optimally tuned hybrid functionals.

Once more, we remark that while in Ref. [157] the total energies were computed each time

at the hybrid level, the results obtained from Koopmans functionals rely simply on PBE total

energies. Regarding the charged As+Ga state, the results obtained from pKIPZ and KIPZ are in

perfect agreement with the experiment, and also KI shows a good accuracy.

PBE KI pKIPZ Exp

ε(+1/0) 0.05 0.63 0.59 0.77

Table 6.1: Energy (in eV) of the EL2 state of GaAs computed via the quasiparticle approach.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: Density distribution of the EL2 state: in (a) we show a particular isosurface which
highlights the expected tetrahedral symmetry of the wave function, and in (b) we show the
profile, along the [111]-direction, of the density for SCs of different sizes.

We then considered the “quasiparticle approach” and performed calculations of Koopmans

functionals directly on the SC containing the antisite arsenic. For the moment we report the

results only for the KI and pKIPZ functionals, as the KIPZ minimization brings to a possibly

nonphysical hybridization of the defect state with other variational orbitals, which requires a

more detailed analysis. As for standard band structure calculations, the variational orbitals

used for the two Koopmans flavors are Wannier functions; however, rather than employing

MLWFs, here we used projected WFs (see Section 5.2.2) resulting from the simple projection

of the KS Bloch states onto the selected atomic-like projectors. Moreover, the KS wave func-

tion corresponding to the defect state has not been modified when applying the Koopmans

correction, in order to avoid the unwanted mixing of this state with other electronic wave

functions. This is possible since, already at the PBE level, the orbital density of the defect

state is sufficiently localized in space to undergo a significant Koopmans correction. The

calculations were carried out only on the neutral system (access only to the EL2 state), using a

4×4×4 SC which, as showed in Fig. 6.4 seems to be sufficiently large to converge the density

of the defect state. The results are reported in Table 6.1, where the energy of the impurity state

corresponds to the separation between the eigenvalues corresponding to the defect state and

to the top of the valence band (as for the values reported in Fig. 6.3, εv was shifted up of 0.1 eV

due to spin-orbit effects). The energy due to structural relaxations – quantity given by the

second energy difference on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.4) – was computed at the PBE level,

and displayed a non-significant contribution (less than 0.01 eV).

For the EL2 state, the results obtained with Koopmans functionals seem to agree much more

with the experiment. Especially for the KI functional, this is somehow unexpected and in

the following we will try to explain why. As discussed in Chapter 3, the KI corrective term,

ΠKI
i , replaces the mistaken derivative of the underlying functional (PBE in this case) with a

linear term given by the constrained ∆SCF energy corresponding to the emptying (or filling)

of the i -th orbital [see, e.g., Eq. (3.6)]. In first approximation, the Koopmans eigenvalues

correspond then to a∆SCF energy computed at the level of the underlying functional, which is
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Figure 6.5: PBE HO eigenvalue corresponding to the EL2 defect state, for SCs of different size.
The fit was performed using the three-parameter function f (L) = a +b/L+ c/L3.

exactly the way we calculate the position of defect levels from the formation energy approach

[see Eq. (6.3)]. According to this line of reasoning, the two approaches should give similar

results. The differences observed might be due to several factors. One possibility is that the

off-diagonal elements of the Koopmans Hamiltonian – normally less important, given the

strong localized character of the variational orbitals – give a significant contribution, and

slightly modify the∆SCF value. We believe that in this specific case, where the wave function of

the defect state is unchanged when the KI correction is applied, the KI Hamiltonian is almost

block-diagonal, and the off-diagonal elements mixing the defect state with other orbitals

are all zero. The KI eigenvalue corresponding to the defect state is really equal to the PBE

∆SCF energy. Nevertheless, in general, there might be an effect due to the off-diagonal matrix

elements, especially for the pKIPZ and KIPZ functionals, and the comparison with the ∆SCF

might be less straightforward. Another source of discrepancy between the two approaches, is

given by the fact that the Koopmans correction shifts differently the band edges of the system

with defect, with respect to the pristine material. Already at the PBE level, the separation

between the band edges, i.e. the fundamental gap, is slightly modified (of about 10%) when

the impurity is inserted. Upon the application of the Koopmans correction, the shift of the

band edges is about 0.1 eV smaller than in the pristine system, which is not accounted for in

Eq. (6.3), and partially justifies the differences in the two results.

Ultimately, there might be a convergence issue. As showed in Fig. 6.5 the convergence of the KS

eigenvalue corresponding to the impurity state, is extremely slow with respect to the size of the

SC. This aspect is not yet understood as the convergence studies of the average electrostatic

potential, as well as the profile of the density of the defect state showed in Fig. 6.4, displayed

converged results already on the 4×4×4 SC. On the other hand, if the ∆SCF interpretation

of the Koopmans eigenvalues were to be correct, this convergence issue would probably be

avoided since, for localized defects, total energy differences converge much faster [157]. Yet,

a more detailed analysis of the behavior of Koopmans functionals in defect calculations is

required, in order to fully understand the differences between the formation energy and the

quasiparticle approach.
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To summarize, the formation energy approach allows to compute the energies of defect

levels in a very efficient way, which involves DFT calculations of total energies for the system

containing the impurity, and Koopmans band structure calculations for the pristine material.

In the case the As-antisite impurity in GaAs, the results displayed an accuracy comparable

to that of hybrid functionals for the EL2 state, and an almost perfect agreement with the

experiment for the positively charged state. The quasiparticle approach produced results

that are unexpectedly different from those obtained from the formation energy, but in much

better agreement with the experiment. The method is more complex in this case, as it requires

performing calculations with Koopmans functionals on the system with the defect, but it is

considered to be more rigorous, since it accounts for possible differences in the Koopmans

correction of the band edges. Besides, different components might play a role in this case, and

further studies are needed.
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In this work we explored and improved the applications of Koopmans spectral functionals

in the context of extended systems. More specifically, we first consolidated the theoretical

framework filling the gaps that hindered the use of Koopmans functionals in extended periodic

systems; secondly, we devised a scheme to overcome the technical difficulties and compute

the band structure of crystalline materials. Finally, we used the developed tools to carry out

band structure calculations on a set of benchmark semiconductors and insulators, which

confirmed the high accuracy of Koopmans spectral functionals in the prediction of the spectral

properties of materials.

The conceptual developments of this thesis include the proof of the validity of Bloch’s theorem

in the context of Koopmans functionals and, more generally, of orbital-density-dependent

functionals. While this aspect is trivially fulfilled by standard density-functional approaches,

in orbital-density-dependent methods the localized character of the orbitals brings to non-

periodic potentials whose compliance with Bloch’s theorem is less evident. Here we showed

that, with the assumption of a Wannier-like nature for the orbitals that minimize the energy

functional, Bloch’s theorem is still preserved, and a band structure description of the energy

spectrum is possible. As an aside, the reported proof required the introduction of a novel and

useful definition of the Koopmans Hamiltonian, that can be expressed as a single non-local

operator, rather than via a set of local and orbital-density-dependent Hamiltonians.

In order to perform band structure calculations, we developed two schemes that exploit again

the Wannier-like character of the variational orbitals: a first approach allows to unfold the

band structure from supercell Γ-only calculations, reconstructing the connection between

each energy eigenvalue and the correspondent k-point in the Brillouin zone; the second

method maps the problem into the primitive cell, and allows to compute the band structure

without the need of an unfolding procedure. Both methods were successfully used to calcu-

late the electronic bands of semiconductors and insulators, displaying an accuracy that is

comparable to that of state-of-the-art many-body perturbation theory methods. Ultimately,

for band structure calculations, the current implementations of Koopmans functionals, can

be considered as a “cheap”, yet accurate, alternative to more complex electronic-structure

methods.
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Possible future developments of Koopmans spectral functionals can be divided in three cat-

egories: theoretical aspects, technical improvements, and applications. At the theoretical

level, it would be interesting to get more insights about the actual meaning of the generalized

piecewise-linearity – or Koopmans’ – condition. Originally, Koopmans functionals were seen

as a method correcting the many-body self-interaction error, with the latter interpreted as a

deviation from the generalized piecewise-linearity condition. While this argument partially

works in molecules, in extended systems the duality between localized variational orbitals and

delocalized canonical orbitals makes it less straightforward. An alternative way of seeing the

Koopmans’ condition, is as a mapping that allows to define an approximated self-energy which

brings to eigenvalues having the correct meaning of quasiparticle energies. While the second

interpretation is probably the most correct, it would be interesting to investigate whether

the Koopmans’ condition brings about some self-interaction corrections or not (that goes be-

yond the standard piecewise-linearity). In other words, is the generalized piecewise-linearity

condition a real property of the system? We remark that understanding this aspect, might be

useful also to understand if it is somehow possible to extend this condition to off-diagonal

occupations, and ultimately expand the applications to metallic systems. Moreover, connected

to the previous question there is another aspect, that is whether the Koopmans functional

represent a physical energy. As many DFT-based methods, Koopmans functionals are assumed

to inherit important properties such as the variational principle. While in the limit of fully

occupied and empty states the Koopmans energy tends to the base functional (although its

derivatives do not), in the general case ( fi 6= 0,1) it rather represents an ensemble of different

excited-state energies. It would be useful then, to give a more rigorous justification for the

existence of a variational principle for Koopmans functionals.

Among the several technical improvements that could raise the level of the current implemen-

tations of Koopmans functionals, we report one that is linked to the insights captured during

this work. As mentioned already, the Wannier character of the variational orbitals is a sufficient

condition for the compliance of the crystal Hamiltonian with the translation symmetry of

the system. In standard DFT, the analogous condition is represented by the periodicity of the

total density, which is then assumed a priori in calculations on periodic systems. Similarly,

in Koopmans functionals the Wannier-like nature of the variational orbitals could become a

requirement, that guarantees the compliance with Bloch’s theorem. We remark indeed that, al-

though Wannier functions represent a solution that comply with the system’s symmetry, there

might be other sets of orbitals that are energetically equivalent, yet not symmetry-compliant.

Eventually, an unconstrained minimization could lead to these orbitals rather than to Wannier

functions, impeding to obtain the band structure of the system. A “Wannier-constrained”

minimization could provide an effective way to compute self-consistent band structures from

orbital-density-dependent functionals.

Finally, backed by the recent developments and the automatization of the computational

procedures, Koopmans functionals could be employed more consistently to perform cal-

culations in extended systems. Starting from high-throughput band structure calculations

(possibly coupled with some recent automatic Wannierization techniques), one could con-
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sider systems that are particularly relevant in, e.g., photovoltaic applications: perovskites,

low-dimensional materials, etc. An application that was considered towards the end of this

work is that of materials that contain defects. The preliminary study reported in this work

showed promising results in this context and, given the computational relevance of this type

of systems (electronic devices, quantum computing, etc.), and the difficulty to tackle the

problem with other high-level electronic-structure methods, should be definitely considered

for future applications.
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A Exchange-correlation hole

The exchange-correlation hole ρxc(r ,r ′) is an object that has a precise physical meaning

and provides an alternative and useful definition of the xc energy. In order to arrive to the

definition, one can start from the pair-correlation function ρ(r ,r ′) (to ease the notation we

omit here the spin coordinates), which defines the joint probability of finding an electron at r

and another at r ′ [25]:

ρ(r ,r ′) =
〈∑

i 6= j
δ(r − ri )δ(r ′− r j )

〉

= N (N −1)
∫

dr3dr4 · · ·drN
∣∣Ψ(r ,r ′,r3,r4, . . . ,rN )

∣∣2 .

(A.1)

For a system of non-interacting electrons the joint probability ρ(r ,r ′) is simply the product

of the densities of the two electrons; so that, when the interaction is switched on, the pair-

correlation function can be written as

ρ(r ,r ′) = ρ(r )ρ(r ′)+ρ(r )ρxc(r ,r ′), (A.2)

where ρxc(r ,r ′) describes the effect on the density at r due to the presence of an electron at r ′.
In the limit of non-interacting electrons, we find ρ(r ,r ′) = ρ(r )ρ(r ′) and the xc hole is zero; on

the other hand, the more the system is correlated, the larger will be the difference ρ(r ,r ′)−
ρ(r )ρ(r ′), and thus ρxc(r ,r ′). In this sense, the xc hole gives a measure of the electronic

correlation present in the system.

The xc hole, just as the xc energy, can be split in its exchange and correlation contributions.

Because of Pauli exclusion principle, which prevents electrons with the same spin from

occupying the same position, each electron is surrounded by a hole due to the absence

of electrons. The negative energy resulting from the interaction of the electron with this

(exchange) hole yields the exchange energy. Also the correlation energy generally lowers the

total energy, which can be easily understood if we consider its definition as the difference

between the exact and the Hartree-Fock energy. In Hartree-Fock theory, the energy is defined
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as the expectation value of the exact many-body Hamiltonian over a single Slater determinant

wave function; the whole approximation is contained in the trial wave function and, due to the

variational principle, the resulting energy is always larger than the exact ground state energy.

As a consequence, also the correlation energy can be expressed as the average interaction of

an electron with its correlation hole.

A rigorous derivation of the just discussed relation between xc energy and xc hole is obtained

by means of the adiabatic connection formula (here we follow the derivation given in the

Appendix of Ref. [164]). Resorting to the same stratagem used in Section 2.2.2, let us consider

a non-interacting system where the electron-electron repulsion is slowly switched on via a

parameter λ, and the external potential vλ(r ) is designed to yield, for any value of λ, the

ground-state density ρ of the real (fully-interacting) system. The Hamiltonian reads as

Ĥλ = T̂ +λV̂ee +
∑

i
v̂λ,i , (A.3)

where vλ=0(r ) takes the form of the KS potential and, whenλ equals 1, vλ(r ) yields the external

potential of the real system, v(r ). The ground-state energy is given by the expectation value of

Hλ over the ground-state wave functionΨλ, and its variation with respect to λ gives

∂λEλ = ∂λ 〈Ψλ|Ĥλ|Ψλ〉
= 〈Ψλ|∂λĤλ|Ψλ〉
= 〈Ψλ|V̂ee|Ψλ〉+

∑
i
〈Ψλ|∂λv̂λ,i |Ψλ〉

= 〈Ψλ|V̂ee|Ψλ〉+
∫

drρ(r )∂λvλ(r ).

(A.4)

Upon integration between 0 and 1, the left-hand side of Eq. (A.4) becomes

E1 −E0 = (T0 +EH +Exc +V )− (T0 +V0) = EH +Exc + (V −V0), (A.5)

with E1 being the energy of the fully-interacting system, and E0 the KS energy; by comparison

with the right-hand side of Eq. (A.4), we finally obtain

Exc =
∫ 1

0
dλ〈Ψλ|V̂ee|Ψλ〉−EH. (A.6)

The connection with the xc hole is found by solving the remaining integral over λ, and it

follows below:∫ 1

0
dλ〈Ψλ|V̂ee|Ψλ〉 =

1

2

∫ 1

0
dλ

∑
i 6= j

∫
dr1 · · ·drN

|Ψλ(r1, . . . ,rN )|2
|ri − r j |

= 1

2

∫ 1

0
dλN (N −1)

∫
dr dr ′dr3 · · ·drN

∣∣Ψλ(r ,r ′,r3, . . . ,rN )
∣∣2

|r − r ′|
= 1

2

∫
dr dr ′ 1

|r − r ′|
∫ 1

0
dλρλ(r ,r ′),

(A.7)
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where ρλ(r ,r ′) is the λ-dependent pair-correlation function, whose integral over λ can be

expressed, via Eq. (A.2), in terms of the integrated exchange-correlation hole ρ̄xc(r ,r ′) =∫ 1
0 dλρxc,λ(r ,r ′):∫ 1

0
dλ〈Ψλ|V̂ee|Ψλ〉 =

1

2

∫
dr dr ′ρ(r )ρ(r ′)

|r − r ′| + 1

2

∫
dr dr ′ρ(r )ρ̄xc(r ,r ′)

|r − r ′| (A.8)

By identifying the first term on the right-hand side with the Hartree energy, and comparing

with Eq. (A.6), we obtain the following expression for the exchange-correlation energy

Exc = 1

2

∫
dr

∫
dr ′ρ(r ′)ρ̄xc(r ,r ′)

|r − r ′| , (A.9)

which, once more, highlights the non-interacting character of the Hartree term and the totally

correlated nature of the xc energy (as also discussed in Section 2.2.1).

The xc hole must satisfy some important constraints, one of which is the sum rule∫
dr ′ρxc(r ,r ′) =−1, (A.10)

which tells us that if an electron is at r , the rest of the system must lack of one electron. The

same reasoning can be applied also within the framework of Hartree-Fock theory, that leads

to an identical sum rule for the exchange hole only. Combining this result with Eq. (A.10), one

obtains ∫
dr ′ρx(r ,r ′) =−1,

∫
dr ′ρc(r ,r ′) = 0. (A.11)

To conclude this section, we report the exact exchange-correlation hole for a system with

a fractional number of electrons. By means of the adiabatic connection and recalling the

formalism used in Section 2.1.3, if δ is the fraction of electron resulting from the mixture of

the (M −1)- and M-electron systems, and N = M +δ is the average number of electrons, the

sum rule on the xc hole reads as [38]∫
dr ′ρxc(r ,r ′) =−1+δ(1−δ)

∫ 1

0
dλ

ρλM (r )−ρλM−1(r )

ρN (r )
, (A.12)

where λ is the coupling constant between the interacting and non-interacting systems. It

is clear that in the limit of integer number of electrons (δ −→ 0) the result of Eq. (A.10) is

recovered. As discussed in Section 2.1.5, the self-interaction error present in local functionals

affects especially systems at fractional number of electrons. This is a consequence of the fact

that such functionals normally satisfy Eq. (A.10), but not Eq. (A.12). The PZ functional also

obeys to Eq. (A.10), but it improves the description of the xc hole also at fractional number of

electrons and, in particular, in the limit of non-interacting electrons, it fulfills Eq. (A.12) [38].
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B KI and KIPZ potentials

Here we report the detailed expressions and derivations for the KI and KIPZ functionals and

potentials. Before moving on we list some important functional derivatives which will be

useful later on:

δ fi

δρ j (r )
= δi j (B.1)

δni (r )

δρ j (r ′)
=

{
1

fi
δ(r − r ′)− ρi (r )

f 2
i

}
δi j = 1

fi
{δ(r − r ′)−ni (r )}δi j (B.2)

δρi (r )

δn j (r ′)
= fiδ(r − r ′)δi j (B.3)

KI

We start recalling the definition of the KI correction (3.11), showing how it can be simplified:

ΠuKI
i [ρ,ρi ] = E DFA[ρ−ρi ]−E DFA[ρ]+ fi

(
E DFA[ρ−ρi +ni ]−E DFA[ρ−ρi ]

)
= EHxc[ρ−ρi ]−EHxc[ρ]+ fi

(
EHxc[ρ−ρi +ni ]−EHxc[ρ−ρi ]

)
,

(B.4)

where we exploited the linearity of the kinetic energy functional with respect to the orbital

densities, i.e. T [ρ] =∑
i T [ρi ]. By splitting the Hartree and the exchange-correlation parts we

obtain

ΠuKI
i [ρ,ρi ] = Exc[ρ−ρi ]−Exc[ρ]+ fi

(
Exc[ρ−ρi +ni ]−Exc[ρ−ρi ]

)+ fi (1− fi )EH[ni ]. (B.5)
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The KI potential acting on the i -th orbital, is defined as the functional derivative of the KI

correction with respect to the orbital density ρi :

vKI
j (r ) = δ

(∑
i Π

uKI
i [ρ,ρi ]

)
δρ j (r )

=
δΠKI

j [ρ,ρ j ]

δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

+ δ
(∑

i 6= j Π
KI
i [ρ,ρi ]

)
δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸

(b)

(B.6)

(a)
δΠKI

j [ρ,ρ j ]

δρ j (r )
=

∫
δEHxc[ρ−ρ j ]

δ(ρ−ρ j )(r ′)
δ(ρ−ρ j )(r ′)

δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

dr ′−
∫
δEHxc[ρ]

δρ(r ′)
δρ(r ′)
δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ(r−r ′)

dr ′ +

EHxc[ρ−ρ j +n j ]−EHxc[ρ−ρ j ] +

f j

(∫
δEHxc[ρ−ρ j +n j ]

δ(ρ−ρ j +n j )(r ′)
δ(ρ−ρ j +n j )(r ′)

δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸
δn j (r ′)/δρ j (r )

dr ′−
∫
δEHxc[ρ−ρ j ]

δ(ρ−ρ j )(r ′)
δ(ρ−ρ j )(r ′)

δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

dr ′
)

= − vHxc([ρ],r )+EHxc[ρ−ρ j +n j ]−EHxc[ρ−ρ j ] +
f j

∫
vHxc([ρ−ρ j +n j ],r ′)

1

f j
{δ(r − r ′)−n j (r ′)}dr ′

= EHxc[ρ−ρ j +n j ]−EHxc[ρ−ρ j ]−
∫

vHxc([ρ−ρ j +n j ],r ′)n j (r ′)dr ′ +

vHxc([ρ−ρ j +n j ],r )− vHxc([ρ],r )

(B.7)

(b)
δ

(∑
i 6= j Π

KI
i [ρ,ρi ]

)
δρ j (r )

= ∑
i 6= j

{∫
δEHxc[ρ−ρi ]

δ(ρ−ρi )(r ′)
δ(ρ−ρi )(r ′)
δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ(r−r ′)

dr ′−
∫
δEHxc[ρ]

δρ(r ′)
δρ(r ′)
δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ(r−r ′)

dr ′ +

fi

(∫
δEHxc[ρ−ρi +ni ]

δ(ρ−ρi +ni )(r ′)
δ(ρ−ρi +ni )(r ′)

δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ(r−r ′)

dr ′−

∫
δEHxc[ρ−ρi ]

δ(ρ−ρi )(r ′)
δ(ρ−ρi )(r ′)
δρ j (r )︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ(r−r ′)

dr ′
)}

= ∑
i 6= j

{
vHxc([ρ−ρi ],r )− vHxc([ρ],r ) +

fi
[
vHxc([ρ−ρi +ni ],r )− vHxc([ρ−ρi ],r )

]}
.

(B.8)
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By putting together Eqs. (B.7) and (B.8), one obtains the general expression of the KI potential:

vKI
j (r ) = vKI,scalar

j (r )+ vKI,non−scalar
j (r ), (B.9)

where vKI,scalar
j (r ) contains only the scalar terms (in the sense that they not depend on the

spatial coordinate r ), and thus they do not contribute to the minimization since they apply a

homogeneous correction whose effect does not modify the shape of the orbitals

vKI,scalar
j ([ρ,ρ j ],r ) = EHxc[ρ−ρ j +n j ]−EHxc[ρ−ρ j ]−

∫
vHxc([ρ−ρ j +n j ],r ′)n j (r ′)dr ′, (B.10)

while vKI,real
j (r ) depends on r and so reshapes the orbitals

vKI,real
j ([{ρi }],r ) = vHxc([ρ−ρ j +n j ],r )− vHxc([ρ],r ) +∑

i 6= j

{
vHxc([ρ−ρi ],r )− vHxc([ρ],r ) +

fi
[
vHxc([ρ−ρi +ni ],r )− vHxc([ρ−ρi ],r )

]}
.

(B.11)

Finally, we give the expression for the KI potentials on the fully occupied ( f j = 1) and empty

( f j = 0) states:

vKI,occ
j = EHxc[ρ]−EHxc[ρ−n j ]−

∫
vHxc([ρ],r ′)n j (r ′)dr ′, (B.12)

vKI,emp
j (r ) = EHxc[ρ+n j ]−EHxc[ρ]−

∫
vHxc([ρ+n j ],r ′)n j (r ′)dr ′ +

vHxc([ρ+n j ],r )− vHxc([ρ],r ),
(B.13)

where we see that vKI,occ
j is fully scalar and is therefore invariant under unitary transformation,

i.e. the KI correction on the occupied states consists of a simple (orbital-dependent) shift

of the KS energies; on the other hand, vKI,emp
j (r ) has also some real terms and resulting in a

non-unitary-invariant correction for the empty states.
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Appendix B. KI and KIPZ potentials

KIPZ

Here we first show that the expression for the KIPZ correction given in Eq. (3.14) – introduced

in Ref. [17] – is consistent with the original definition reported in Ref. [82] [see Eq. (27) therein].

ΠuKIPZ
i [ρ,ρi ] = −

∫ fi

0
〈φi |ĥPZ

i (s)|φi 〉d s + fi

∫ 1

0
〈φi |ĥPZ

i (s)|φi 〉d s −EHxc[ρi ]

= E PZ[ρ−ρi ]−E PZ[ρ]+ fi
(
E PZ[ρ−ρi +ni ]−E PZ[ρ−ρi ]

)−EHxc[ρi ]

= E DFA[ρ−ρi ]−E DFA[ρ]+ fi
(
E DFA[ρ−ρi +ni ]−E DFA[ρ−ρi ]−EHxc[ni ]

)
=ΠKI

i [ρ,ρi ]− fi EHxc[ni ],

(B.14)

where we used the definition of the PZ functional (2.34), and the fact that dE PZ/d fi
∣∣

fi=s =
〈φi |ĥPZ

i (s)|φi 〉 (Janak’s theorem holds for the PZ functional).

The KIPZ functional can be seen also as a correction on top of the PZ functional rather than

a DFT one. Considering the expression given on the second line of Eq. (B.14), we can recast

Eq. (3.13) and include in the base functional the self-interaction term EHxc[ρi ], which brings

to the following expression:

E KIPZ[{ρi }] = E DFA[ρ]−∑
i
αi EHxc[ρi ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

EαPZ[{ρi }]

+∑
i
αiΠ

uKI@PZ
i [ρ,ρi ], (B.15)

where the base functional EαPZ[{ρi }] is a screened Perdew-Zunger functional, and the orbital-

dependent SIC term is scaled by the screening parameters αi . The Koopmans correction,

ΠuKI@PZ
i , in this case is given by the KI correction applied on top of the standard PZ functional.

As for KI, the KIPZ potential can be obtained from the functional derivative of the KIPZ

correction term:

vKIPZ
j (r ) = δ

(∑
i Π

KIPZ
i [ρ,ρi ]

)
δρ j (r )

= δ
(∑

i Π
KI
i [ρ,ρi ]

)
δρ j (r )

+ δ
(∑

i fi EHxc[ni ]
)

δρ j (r )

= vKI
j (r )+ vHxc([n j ],r )−

∫
vHxc([n j ],r )n j (r )dr +EHxc[n j ]

(B.16)

For occupied states the only non-scalar term is the vHxc([n j ],r ) and so the KIPZ gradient is

almost1 equal to the PZ one.

1“almost” in the sense that this self-interaction potential is scaled by the screening factor α j which, in general,
can bring to different variational orbitals with respect to those that one would obtain from the full PZ functional.
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C Commutativity of KI and KIPZ
potentials

In this appendix, we first show the independence of the Wannier occupation numbers from

the R-vectors, then we give a proof for the commutativity of the KI and KIPZ potentials with

the translation operators T̂R .

Occupation numbers of Wannier functions

In terms of the KS (Bloch-like) eigenstates, the total electronic density is

ρ(r ) = ∑
k ,n

fknψ
∗
kn(r )ψkn(r ) (C.1)

where the occupations fkn follow the Fermi-Dirac statistics. We now consider the transforma-

tion connecting BFs and WFs given in Eq. (4.3), which inverted gives

|ψnk〉 =
∑

R ,m
e i k ·RU (k)∗

nm |wRm〉 . (C.2)

On the Wannier basis the density takes the form

ρ(r ) = ∑
R ,R ′,m,n

f RR ′
mn w∗

Rm(r )wR ′n(r ), (C.3)

where f RR ′
mn =∑

k p fk p e−i k(R−R ′)U (k)
pmU (k)∗

pn . Therefore, the matrix elements f RR ′
mn depend only

on the difference between R and R ′:

f RR ′
mn = f R−R ′

mn . (C.4)

As a consequence of Eq. (C.4), the occupancies on the Wannier orbitals, i.e. the diagonal

elements of the matrix f RR ′
mn , are independent from the lattice vector as claimed:

fRn = f RR
nn = f R−R

nn = f 0
nn = f0n . (C.5)
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Appendix C. Commutativity of KI and KIPZ potentials

Commutativity of the Koopmans potential

In order to show the commutativity of the Koopmans potential is sufficient to prove that, when

built on WFs, the ODD terms possess the translation property of Eq. (4.19). Starting from KI,

the full expression of the potential is given by Eq. (B.9), and is made of a scalar term (B.10)

and of a r -dependent term (B.11). The scalar terms are clearly invariant under any spatial

translations, and therefore satisfy a more stringent condition than Eq. (4.19), namely

EHxc[ρnR ] = EHxc[ρnR ′ ]; (C.6)

As a consequence, the scalar part of the KI potential possesses the same property, and thus

satisfies Eq. (4.19). Among the non-scalar terms, some depend solely on the total density and

are, therefore, periodic, whereas the ODD terms are essentially of two types:

vHxc([ρ−ρnR +nnR ],r ) , vHxc([ρ−ρnR ],r ); (C.7)

given the similarity between the two terms, we will show the compliance with Eq. (4.19) only

for the second term, since the extension to the other type does not require any particular

manipulation. As done in Section 4.2.3, we treat the Hartree and xc terms separately; given the

linearity of the Hartree potential with respect to the density, we obtain

vH([ρ−ρnR ],r ) = vH([ρ],r )− vH([ρnR ],r ); (C.8)

upon a translation of R , the first term on the right-hand side is invariant, while the second

was already analyzed in Eq. (4.18). With regards to the xc term, following the argument of

Section 4.2.3, we find that

vxc([ρ−ρnR ],r +R ′) = vxc(ρ(r +R ′)−ρnR (r +R ′))

= vxc(ρ(r )−ρnR−R ′(r ))

= vxc([ρ−ρnR−R ′ ],r ),

(C.9)

which shows that the ODD Hxc potential corresponding to the density ρ−ρnR , fulfills Eq. (4.19).

Finally, for the KIPZ potential, from Eq. (B.16) we see that the additional terms belong to one of

the aforemonetioned categories, meaning that the Wannier-like property (4.19) readily applies

also to the ODD KIPZ potentials:

vKI/KIPZ
R (r +R ′) = vKI/KIPZ

R−R ′ (r ). (C.10)

The result above is sufficient to prove the compliance of the KI and KIPZ Hamiltonians with

Bloch’s theorem, as the second part of the demonstration [see Eq. (4.20)] is totally agnostic of

the type of ODD potential considered, as long as this Eq. (C.10) is satisfied.
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D Koopmans for metallic systems

In this section we point out the issues arising in metallic systems, or anytime that the occupa-

tion number matrix is non-diagonal. We start from the spectral representation of the density

operator

ρ̂ =∑
i

fi |ψi 〉〈ψi | , (D.1)

where {ψi } is the set of KS eigenvectors, and the occupation numbers follow the Fermi-Dirac

distribution: fi = 1 for the occupied states, and fi = 0 for the empty states. By representing ρ̂

on the basis of {ψi } we obtain the following form for the occupation number matrix:

F =



N︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 0 · · · 0

0 1 0
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 1

0 0 · · · 0
...

...

0 0 · · · 0

M−N︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 · · · 0

0 0
...

...

0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0


= 1occ ⊕ 0emp, (D.2)

where M is the dimension of the full Hilbert space, and N is that of the subspace ρ̂. In

a compact way, F can be expressed as the direct sum of two matrices defined in the M-

dimensional Hilbert space: 1occ that is 0 everywhere and acts as the identity matrix over the

N -dimensional occupied subspace, and 0emp that is 0 everywhere and it acts as the null matrix

over the (M −N )-dimensional empty subspace.

Let’s consider now a change of representation from the set of KS states {ψi } to a set of orbitals

{φi }, e.g. the variational orbitals. The two basis are connected by a unitary transformation

U : |φi 〉 =∑
j U j i |ψ j 〉. In terms of the new vectors, the density operator reads as

ρ̂ =∑
j k

f̃ j k |φ j 〉〈φk | , (D.3)
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Appendix D. Koopmans for metallic systems

where f̃ j k are the matrix elements of F̃ =U †FU , that in general is a non-diagonal matrix. The

presence of off-diagonal elements in the density matrix represents a problem: the Koopmans’

condition [see Eq. (3.2)] applies only to the orbital occupations or, in other words, to the

diagonal elements of F . As a consequence, the formalism of Koopmans functionals does

not contain any term regarding off-diagonal occupations ( fi j ), or mixed orbital densities

(phi∗i (r )φ j (r )), terms which then are not treated within the current theory.

Nevertheless, some particular choices for the transformation U can avoid this problem and

preserve the diagonal form of ρ̂. Thanks to its block diagonal form, the F -matrix in (D.2) turns

out to be invariant over transformations that do not mix occupied and empty states. These

cases are represented by a unitary matrix U having the same block diagonal form of F :

U =
(
Uocc 0

0 Uemp

)
=Uocc ⊕Uemp ; (D.4)

since both the identity matrix and the null matrix are trivially invariant over unitary trans-

formations, the F -matrix does not change, preserving also the diagonal form of Eq. (D.2).

Eventually, this is the way we proceed when we compute the variational orbitals of Koopmans

functionals, whether we determine them self-consistently, or we use a non-self-consistent

guess.

Solving this problem would open to the application of Koopmans functionals to metallic

systems, impossible to tackle otherwise. Moreover, also for insulating systems this would

facilitate the applications in periodic systems, since it would allow computing MLWFs without

the constraint of Eq. (D.4), which forces the separate Wannierization of the occupied and

empty manifolds (usually more complex than the Wannierization of the full manifold).
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